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ABSTRACl'

Although the mi.croccmputier revolution has mare poserfiul canputer
hardware available at low oost, there is still a severe lag in the avai
lability of canputer software that can aid urban water managers in find
ing cost-effective solutions to canplex design and operat.i.onal problems
in storrrwater and canbined sewer oontrol. A Storrrwater Control Package
U:WCP) is presented with user manual for introducing autanation into
urban stornwater oontrol systems. 'ilie packaqe oontains state-of-the-art
tedmology in storm inflCM forecasting, fully dynamic hydraulic routing,
and dynamic progranming optimization. It is designed for "simulated"
real-time experimentation on application of autanation to storm. and c0m
bined sewer oontrol for achieving improved performance. In addition, it
is believed that application of the SiCP at the plarming level can
potentially save large amounts of capital in sizing of facilities
through optimum regulation in real-time of storage and conveyance of
stomwater. CaIputational experience with the North Shore Outfalls and
Olannel OUtfalls Consolidation projects of the Clean water Program of
san Francisco is presented.

In addition to operational software, an optimal sewer design pack
age called cronP/SEWER is presented with user manual which also employs
dynamic programming. As a screening tool, Program CSUDP/SEWER can find
least-oost vertical layouts and sizings of storm. drainage systans.
Preliminary experience with an optimal horizontal layout procedure which
canbines nonlinear prograrrming, network flCM theory and CSUDP/SEWER is
also presented, but more testing with large networks is needed for this
algorithm.

'Ihe eventual goal is to canbine the SiCP and CSUDP/SEWER packaqe
together to develop optimal designs with full oonsideration of the
pot.ent.Lal cost-effectiveness of anploying autanation in real-time.
Future work should also proceed to apply previous research at CSU on
solving large-scale, city wide stormwater oontrol problans t¥ using the
3tlCP at the subbasin level and optimally integrating it into city-wide
controls. Recamnendations are included on combining Kalman filtering
and dynanic progranming together for the stormeater oontrol problem
under risk t¥ using a new procedure develofed at am called dynamic pro
grarrming in objective space,
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CBAPl'ER I

INTRCOOCI'ION

A. CNERVIEW

The new anerging CAD/CAM (computer aided design and manufacturing)

technology is seen by many as the salvation of American industry in sub

stantially increasing productivity to renain competitive on the world

scene. In the public sector, there is also a productivity crisis, but

of a different kind. The product is public service, which is of course,

difficult to measure in econanic terms. However, in construction of

wastewater management alone, it has been estimated that oret: 100 bil

lion will need to be spent before the end of the century to properly

develop new systans and upgrade and maintain reasonable service levels

of existing systans <Grigg, 1982). l-bst agree that this level of expen

diture is unattainable. capital intensive solutions to our urban water

problans may be a thing of the past. 'Ihe key to the future may be the

full developnent of a CAD/CN'1 counterpart in the public works area. with

the goal of reducing construction costs while maintaining adequate ser

vice levels.

'Ihe explosion in so};histicated and pcMerful computer hardware tech

nology and its availability at reasonable cost is perhaps one of the

greatest American success stories of this century. Developnents in

applications software are also dramatic, but lag behind hardware

developnent. In particular, adequate software is still not available in

a readily usable form for dealing with canplex problans associated with

metropcl Itan water services. Back in 1970, the American Public Works

. 1
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Association surveyed the state of the art in public works corputer

applications, including guidelines for installation and operation of

carputerized process control systems (AIWA, 1970>. R>ertner (1972) fol

lCMed this with a survey of "Existing Autanation, Control and Intelli

gence Systans for Metropolitan Water Facilities. n Since that time,

further progress in inplementation has been modest at test. With the

major advances in corputer technology that have occurred since these

reports, it is imperative that these surveys be updated with particular

focus on developing productivity and cost-effectiveness data, including

surveys of available models, software, and speci.fIcatrion of future

software needs.

McPherson (1971), perhaps the pioneer in introducing innovative

concepts of carq;mterized autanation and control in the urban water ser

vices, has emIflasized that wirespread developnent and application of

canputer technology can only be justified to the extent that all the

water-related mecropcl.Ltan services are integrated together using

networked corpucer hardware and cata managenent systems, as well as

integrative software that can exploit the overl.ap between the various

services.

B. RESEARCH OBJOC'TIVES

With the ultimate need for these integrative approaches clearly in

mind, the focus in this research is on developnent of general ccroputer

software for optimal design and real-time operat.ion of urban flood con

trol, including canbined sewer systems. 2lle urban flood control problem

is of course closely related to the problan of pollution of receiving

waters. It is believed that inclusion of carputerized control concepts

into planning and design can result in considerable capital investment

savings for urban drainage and flood control systems. It may be
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possible, for example. to reduce sizing requi renent.s for stormwater con-

veyance. storage, treat:ment and punpinq facilities through recognition

that storm inputs are generally spatf.al.ly and tanporally nonhomogeneous

Oller an urban area. Portions of a ccmbined sewer system may be over-

loaded, whereas at the same time, other areas may have sizable unused

capacity. In addition, such factors as storm movement; in relation to

the direction of sewer flCM and time lags between storm input and ulti

mate passage to interceptors can be exploited (McPherson, 1981).

'Ihrough investment in such technology as radar and storm tracking.

advanced warning systems, autcmated~aingage networks, forecasting

models, sewer system models, flCM level sensors, autanated regulators

and control devices, and control decision software, it may be possibte

to more effectively utilize the total storage capacity of a storm or

canbined sewer system. Metropolitan seattle's 3.1 million CATAD (C0m

puter Augmented Treatment and Disposal) system has been reported as sav-

ing the City 70 million in construction costs for an alternative

separated sewer system (Brown and caldwelL 1978). '!hey reported that

CATAD had reduced stornwater overflows by 80% since its 1973 installa

tion by simply more effectiVely using in-line storage capability through

ccmputer controlled regulators.

Previous work by Labadie et al. (1975) and Trotta et al. (1977) has

shosn that urban runoff control is most effectively accanplished on a

totally integrated, . city-wide basis. Labadie et al. (l980) have

emrhasized the importance of including fully dynamic l¥draulic system

modeling in computer control schemes. Trotta et al . (1977) have demon

strated the importance of including rainfall forecasts and ant.Icdpated

storm flCMS into real-time decisionnaking which considers the inherent

stochasticity . of the control problem and the risks associated with
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rontrol decisions. Morrow and Labadie (1980) have attempted to demon

strate hav these elanents can be integrated together through a software

developnent called the stomwater Control Package that can be used for

operational planning as well as posaibly adapted for actual real-time

oont.rol , Labadie et al. (1981) have gone a step further and actually

oocumented the value or ''worth'' of real-time storm inflow forecasting in

computer control. systems. It was found that attempts to forecast can be

valuable, even in the presence of sanewhat large forecast errors. 'rhis

latter work was supported under the research covered by this completion

report. '!bough the City of san Francisco has served as the primary case

study for most of this research, attempts have been made to generalize

the software development for use in other cities.

What this research has shown is that real-time computer control and

decision support systems, even in the presence of prediction uncertain

ties, can enhance the performance of urban drainage and flood control

systems. Again, this has implications both in an operational and a

planning content. At the <;>perational level, it means we are maximizing

performance of existing facilities, and hence improving cost effective

ness. In a facilities planning content, it means that inrorporation of

these cx:mtrol ooncepcs into capital improvement alternatives can possa

bly replace sizing requt renent.s.

In addition to work in canputer control and real-time operations,

ronsiderable effort has been carried out at Colorado State University on

optimal sizing and design of urban stornwater drainage facilities in

order to achieve cost effectiveness. As an early output of the research

rovered in this rompletion report, Robinson and Labadie <1981> presented

a dynamic programing algorithm for optimal vertical layout and sizing of

a storm sewer system. '!his model is designed to be an effective
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screening process whereby optimal pipe selections and vertical layout

under steady flew assimpt.ions can be follCMed i¥ further refinement and,

hopefully, sizing reductions through use of the stornwater O::mtrol Pack

age using dynamic, unsteady flew routing and "simulated" real-time fore

casting and control.

COnsiderable work resulting fran this research has been previously

published and is readily available. '!he purpose of this final conple

tion rep:>rt is to:

1. Prov ide a concise overviEW of the stomwater Control Package

(SVCP) developed at Colorado State University.

2. Present previously unpublished results of application of the

5t1CP to the san Francisco stornwater Control 5Ystem using the Bayside

Facilities Planning Project as a case study.

3. Include new documentation and a user's manual for the general

SVCP software to facilitate its possible use in other cities.

4. Present a nel procedure for integrating the problem of optimal

vertical and horizontal layout of a storm or combined sewer &ystan,

along with sane canputational experience. Again this is a screening

procedure which can provide layouts and sizings that can be further

refined by the stornwater oontrol package, with posaibl,e inclusion of

autanatic control capability and considuation of realistic hydraulic

routing. This technology is not only applicable to new system, but also

for f ineling optimal expansion and improvement plans for existing sys-

tans.

5. Provide an updated user's manual for software devel.oped under

this project for optimal vertical layout and sizing of a storm drainage

system.
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6. Pr0I:Ose a new procedure for fully incorporating risk and

uncertainty into the operational aspects of stODT! drainage systEIns.

As mentioned previously, the early work of this research focused on

the stornwater Control Package and the value or "worth" of real-time

storm inflow forecasts and has been published. A copy of the paper is

presented in Appendix A of this report, with a user manual for the s-JCP

included in Appendix B. Due to changes in budgetary priorities for the

City of San Francisco, it has not been poasible for Colorado state

University to actually see the iIrplernentation of the methodologies

developed in this research to the san Francisco stormeater management

systan, as was originally proposed in this research. As a result of

this, it was decided that it would be beneficial to attanpt to general

ize roth the operational control packaqes and sewer design and layout

programs so as to be applicable to other urban areas. Published work

resulting fran this research on optimal vertical layout and sizing of

storm drainage systems is included in Appendix C. '!he user manual for

this program is found in Appendix D. 'Ihough full demonstration of these

tools on an actual city-wide basis is yet to be achieved, it is believed

this research has generated the basic operet.ional and design tools

necessary for such an effort. It is hoped that future opportunities

will arise for a full aemostration of this software, if not in San Fran

cisco, then perhaps in another u.s. city or even abroad. Information on

access to the computer codes developed in this research can be obtained

directly fran the princrpal investigator, Dr. John W. Labadie.

An additional goal of this research was to prov ide a conference and

workshop for transferring this technology to other cities. Dr. Labadie

is co-chairman of a large 2-day syII\pOsium on'~Computer Aided Decision

Support systans in Water Resources, " at the 1985 Spring National
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Convention of the American Society of Civil Engineers CASCE) in Denver,

Colorado. He has also been asked to present an extensive tutorial on

"Real-TiIre Control of water Resource Systems," with focus on urban water

systems, at the 1985 ASCE Specialty Conference in Buffalo, Nav York,

with the theme of "Canputer Applications in Water Resources."

'Ihese sessions should be well attended by managerial and engineer

ing staff fran many large and snall rnunicipllities around the u.S., and

will afford an excellent opportunity for presenting the results of our

research.

C. QOCANIZATION OF REPORI'

'Ibis ccmpletion report; is organized as follCMS: the follCMing

chapter focuses on mst-effectiveness analyses in urban water systans in

general, and scornwater control systems in particular. It is shcJtm that

inclusion of canputer-aided decisiomaking and autanatic control are

critical needs for achieving cost-effectiveness in urban flood control

and wastewater rnanaganent, and therefore enhancing productivity in urban

water services. 'l1lis sets the motivation for the follCMing chapters

which present the operational and tEsign software which we believe can

help meet these needs. A final chapter is devoted to a proposed metho

dology for perfonning integrated real-time cont.rol with consideration of

risk and uncertainty. 'Ihe Appendices prov ide foundational work associ

ated with this research, along with user manuals for the carrputer

software.



QlAP1'ER II

CD~EFFEcrIVENESS IN umAN WATER SYS'I.EKS
VIA <DMFUTERIZED DESIGN AND Q)NI'RQL

A. coo>tlI'ER.IZATION IN PUBLIC WORKS; YESI'ERDAY AND TODAY

COlorado state University published a report in 1972 with a

description and inventory of existing computer control and autanation

systans at that time (Poertner, 1972). This followed a thorough review

l::¥ M.1r rS¥ McPherson and the ASCE Urban Water Research Program of the

ooncept of ftMetropolitan Water Intelligence &ystans" (McPherson, 1971>.

The oontention was that computerized autanation in urban water services

is absolutely essential. to achieving desired levels of oost

effectiveness and productivity, and that this technology in turn needs

to be fully integrated into urban water s.ystan planning and design. It

is valuable to go back to sane of the municipalities surveyed in 1971

and 1972 by Poertner and find out (a) what their experfences have been

in applying computer technology since then, (b) if indeed there have

been productivity improvements, and (c) to deteDIline what sane of the

current trends in the field are. 'lhe focus of this survey is on opera

tional aspects rather than planning and &=sign since we are at this time

unaware of any attempt to directly include consideration of autanatic

canputer oontrol as an important element of facilities planning and cap-

ital Improvement ,

Although urban water systans can be lumped together for the purpose

of general description, there are substantial differences between water

supply, wastewater and drainage systems. Integration of these systems
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can result in scale ecnnanies, but fragmentation of systans rather than

integration ranains the rule. 'Ihe range over which canputer-aided deci

sion support can occur Includes all of the ccmponents of water supply,

wastewater, drainage and flood control systans, and all of the stages of

corputer cnntrol and autanation: data collection, supervisory rontrol,

partial autanation and total autanatic control.

A.I The setting in 1971

Ten years ago we had computers, autanated instrumentation and ade

quate amtrol equipnent to implement control systems. Hares were high

for the transfer of NASA technology to the erwi.rorment.al sector, includ

ing urban water systems.

'Ihe CSU project published a report, on computer and control equip

ment in 1971 which concluded that ".• •oosts associated with autanation

are quite variable, being dependent on a nunber of factors. A quite

approximate basis for estimating autanation costs is $800 per rontrol

loop, but each situation is rest evaluated on an individual basis. 'lbe

associated canputer system will generally be a minicanputer selling for

less than $50,000" (Medearis, 1971).

en the face of it, the situation in 1971 seems not unlike what we

find today; minicanputers were available then and costa per cnntrol loop

had already fallen to presumably reasonable Levels, 'Ihe stage was set

for progress in applying this teclmology to urban water facilities,

along with other process systans in industry and in utilities.

'Jhe biggest change since 1971 has teen, of course, the ranarkable

developnent of the microprocessor. ~is technological developnent may

have more to do with trends in canputer cont.rol, and decision support;

than alnost an.Y other single event.
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A.2 sPecific APplications in 1971

Fbertner surveyed over 60 utilities in 1971 to learn of their

experiences. Several have been selected fran each of the water services

to see what has happened since then.

1. water SUPPlY

The Denver Board of Water Commissioners reported in 1971 that they

had canpleted a "power oonservation phase" and were starting a "load

shifting phase" for their water supply system. A third phase, called

the "total demand !hase," would seek to provide in real-time a canplete

operatanq picture of the system. 'lhe next fhase would couple the compu

terized operat.Ion of the filter plants with the distribution system and

raw water supplies, with all of this to be operated under computer con

trol with appropriate software.

'Ihe PhiladelIbia Water Department was engaged in water qual ity mon

itoring as well as control of the water distribution system through a

"Load Control center." At this center, thE¥' were remotely roonitoring

145 points in the system with the capability to exercise supervisory

control over pimps and control valves. 'Ihey were in the third phase of

autanating the Load COntrol center and infonnation was being processed

by a minicomputer. '!bey had decided to autanate their water treatment

plants and envisioned that this would be canpleted within three years

(by about 1975-1976). '!hey were considering utilizing distributed pro

cessing in the three water treatment plants. It should be noted that

PhiladelItlia water Commissioner sam Baxter and his research chief, Joe

Radzuil, both have died since their 1971 response on whidl the above

information was based.

'Ihe r:allas water utilities Defertrnent was considering improvements

in water system oontrol in 1971. Their oonsultants had canpleted a
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study which recommended expanding the existing control center to include

data handling and supervisory oontrol equiprent, and to begin a study of

spectfic data needs fran each control location. 'Ib~ already had an

off-line simulation program for the water distribution system in regular

use as well as a simulation model for the ratl water supply systan.

2. Wastewater Treatment

'!he City of Atlanta reported in 1971 that their RoM. Clayton plant

was to feature digital cClTputer control connected to analog control

Loops, '!hey intended to use the system for conventional types of pro

cess control and later for optimizing plant performance through process

modeling. '!be City had a contract with Fisher and Porter for the instru

mentation.

'!he City of Los Angeles was planning a high degree of process

instrumentation and central autanatic oontrol for three new wastewater

treatment plants. Direct digital control and data logging were to be

handled I:lf a canputer which would optimize the operat.inq parameters and

provide data on effluent quality for the regulatory agency.

'!he City of Milwaukee had future plans for the use of a central

control computer, minicomputers and data logging equi.pnent, at their

SOuth Shore plant where Improverent.s were scheduled for canpletion in

1972. Expansion plans for the South Shore plant would increase its

capacity from 60 to 120 mgd and upgrade it fran primary to serondary

treatment.

3 • COmbined sewer OVerflow Control

In 1971, the Municipality of ltEtropolitan seattle already had in

operation a computer augmented treatment and disposal system {CATAD)

which sought to fully utilize in-line storage available in the canbined

sewer system to reduce overflows. 'I'h~ were devel.opinq a mathanatical
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model of the collection systan to allow for eventual full control by

canputer. At that time, the system was being operated under supervisory

control with proviatons for both local and ranote control built into the

system.

Minneapolis-St. Paul also had a canputer controlled system for max

imizing the use of in-line storage in a large interceptor sewer.

Inflatable "fabridams" were in use to control sewer flows rather than

standard gates. Th~ were estimating that fully autanated control could

be attanpted at that time <U.S. EPA, 1974).

san Francisco began developing an ambitious master plan for wet

weather cxmtrol of O\7erflows in the 1960' s. A canputer-based data

logger was installed to collect precipitation and canbined sewer flCM

data across the city. Plans were made for canputer oontrol of the sys

tan after the master plan concept was implemented. 'Ihey errvisioned

off-line storage using a series of detention tanks, combined with a

cross-town tunnel and expanded treatment of wet weather flCMS. '!hese

original plans went through oonsiderable alteration in the late 1970's

and early 1980' s , with eventual abandorment of the detention storage

concept and replacement with large shore-line interceptor tunnels.

Regulatory standards have also released considerably since the early

days of the Master Plan.

A.3 The CUrrent Picture

several of the organizations described above were contacted by

phone, letter or visit by Dr. Neil S. Grigg, co-investigator for this

project. The survey was by no means exhaustive. By comparing his find

ings with observations fran the literature, it was hoped to discern some

trends and an idea about the "state of the art. "
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'!be Denver Water Board has maintained a consistent interest in

autanation and canputer cx:mtrol of their water treatment and distribu-

tion facilities. '!hey currently have raoote supervisory control of all

treatment plants and pump stations. '!here are no sophisticated canputer

simulation or optimizing models in use for operating the QYsterns but the

Process Q>ntrol section appreciates the potent.Ial for than and will con

sider these advances in the future. Practical problems of control such

continue to be large factors in decisions about canputerization.
\

as equipnent maintenance and reliability, cost, and anployee reaction

(1)

The City of PhiladelFhia Water I:ep:1rtment reported a continued

interest in autanation. '!bey have cx:mtracts canpleted for autanation of

two filter plants. Q>ntrols will be distributed and based on micropro-

( 2)cessors. '!bey ant.Lcapate canpletion of the projects in 1985.

Dallas continues their interest in canputers and autanation but has

not :i.mplanented closed-loop autanatic control with use of prediction

models. '!hey fu have sane direct digital control Loops in their treat-

rnent plants. '!bey cont.inue their interest in off-line analysis by

modeling and the application of scientific techniques to water E.!Ystem

operataon, (3)

An in-depth analysis of the status of computer control and autana

tion in wastewater treatment plants has not been made. A parer about

the Milwaukee QYstan seems to represent successful applications, hav-

(1) Based on a visit with Mr. Richard J. Fellows, SUperintendent
of Process Omtro1, Denver Water Board.

Based on a t.el.ephore conversation with Mr. Dan Brock, Dallas
Water utility.

(2) Letter fran Patrick cairo, General Manager, Planning and En
gineering Division, Philadelphia Water Dep:1rtment.
(3)
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ever, and sane trends can be discerned fran it (Dedinsky et al., 1982).

Milwaukee canpleted the installation of two 16-bit minicorrputers at

its south Shore Water Treatment Plant in 1977. As of this date, they

have nine oontrol loops in operation, ranging fran raw sludge pumpage

and dissolved oxygen control to sampler flON pacing. 'lhE¥ report con-
I

sistent improvement of plant perfonnance without increased nanposer ,

Observations about necessary conditions for successful computerization

inclu<E: effective instrumentation, coordination of data transnission

with instrumentation, simple control Loops (at least initially) and good

definition of oontrol set-points.

The situation with combined sewer overflON (esO) control is, as

always, the roost canplex. In spite of the enthusiasm with which sane

agencies approached eso in the 1970's, the lack of federal funds c0m

bined with a relaxation of regulatory tensions has resulted in little

progress with autanation and canputer control.

'!he best success story enoountered so far oontinues to be Seattle.

'IhE¥ were known in the 1970' s for their innovative eso approach and

their story was highlighted in maI:'!Y reports and papers as well as at

least one film. They currently continue to operate the eso system with

corputer oontrol of 20 key regulator stations. '!he control uses the

rule curve approach. Work on more so};histicated prediction models has

been halted and they currently see no advantage in the more canplex

models. At the present time, they are considering upgrading their con

trol hardware, but financial analyses are still underway and federal

support has not been secured. One important factor in seattle' s success
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was the vision and drive of the Executive Director when the systan was

being implemented. (4)

No reports appear to be available on the use of nodel.s to control

other CSO systans such as Minneapolis-St. Paul. san Francisco has not

yet rowed head with its plans for computer control and autanation as of

this date. It seems safe to say that any actual use of prediction

models to operate cso systems is still in the future.

A.4 SOme Trends

The picture that we are left with is that progress in canputerized

water system control during the last decade has been slav canpared to

the expectations we had in 1971. Implementation of canputer control and

decision support is proceeding incranentallY» but nowhere do we find a

utility that has thrust forward with a canprehensive effort.

In these times we are hearing about use of autanation in other

technological fields. Terms such as CAD/CM1 (computer-assisted design

and manufacturing) are seen everywhere. A revie.v of news articles and

periodicals suggests that canputer control and autanation has even been

SlCM in sane industrial applications as well and that CN>/CAM has a long

way to go before we reach the so-called "Autanated Factory."

A review of the status of autanation in water agencies and in

industry suggests that problems can be canbined into the following three

categories:

1. Management SUp,port and Incentiyes. There is a lack of top

managenent support for innovation and autanation. Incentives are weak.

Wkw conserve water and energy in a non-regulated public utility? Why do

(4) Based on a telephone conversation with Mr. Bill Nitz. Munici
pality of Metropolitan seattle.
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IOOre than the minimum in a wast~ater treatment plant? Why control eso

if there is no penalty?

2.

tive to

fran?

3.

sion in

Human Factors. Autanation threatens jobs. What is the incen
I

operators? Where are the skilled and trained operators caning

Technological. Although we have heard much about the explo-

canputers there are still many technological barriers to com-

puter control and autanation. 'lbey include non-standardized data Sjs-.

tans. Inadequate or overly expensive instrumentation. and lack of good

software. It is this latter area that we have particularly addressed in

this research.

A.S COnclusion

In looking back over progress during the past ten years. it is

surprising not to see more. However. an analysis of the reasons reveals

trends that also apply to industrial sectors other than water. '!be

prescription for impr0\7anerlt in the future seems clear: effective

management. responsible regulation. nore research and developnent and a

good overall climate for technological innovation. '!he water industry

offers a good market for consultants and finns with pranising approaches

to ccmputer control arid autanation.

B. CX)S'I=-EFFECTIVENESS IN URBAN S'roRMWATEE MANAGEMENT

In effect. cost-effectiveness analysis is a creative technique used

to determine the relative value. in econanic terms. of alternative prcb

lem solving approaches. In systans analysis. the use of economic data.

simulation models and optimization allow examination of many aspects of

system performance. '!be resulting cost-effectiveness analysis is sane-

what a work of art rather than a straightforward application of econanic

principles. In a problem as canplex as the performance of an autcroa.ted
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combined sewer control system, cost-effectiveness analysis will neces

sarily be cam~ex.

The baaic steps in cost-effectiveness analysis were presented by

ZazanOtlski (1968) and they still apply today. 'lbe ten steps suggested

by that source are repeated here:

1. Define the desired goals, objectives, missions, or purposes

that the systems are to meet or fulfill.

2. Identify the misaion requi.rement.s essential for the attainment

of the desired goals.

3 • Develop alterhative system concepts for accompl ishing the mis

sions.

4. Establish system evaluation criteria (measures) that relate

systan cap:ibilities to the mission requiranents.

5. Select fixed-cost or fixed-effectiveness approaches.

6. Detennine cap:ibilities of the alternative systems in terms of

waluation criteria.

7. Generate systerns-versus-criteria arrays.

8. Analyze merits of alternative systems.

9. Perfoon sensitivi~ analyses.

10. Document the rationale, assLm\ptions, and analyses underlying

the previous nine steps.

Fran the steps 1 isted, it is apparent that the biggest challenges

to us are the d=termination of the merit of the alternatives, along with

sensitivity analysis to determine the reliability of the conclusions. A

significant challenge of cost-effectiveness analysis is haY to integrate

the maI'¥ real world considerations into the analysis.

On the face of it, mst-effectiveness analysis should be rased on

minimizing the cost of maintaining fixed standards. In other words, for
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a given array of environmental standards, what is the minimum cost solu

tion, or h~ much capital and operat.inq cost can be saved with autematic

conputer control and decision support? As difficult as these questions

are analytically, additional considerations must be included in the

analysis such as reliability, redundancy, political cost of failure and

regulatory ambiValence, in order to guarantee credibility of the study.

1. Regulator;y uncertainty. In the early 1970 I s, there was a

graving awareness of the " IOOVing target" of regulatory aqeney changes.

'Ibis has not really improved; in fact, it has likely worsened. With the

Federal Goverrment generally withdrawing frem the oonstruction grants

picture, we will see SOffieHhat relaxed standard, under state primacy.

This is ronsistent with advice given san Francisco and EPA as to the

value of the large san Francisro city:"wide program, as provided by a

panel of experts (Pirnie, 1980). What might occur is a tendency for the

regulatory agencies to adapt. lCMer standards through permits and agree

ments in order to be cxmsistent with the technology levels available to

cities such as San Francisro, with little planned iIrplernentation

autanatic ccnputer oontrol capability.

It is impossible to forecast shifts in regulatory pol icy in cost

effectiveness studies, and it would be counterproductive to try. It is

probably best to fix a set or range of standards and provide an analysis

based on those standards.

2. Technological risk. one of the reasons for failure to imple

ment ccmputer control so far is technological risk. In the past , this

has been a source of anbarrassnent to the space program, transit pro

grams, and other areas where high teclmology has been used. A critic

might Si:Xj that a cost-effectiveness analysis is not valid without build

ing in the risk of failure. This is difficult to c:b since we lack
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reliability data, and we are dealing with an area where developnent is

still proceeding rapidly. '!his should probably be handled by develop

ment of cost-effective configurations under various assumed reliability

levels.

3 . Adequa~ of cost estimates. Q1e of the obvious reasons for

the slow implEmentation of canputer control is the fear of escalated

costs in an industry that is conservative by nature. '!be literature

contains many references to the Inadequacy of the capital base of the

water industry and the rate structure to generate capitaL 'lbus,

investment strategies tend to be ultra-conservative. On the other hand,

we have little actual experience with the true and total costs of

automatic control and decision support ~stems for public works.

4. OPerator skill levels. What is the real capability of a muni

cipality to mount a canputerized decision support or autanated control

strategy when considering difficulties in maintaining highly skilled

staff. This question must be approached fran an econanic standpoint: if

the benefits are worth the investment in the first place, they will be

worth the investment in staff.

c. A ROCOMMENJ)ED CDS1'=EFFECCIVENEss SIUDY

'!he goal of a viable cost-effectiveness study should be to demon

strate the value of computerized decision support and autanatic control.

Estimates of the value of sophisticated simulation, optimization, and

forecasting models should also be derived f rom the basic analysis. The

software tools developed as a result of this research can provide a good

foundation for such a study.

'!be first step should be to isolate the part of the systan to be

studied. Since there are often shifts in the design of a city-wide sys

tan, there are unresolved questions about performance objectives. It
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seems test then to take a subsystem which is already established.

The next step is apply operational and design software such as

presented herein and insure they are functional and properly calibrated.

When this is achieved, we can be confident that we can simulate and

evaluate many situations for a cost-effectiveness study and sensitivity

analysis.

'!he presumed output, fran using this software to evaluate various

design and oontrol options will be performance data with and without

control under various levels of forecast accuracy. Control scenarios

and assumptions about oontrol capabilities must be derived fran a sound

knCMledge of the real system, along with any future possible control

implementations. To facilitate the developnent of control, scenarios it

is critical that analysts work closely with agency personnel in order to

j oinUy develop the scenarios to be tested. It is only after the pl¥si

cal system is properly identified and understood that the control

schemes and design features can be developed.

At this point, an appropriate definition of cost-effectiveness must

be agreed upon. TWo obvious candidates for effectiveness criteria are:

savings in capital cost and savings in O&M cost under fixed regulatory

standards.

The more dramatic argument is in presumed capital savings due to

autanated oontrol and decision support. '!he ultimate goal is to be able

to suggest that a snaller facility, at Loeer cost, could meet the stan

dards with use of autarated oontrol and optimal design or that expansion

can be delayed. 'Itlis approach has the difficulty that: 1) it can be

criticized as based on unproven technology; and 2) that it implies cri

ticisn that the facility was originally planned to be too large.

Research designs are needed that can mitigate both of these arguments.
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Perhaps the best approach is to base the analysis on the planned size of

the system and present results in two forms: first, improved perfonnance

due to autanated control, and second, on capital savings to meet higher

standards. For the latter, it is necessary to approximate cost esti

mates for the system at various levels of higher capacity.

D. (X)NCLPSIQN

In conclusion, the software tools developed as a result of this

research can be effectively employed to improve oost-effectiveness and

productivity in urban flood control and pollution statement. We have

attempted' to shCM a strong linkage between autanation and canputerized

o=cision support; systems with achieving high levels of cost

effectiveness. A procedure has teen suggested for effectively derron

strating the value of this technology and quantifying that value in

econcnuc tenus. '!he following chapters present this technology in such

a wCJ;j that, hopefully, it is :inmediately useful for such a demonstra

tion.
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S'lOlMVATER CONTRCL PACKAGE FOR
OPERATIONAL CUST-EFFECl'IVENESS

A stormsater Control Package (fl1/CP) is presented in this chapter as

a methodology for application of realistic canputer models for autanatic

sewer storage regulation in " simulated" real-time for operational

planning purposes. It is believed that with the powerfuL low cost

microprocessors currently available, the model. could be adapted to

actual real-time use. We maintain that sophisticated modeling tech

niques can indeed be implemented for real-world problems and can offer

in many cases improved cost-effectiveness. Individual canponents of the

SiCP can and should be upgraded and Improved in future work. 'lhe

uniqueness at the fl1/CP lies in the integration of these canponents into

a workable package.

What follows is a general O'i7erview of the s-tCP, followed by a more

detailed look at the forecasting, routing, and optimization canponents.

A summary of important results obtained using the North Shore OUtfalls

consolidation project of san Francisco as a case study is also included.

Ap:fendix A provides work conducted under this project on use of the SVCP

for evaluating the " worth" of storm inflow forecasts for autanatic

control, and the sensitivity of that value to forecast error. Ap:fendix

B contains user infonnation for the SiCP sha-;ing data input require

ments, formatting, and sample data output.
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B. S"IDRltiATER mNl'OOL PACKAGE: OVERVIEW

'!he stornsater COntrol package (gqcp) incorporates state-of-the-art

techniques in (1) inflOtl 'forecasting. (2) unsteady flCM sewer routing,

and (3) multidimensional dynamic progrcmning optimization for control

ling storm sewer flCMs. '!hese three models and their lines of interac

tion are illustrated in Figure 111-1. '!hese models are briefly smmar

Ized, followed by more detailed discussion in the foll<Ming sections.

a.i Real-Time Forecasting Model

InfICM forecasting capability for storm or canbined sewer systans

enables ant.Icdpatdon of peak fl<MS and storage requi renenca and there

fore allows a certain lead-time in order to actuate control strategies

such as starting up wet-weather purps and controlling gates. '!he runoff

forecasting model available in the SVCP is based on Box-Jenkins statist

ical concepts; that is, pat.tern recognition of inflCM data by time

series regression analysis techniques (Box and Jenkins. 1976). This

autoregressive-transfer function model was adapted fran a stand-alone

model developed by Trotta (1976).

'lhe model is canposed of two parts: (1) off-line historical param

eter generation and (2) on-line real-time forecasting, based on histori

cal parameters and measured data on the storm in-progress. '!be fonner

crmponent; assumes that relarant historical rainfall data have been

passed through a watershed model which has been properly calibrated for

basins with trunk sewers leading into the Interceptor ts) . It is the

resulting inflow data which are directly used in the forecasting model.

Future research on the SVCP will attempt to include a watershed model

directly in the fMCP. '!be second canponent allows model parameters to

be updated autanatically as the real event unfolds in real-time or

"simulated" real-time. A lead time option for the forecasting model
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specifies the number of future time periods ore: which forecasts will be

made. For historical parameter generation. weighting factors may be

selected for each storm am for each gaging location. Atypical storms

should be weighted lCMer; typical storms should be given a higher

weightirg factor. '!he weightirg factor selected for the real-event

storm deteonines to what degree the historical base-line parameters will

be modified. Too great a weighting factor on the real event will result

in persistence forecasting. Weighting factors for gaging locations may

be selected to favor ranote gages serving as advance indicators of storm

conditions.

'!he autoregressive model order determines the number of preceecling

time periods which must occur before a forecast can be made. Forecast

accuracy may ilnprwe when the order is increased since more is revealed

about the storm in progress. '!he lead time required to effect control

strategies limits the maxinum model order. ~e model power determines

whether the model structure is linear, quadratic. etc. Further experi

mentation is necessary to ascertain the effect of model orders greater

than one on forecast accuracy. Further work should focus on including

moving average terms into the model and providinq redar input data on

storm tracking for increasing forecast accuracy.

B.2 Unsteaqy FlOW Routing Model

A river routing model developed by Olen (1973) which solves the

full unsteady flow equations or st. Venant equations was adapted for the

SNCP. '!be full equations are necessary to describe backwater and

reverse flCM conditions caused by dcMnstream control. '!he continuity

and mcmentum equataons are modified to allow for reverse flows, control

gates. lateral inflows, and overflows or flooding.
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The solution of the continuity and manentum equations first

requires a conversion fran a continuous to a discrete solution space.

Linearization of the St. Venant equations is acoanpl.Ished by a fully

implicit finite difference schane. '!be nonlinear friction slope term,

equation for control gates. and weir equation for werflows are all

linearized by a first order Taylor Series approximation. '!be resulting

sparse matrix of linear simultaneous equataons is solved by an "inter

rupted double 5Weep" teclmique which can correct for gate linearization

errors. SUpercritical flows generated by estimated initial depth/flow

conditions or falsely induced by linearization errors may also be

ameliorated by an autanatic reduction in the finite difference time

step.

The interrupted double sweep technique is particularly applicable

for solving the unsteady flow equations. 'lhe forward sweep involves the

calculation of internal arrays which define linear relationships between

the unknowns (i. e.. flow and depth) at fNery section of the reach. 'Ihe

upstream boundary condition. which is usually an inflow l¥drograftl,

defines the starting point for the forward 5Weep. Upon canpletion of

the forward sweep and after clefinition of downstream boundary conditions

( i.. e. , sewer outfall, pump. rating curve. etc. ) the backward sweep

proceeds upstream and solves for the unknown variables.

'!he backward 5Weep is interrupted at each control point. transition

region. or other discontinuity. A calculation is made to check if the

resulting depths and flows satisfy the actual nonlinear equation for

flow at that point. such as the equations for flow under a gate. If the

error exceeds a preset tolerance. flows are corrected and an informative

error message is printed out by the canputer program. '!he backward

sweep continues upstream with interruptions to check accuracy at each
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control point until the upstream section is reached. This method al.Lcvs

sections upstream of a control gate to accamoodate any corrections for

linearization errors.

~e same unsteady flOtl routing mOOeJ.. is actually used in two ways

in the EWCP by reading in two different sets of input data:

1 . '!he routing model simulates the prototype sewer systan and

predicts results of the control strategies as specified by the dynamic

prograrrming (OP) optimization algorithm.

2. '!be routing model is also applied independently for each con

trol section, which represent stages in the DP, and used within the DP

algorithm to constrain the objective function. stated another way, the

optimization of the ooject.Ive function is constrained by the flOtl rout

ing dynamics of the gradually varied unsteady flow routing model. A

simple continuity routing approach has been Incorporated in the S'lCP as

a user option for obtaining rough initial policies.

'Ibese two different approaches to unsteady flOtl routing can differ

in accuracy. '!be stagedcDP routing model is called a number of times in

the optimization, and as such, must use a coarser finite difference grid

of AX and At in order to save computer execution time. 'Ihe prototype

simulation model is called only once for each forecast control interval,

and can incorporate shorter time steps and sp:l.tial incranents and serve

as a check on policies derived by the optimization model.

Note that currently the SVCP can be applied to branched systems

only one branch at a time. Internal boundary conditions at branch junc

tions must be satisfied iteratively by the user by running the s-lCP

several times for each branch. A version of the unsteady flOtl model has

been modified to include branches, but the staged control structure

under branching systans has not been formalized as yet. '!his is left
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for future research.

B.3 Qptimizing Model

tIhe optimizing model combines a heuristic dynamic proqramunq (DP)

algoritlun with an unsteady rwdraulic routing model to find optimal con

trol decisions for gates, pumps, valves, adjustable weirs, etc. '!he

model directly optimizes with respect to flCMS at the control point, and

then calculates the resulting gate setting. 'Ibis means that other con

trol elements besides gates, such as pumps and adjustable weirs, can be

simulated using a "dummy" gate equation. Stages in the DP are

serarated at the control points. 'Ihe DP stages must be defined spa

tially in order to allow feasibility checks for the correct canbination

of the flCM through a control element and sewer system heads as

predicted by the unsteady flow simulation model. Infeasible ccmbina

tions of heads and flCMS are tagged as unacceptable policies.

'!he dimension of the overall control problem is one greater than

the forecast lead time; i.e., future time periods for which a forecast

is made. Optimal control policies which use forcast.s oret: a lead time

greater than one are termed "adaptive" policies. Reactive policies

only use the current period inflows in the optimization. '!'he DP model

specifies the flow vector through each control element as a perturbation

fram the user-sup~ied initial flCM trajectory. '!his corridor-type

approach to deccmpose the multi-dimensional DP problem employs orthogo

nal polynanials to approximate control flow trajectories in the temporal

state. 'lhe result is a sequence of one-dimensional DP problems which

successively optimize the coefficients (i.e., surrogate state variable)

associated with each successive term in the orthogonal polynanial. '!he

usual approach is to begin with the lCMest order terms and move higher;

however, the reverse approach has proved successful in same cases
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(Labadie et al., 1980). This approach in effect performs a IOOre rapid

perturbation around a current gate flCM trajectory than can be accom

plished l:¥ methods such as Incremental, dynamic programming or discrete

differential dynamic progrcmning CHeidari et al., 1971) since the entire

trajectory is perturbed rather than just one state incranent at a time.

Convergence to a local optimum is not guaranteed; howarer, rapid calcu

lation of iJnprwed operating policies is usually of IOOre importance for

real-time control applications. A new approach called objective-space

dynamic prograImling, developed by Fontane et al. (1981) offers great

pranise for effectively solving this problem with assurance of discrete

global optimality. 'Ibis is an important area for future research.

B.4 OPeration of the SWCP

'Itle S'lCP simulates an on-line operational envirorment as follows:

1. Historical and/or synthetic runoff hYdrographs representative

of a range of interceptor sewer inflows are evaluated off-line using

rainfall data and an appropriate watershed outflCM prediction model.

Parameters are derived fran the historical data for use by the identifi

cation algorithm in the forecasting model. '!he historical tNdrographs

may be examined and categorized as to seasonal influences. storm dura

tion, or storm depth. and a separate set of historical parameters

derived for each category. Each historical storm hYdrogra};h also

requires a weighting factor which detennines the relative importance

this storm has in the historical data base.

2. Entire runoff hYdrographs for each input location are read

into the SVCP and designated as a real event to be simulated; but they

are actually used by the model sequentially aver each time interval.

Data describing the sewer systan are read into the optimizing model and

the prototype simulation model. Initial flew discharge and depth are
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specified for each sewer systan reach. '!he CkMnstream boundary condi

tion is also specified (L. e., a pump rule curve or depth-discharge rela

tionship) .

3 . cptions are next selected for the forecasting model, which

include: model order, weighting factors for the real storm event, in

contrast with the historical base-line events; gaging location weights,

and the nllIlber of time periods into the storm before the first forecast

is made. The model then forecasts the inflow 1¥dro;lratils for each loca

tion along the interceptor sewers orex the specified lead time. 'lliese

forecasted inflow 1¥drographs are then passed to the optimizing model .

4. '!he optimizing model determines the optimal flows through each

control section and then canputes the resulting settings for gates so as

to minimize the occurrence of overflows, or, if overf.lcws are unavoid

able, to minimize the pollution iIrpact on receiving waters, as

represented by the objective function in the dynamic progranming algo

rithm. Control policy options include the level of control (reactive or

adaptive), storage routing or full unsteady flCM routing between actua

tors, weighting factors for CNerflc:ws in space and time, and discretiza

tion intervals for space and time for the finite difference solution of

the unsteady flow routing. 1nitial trial settings of the control sec

tion flCMs are specified by the user for the storm duration. '!he optim

izing model then proceeds to Improve this initial policy. As mentioned

previoualy, control elanents other than gates can be simulated.

5. When significant imprOllement in operating policy cannot be

found, the actual incaning storm hydrograI;h and improved strategy for

the control actuators, up to and including the next time period only,

are simulated by the prototype model and the perfonnance of the system

is measured. The operator is given the option of intervening and
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specifying control settings for the actuators if it is felt that a more

intuitive strategy will prove superior.

6. '!he SVCP then proceeds to the forecasting model which updates

the forecasted hydrographs based on the measured inflcws (L. e., the

actual incaning storm) fran the just elapsed time interval. '!he

updated, forecasted hydrogra,Itls are then input to the optimizing model

and the entire process continues until the storm event is concluded.

Again, the &lCP is currenUy not applicable to branched sewer sys

tans. Hcwever, branched systans can be indirecUy modeled using the

&lCP by iterative processes that seek to satisfy internal boundary con

ditions at branch junctions, with the EWCP applied to one branch at a

time.

C. FOREX:;AS'I'N2 l1DEL

c.i Autoregressiye-Transfer Function Model

Successive observations or measurements of rainfall or runoff time

series are highly correlated. Time series regression analysis tech-

niques which attempt to account for dependencies between elements in a

time series are generally referred to as Box-Jenkins (1976) models.

Such models assume that a time series in which successive observa

tions are dependent can be modeled as a linear canbination of indepen

dent random disturbances or shocks drawn fran a stable distribution.

SUch a series of disturbances is called a white noise process (see

Graupe (1976». Let e(k), e(k-1), e(k-2), ...• represent these random

components and ao' ~ , ~ , . .. represent the weighting coefficients

associated with them. The dependent sequences of rainfall or inflows

Ri(k) at location i and time k can then be represented as
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Ri(k) = aoe(k) + aleCk-I) + ~e(k-2) + ••. (1)

SUch a stochastic model process is usually called a linear filter. SUc

cessive observations of RiOt} are dependent because they are dram fran

the same previous realizations of e (k) . This model actually t.ransforms

a dependent time series into a white noise process.

Forecasting models derived from white noise process model.s are

capable of representing both stationary and nonstationary time series.

Stationary processes are those in which the series fluctuates around

sane constant mean level, while nonstationary processes have no such

mean level.

'Ihe above model has, lnwever, an infinite mmber of terms in its

definition and consequently is of little use. Various approaches are

available to find an efficient or parainoni.ous model which adequately

represents the process for the purpose of forecasting.

Autoregressive models assume that the independent randan variables

are the prevfous manbers of the considered series. SUch a model using p

t.erms back in time is abbrariated as AR(p). It is written as

where e(k) is white noise and the coefficients .a re again unique. Using

backshift notation and the function qJ(B) defined as

(3)

enables the AR(p) forecast model to be written as

(4)
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Another type of model which can be used for forecasting might be

termed a transfer function or Input-outpct model. In this case. Ri(k)

is assimed correlated with other measurable inputs. For the situation

considered herein, these other measurable inputs might be inflow meas

uranents at each location j adjacent to location i for various past;

times. 'lhe structure of such a forecasting model would be:

r
jeJ(i)

(5)

where the coefficients are unique for each location, and where

J( I) == set of pertinent locations adjacent to i (the nlIllber of
elements in each set is assuned equal to r).

S == number of time periods backward which the model considers;
we will assume S == p.

Introducing the back shift function e( B)

S 1
== 1: cJ'lB

1==1

enables a simpler representation of the forecasting model:

( 6)

1:
jeJ(i)

(7)

A mixed autoregressive-transfer function model canbines the

features of the above models:

Ri(k) == 9>(B)Ri(k-l) + ~ &i{B)Rj(k-l)
jeJ{i)

( 8)

'Ibis model is needed for each location i. Assuning the parameters

are available, or can be derived, it is a straightforward matter to use

(8) for forecasting purposes. 'lhe time series we are modeling is highly

nonstationary (i.e .• a runoff hydrografh or rainfall hyetograph), so it
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was decided that the ItIO'.Ting average terms would not improve forecast

accuracy. Further research is needed to confirm this observation.

If the autoregression-transfer function model order is properly

selected and the coefficients optimally determined, then the error

series generated by the difference between the forecast and the actual

occurrence should be a white noise process. Various techniques are

available for deriving the best order (Graupe, 1976). In real-time

forecasting, hcMever, it may be necessary to alter the model order if it

appears that the current event differs significantly fran the historical

data base.

'We can also add additional terms to (8) with the Rj(k-l) ter:ms

raised to integer powers. lJhe final form of the model is

N
= ~(B)Ri(k-l) + ~ r

n=l jeJ(i)
( 9)

'1he rainfall or runoff data fran other locations adjacent to a

specified location are designated as other measurable inputs within the

transfer function portion of the model. Hence, we assune that previous

measurements at adjacent or local locations can be as inq;lortant for gen-

erating accurate forecasts as previous measurements at the location

being considered.

'!he order p of the autoregressive put of the model should be

selected with ronsideration of its impact on the total number of model

paremeters. For 10 locations, there are a total of lOOp parameters for

the canplete modeL assuning forecasts are generated at each location

and all locations are correlated with each other.
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C.2 Parameter EstimatiQn

The parameter identificatiQn or est.imatfon of the previously

described model is carried out as fQIICMS. For notational convenience.

let all the variables assumed to be correlated with forecasted rainfall

or runoff ~ designated as u.. i = 1. . ..• pn( i). where mt i) is the
. ~

nllIlber of elanents in the set J( i) and the model order is p. Also for

convenience. let us assune that m( i) = M. for all Locat.Ions i. Since a

separate forecast.inq model is needed for each location. the complete

model is written as follCMS:

R
1

(k ) = a1 •1u1 + •••

+ ••• (11)

or. in vector form:

'!he ai j 's then are the coefficients t.o be identified.

the j-th rCM. it may be written as:

where

Isolating

( 12)

(13)

'!herefore. Mseparate identification problans are isolated with each set

of parameters gi being identifiable by sequential regression methods.

'!he estfmataon of parameters is performed such that the estimated param-

eter vector gi minimizes a squared error index J s (the s denoting the

estimation iteration) defined by the equation:
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(14)

where qk are weighting factors on measurement error and 'uk represents

the ,U vector associated with period k (Le., ooservatfons previous to

period k at location i and all adjacent locations).

It can be shown (see Graupe (1976» that for each model (dropping

the index on the p;1rameters indicating location):

(15)

where

(6)

'lherefore, ~S-1 may be derived sequentially fran the previous esti

mate ~S-1 as well as the prevdous measurements and weights, as long as

Ps can also be canputed sequenci.al.Iy. 'lhe matrix Psis canputed sequen

tially according to the relation:

where

P- l _ p-1 + q T
s - s-1 sYsYs (17)

p-1 = 0 (18)o
Instead of inverting the matrix Ps ' the matrix inversion lemma is used

to facilitate the recursive derivation of Ps: yielding:

where

.Ys = JqsYs

YSl~ == qsYsU~·

(20)
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since (l + ~PS-IYS) is scalar. no matrix inversion is involved in

deriving P and consequently ~ .s s

C.3 on-Line and Off-Line Identification/Forecasting

'!be inflCM forecasting model has two main parts: the off-line his-

toric base line parameter identification modeL and the on-line adaptive

(current event) parameter updating model with inflow forecasting. 'lhe

relationship between these functions is illustrated in Figure 111-2.

'lhe off-line,histpri,pal .base line paremeter identification model
• i

' \ ~i ; : I. ;

analyzes past ist ot:m,i ecQJ:"ds .and estimates the parameters of the inflcw
. .

;",1' . ": .: ( C i

forecasting model. 'lbese-parameters could ' be estimated in such a way
~ . .

that more rel.evarib"':·st orii'ls 'a r e given hi9her weighting. Relevance. in
'. .: :- : : ~ _. ,.I l . .

this ~se. would ~~'~ ~~'Iii~i d:>Y hCM recent the record is and the similar-
:-- .... - ~ . ....- . -. ,. , . --- - - -~ ..- -..'

ity of current meteor~ogicconditiq~J;'Qjt.h9se_existent at the time of
~ . - .' - '.- - .- . ~ ' ~ -" . -.. -.- ,.- . '. .- _. ~ . . : I .

; :~ ~. ~ ~ . ~ ..- ~. < :. ~ ~ \'.· I ,·: ; ·. •. •J· ; : _ "' __ . " ""

theLhistoric event c; (e .g O ';~s.eason.·-wind cli;.~tion, ;- 'barCrrietric pressure.
:· ~ v..: -:) ~;'-=j .--/: :. :; ~-.~ .....:~ . ; /: f) : ~ ;_ ~;. _-<~_ ~·~~=; t. \ : ~ t ; :~: ' = : 'J:\ _ ; u ::, -( v/\ r.r ~ l ,~: ".;: ": :'. :'~ V ; ' : _ ~ ~ ~~;

etc.) . '!he off-line~: .:baSeLline p:1rameter·~dentification model should be
\~ i
' '' , ' .

run periodicially.1:.<>....Cid,J.~t _t:he base line parameters to more currently
..... :: , r:"

re1.want conditipns:'; ;Tc.
. .

As data desciiliingthe'currerit storm event in progress become

available. the on-line paremeter estimation model can update the base

line parameters. '!he weighting of these data will depend upon the sen-
. f (':).f~~:f"T ;.: - ~) 'J i:-:r...:) C) :1.f ~ ~~. ~~ i ~ J - : ~. _. '"' ~. _.- 1.- "~ - - -. ..~ :': ..::~. ~-: " :::-~

sitivity of the model. A weighting factor on current data which is too

high will result in an erratic model ' which ignores trends identified in

the historic data. Weighting factors on current data which are too lCM

will, however. ignore the E!\701ving structure of the storm currently

being experienced. rrbe determination of the proper balance requires

extensive testing on a prototype systan.
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'!he patt.ern predictor simply uses the previously identified parame

ters and available data which describe the unfolding event and forecasts

the subsequent inflCMs for the chosen lead time. Again, the lead time

is the nunber of time periods into the future that we desire to fore

cast. '!he estimated coefficients of the autoregressive transfer func

tion forecasting model are simply multiplied by the appropriate value of

the previous inflCMs (or previously forecasted inflcws) to obtain the

forecasted inflCM for the desired location.

'lhe model which identifies the pareneters needed for each forecast

ing model is the same algoritlml used in the on-line paremeter modifica

tion systan since they both must be of the same order or dimension.

~ey are illustrated as separate, mwever, to accentuate the fact that

the off-line identification may be used experimentally by the system

operators. WorkiD3 off-line facilitates the search for the most effi

cient model configuration. '!he off-line model must, hcwever. retain in

sane storage facility the appropriate information needed by the current

on-line model to be used during stonn events. '!he algoritiIn developed

simply effects the iterative identification procedure developed in the

previous section after appropriately arranging the needed data into

prediction model inputs and oucprcs. After the parameters have been

defined to the extent p:>ssible fran the historic data, and any data

available on the current event, the inflCM forecast portion of the model

then forecasts the progressing event for a given lead time at a particu

lar location. ~is is accanplished by the repeated application of the

updated model for that location.

C.4 Cortgltational Experience

'!be forecasting model anployed in the S\TCP has been tested using

data fran a portion of the dense raingage network of the City and County
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of san Francisco. as well as data fran outlying gages to the northwest

in 1'-lo.r in County (see Figures 1 and 2 in Appendix A) . Appendix A

presents the results of application of the model to forecasting four

actual historical storm events capable of producing untreated overflows;

two of them are intense and of short duration. whereas the other two are

less intense but of longer duration. A data base for off line analysis

includes 29 preceeding events spanning a three year period. with deli

berate exclusion of these four events fran the da.ta base. 'Ibis allows

as fair testing of the ability of the forecasting model. '!hese 29

events are used to establish the base-line parameters of the forecasting

model. As the additional four storm events unfold in "simulated"

real-time. the forecasting model is allcwed to update in accordance with

these new data.

Examples of convergence of the recursive off-line parameter estima

tion procedure can be found in Figures 3 and 4 of Appendix A. Figures 5

to s of Appendix A provide comparisons of actual and forecasted hour.ly

rainfall for the four selected events. It is evident that the short

duration, highly intense events like storm #33 provide the most diffi

culty for the model. Tables 1 ana 2 of Appendix A give the autocorrela

tion and crosscorrelation functions. and Tables 3 and 4 the average

absolute forecast errors for Storms #31 and #33. 'Ibese latter results

are qrephi.calIy presented in Figure 111-3 of this section.

Notice fran Figure 111-3 that average forecast error usually

increases with the lead time. since we are trying to use the model to

forecast further into the future. An exception would be time period 4

for both storms.

l\lQtice also that for the intense storm (#33). forecast error

decreases drarnatically in real-time as the model is " learning" more
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about the current event. For storm #31, this is not really apparent ,

Here, the errors tend to ranain within 0 to 50% oret the first 10 hours.

For these experiments. a honoqeneous weighting structure was used. It

may be that a different w~ig~ting could reduce the errors. 'nlough these

errors sean sanewhat high, ,i t is shewn in ,Ap~ndix A that forecast

errors up to 10% can still be valuable in finding optimal adaptive con

trol policies, when compared with no forecasting at all. Further

research is needed on heM to improve forecast performance by Inccrporat-

ing additional information, such as radar data and meteorological condi

tions, or modifying the structure of the model.

D. HYDRAULIC RaJTJ:OO n:J)EL

The continuity equation for the hydraulic model is written as

(21)

where x, t = spatial and temporal coordinates, respectively, and

y = depth of flow

Q = discharge rate of flow

T = : ' where A is the cross-sectional area of flow

ql = net of lateral inflCM and outflow per unit len:]th

Lateral outflCM in a sewer systan is related to head by a weir

equation. When the setier becanes full, the change in cross-sectional

area is negligible. AsstlIling that the water hammer generated is insig-

nificant, we have

(22)

'IDe manentun or dynamic equation is written in the form of
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gA ~ + lvl £Q + v zlal , v]v] ~ax ax ox ax
- vlvl AY + ~ = gA(S -8 )--x at 0 f (23)

v = flow velocity (Ivl and IQI are used in order to consider floo

reversals)

~ = (~)Y' which equals zero, except at channel transitions

9 = gravitational acceleration

So = channel bottan slope

Sf = friction slope

Eiiuations 21-23 are called the St. Venant equations, and consider

friction and all significant inertial terms of the InO\7ing fluid. '!hey

are capable of representing waves rowing upstream due to backwater

effects. '!hese effects becane important in sewer systans when there are

relatively flat slopes, tidal influences, and doonstream control. 'lh~

are, however. incap:lble of describing abrupt transitions, l¥draulic

jumps, or steep-front surges and bores.

'nle st. venant equations are nonlinear lwperbolic partial differen

tial equations which requi re two l¥draulic boundary corrlitions (upstream

and dcMnstream) for describing subcritical flow, and also requi.re ini

tial conditions of depth and velocity (or discharge) for all discrete

sewer sections. For this problem, the initial conditions are taken as

dry weather flow.

sewer systans generally include different sizes and types of pipe

or channel. Flow through size transitions is described by the follCMing

equations:
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(24)

(25)

where subscripts 1 and 2 denote the sections i..nmediately upstream and

downstream of the transition. respectively: hf is the energy head loss.

If the energy loss and kinetic energy head are snall canpared to the

water head, then equation 25 becanes

~ = ~ (26)

Flow through a control gate in the saver system (Figure 111-4) is

governed by

'1 = K A ~2gl~-~r if ~ L h;z

with

~ = -K A ~2glhl-~f if ~ < h2 (28)

where K is a gate coefficient and A is the cross-sectional area of the

gate opening. COefficient K actually varies with flow conditions. but

is assumed as constant in the S'lCP (U. S. Arnri Corps of Engineers. 1971).

Overflows to receiving waters are modeled using the broad crested

wei r formula

Since this assunes a rectangular cross section for the outfall

III-5) . sane error would occur if the outfall is circular.

(29)

(Figure

It would

not be difficult to modify the &lCP to include circular out£alls.
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Figure 111-5. Sewer section with an overflow weir.
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Street flooding is assumed to occur in any section where the head in

that section exceeds the ground surface less datum elevation. Note that

for circular pipe. pipe 'full conditions are assuned to occur at a

minimum water surface width of 3 em.

Based on cornrergence and stability studies conducted by Chen

(1973). Liggett and CUnge (1975). and Ponce et al. (1978). a fully

implicit scheme for numerical solution of the partial differential equa

tions was selected. A fully implicit scheme would use the approximation

at point I on Figure 111-6. The scheme is quite stable. which allCMs

for selection of larger time steps and section lengths and therefore can

result in significant savings in canputer time and storage. This is an

important consideration for real-time control applications.

The nonlinearity introduced by equations 28 and 29 and the friction

slope

S-~
f - 1.486AR~/3 2

[ ]
n

where

~ = hydraulic radius

n = Manning's rouglmess coefficient

can greatly increase canputer time. Therefore. these relations are

linearized using the truncated Taylor series. 1be continuity equation

(21) is linearized by assuning T is knosn fran the previous time step.

For the manentum equation. area A and velocity v are also assumed to be

knosn fran the previous time step.

The sewer is divided into N sections for the nunerical solution.

'Ibis gives 2N simultaneous linear algebraic equations for the continuity
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and monentim equations, alOI'l3 with the boundary corrlitions. in 2N unk-

nosns (depth and discharge). 'l1le reader is referred to Labadie et al .

(1980) for details on the structure of these equations. Since the

numerical scheme is implicit. solution is accanplished by a double sweep

process (during each time ,step) fran the upstream boundary corrlitions to

the dCMnstream conditiohs. \and back again. 'lhe technique is similar to

Gauss Elimination, m::>di.fied for reduced canputer storage in order to

take advantage of the sparse matrix structure.

EVen though the algebraic equations are linear, nonlinearities are

introduced through changes in flow conditions. For flow simulation

under a specff.ied gate control strategy, the upstream sweep is inter

rupted at each control gate in order to correct for linearization errors

in the gate or orifice equation. A calculation is then. made to check if

the resulting depths and flCMS reasonably satisfy the original nonlinear

gate equation. calculations may also be interrupted at abrupt transi-

tions in sewer size and shape. If the error exceeds a preselected

tolerance. the flows are corrected and an informative error message is

printed out.

E. OPrIMIZATION KDEL

E.1 Qynamic programning Fonnulation

'!he unsteady flow model has been calibrated against physical scale

model data by Morrow (1978). and with actual data by Book (19 ) . '!hese

studies have confirmed the accuracy and aWlicability of the model.

'!he objective of the detenninistic optimal control problem is to

minimize total (weighted) untreated overflows at all OI1erflow locations,

and over a future forecast period. '!hat is:

N 't'+L
minimize z z [witOi (t) + IDi (t)]

i=l t='t'
(30)
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where

N = the number of stages. In general, not every stage will have

both a control point, and an overflow location, but should

have one or the other. An example 3-stage problen is shosn

in Figure 111-7, taken fran the North Shore OUtfalls

Consolidation project of san rrancrsco.

't = current discrete control time interval (integer valued)

L = number of lead time intervals over which storm inputs are

forecasted (L.e., 0, 1, 2, ••• ). 'lhe selected interval may

be as short as five minutes or as 10n:J as one hour, depending

on the control precision requi.red (IrO is the reactive case).

Wit = weighting factors used to set priorities on the t~ing and

locations of ~erfl~s, if th~ are unavoidable.

0i(t) = average rate of untreated overf'Lcws fran stage L during

control period t.
-
0i (t.) = average rate of street flooding due to surcharged saYers,

which is assigned an extranely high penalty P due to

:potential health hazards and nuisance factors.

The constraints include:

1. flow routing dynamics (i. e. I the aforanentioned unsteady flON
model)

2 • SEMer capacity

3 . hydraulic boundary conditions.

Although portions of the unsteady flCM model have been linearized,

it has also been necessary to introduce certain nonlinearities, as dis

cussed prev.ioualy, in order to deal with abrupt transitions, gate
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Q. = (Q.(T), ... ,Q. (T+L)) = flow rate vector into stage i over lead
-1 1 1

time L from current period T, defined at the begin~ng of each

period t, t = ~, ... ,~+L [Q.(t) < 0
1

indicates reverse flow].

R. = forecasted storm inflow rate vector over lead time L
-1

(R. (T), ... ,R. (T+L)).
1 1

O. = untreated overflow vector over lead time L (O.(T), ... ,0. (~+L-l)),
-1 1 1

where O. (t) = average rate duning period t, t = T, ••. , +L-l.
1

h. = head vector over lead time
-1

ch. CT), ... h. (T+L) .
1 1.

h. = head vector over lead time
-1

L at the upstream end of stage i

L at the downstream end of stage i

(h. (T), ... ,h. (T+L)).
1 1

a. = gate opening size vector over lead time L (a. CT), ... ,a. (T+L)).
~ 1 1

Figure 111-7. SE!Wer reach with two gates.
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linearization errors, and supercritical flow. '!hat is, certain condi-

tional logic in the canputer proqrzm is requi red. 'Ibis precludes use of

optimal oontrol theory and the maximun principle since it would be dif

ficult to handle the resulting nonlinear flCM routing dynamics. When

certain systan nonlinearities cannot be converuentfy linearized, then

dynamic programming emerqes as a potentially viable solution technique

if the dimensionality problem can be res01ved,
-'

'!be dynamic progranming recursion relation for stage i is defined

as (underscored variables represent vectors):

Fi (Qi) = the minimum total weighted O\7erflCMs over forecast lead

time L fran stage i through final stage N, with controlled

~drograph Qi = (~( or) , ••• ,'\(or+L» entering

at the upstream end of stage i

or+L
= min t z [witOi(t> +FOi<t) .) + Fi +1 (Qi +l ) ]

t=-c
Qi+l

(for i = 1, .•. , ~1)

subject; to:

-.
[hit(Qi' Qi+l) - hi +1 , t (Qi +l ) ] • Qi+l<t) L 0

(for t = 'C, ••• , or+L)

where

(31)

(32)

(33)

Qi = (Qi (or), ••• ,~(or+L) = controlled inflow hydrCX]raph

to stage L. Notice that Q i (t) may be negative,

thereby representing upstream flON.

~, i+l '''ktx, i+l = preset bounds on flow through the control point upstream

of stage i+l, or downstream of stage i.

h i t (Qi ,Qi +l ) = head downstream of stage L. at the start of control

period t; canputed by running the unsteady flCM model
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using boundary corditions Qi and %+1 .-.hi+1 , t (Qi+1) = the optimal head upstream of stage i +1, canputed

and stored fran prevIous qynamic programning

calculations for stage i+1.

Notice that if lead time L=O. we are simply optimiz ing floos Qi ('t' )

over the current period e . and not attempting, to forecast infloos over

future time periods. With L=O, the current measurable inflCMs are siro-

ply extrapolated through the current period 't'.

El::Iuation 33 guarantees that for control gates, the head differen-
,

tial across the gate and flCM through the gate are of the correct sign.
\

-
'Ihe CNerflCMs 0i (t) and street flooding 0i(t) are also canputed using

the unsteady flCM model. The qydraulic simulation model can be run for

the current stage i only since upstream and downst.reem boundary condi-

tions in stage i are canpletely defined.

Notice fran Figure !!!-7 that a distinction is made between an

uncontrolled inflCM ~drograth vector Ei and a controlled infloo qydro-

graph vector Qi representing flCM under a gate. 'Iherefore, initially ~

= Q., and the ~ serve as the given upstream boundary conditions.

For flCM under a sutmerged gate, the height of the gate opening

that will produce flCM Q. (t) is
1.

, for all t

(34)

which is constrained to lie between ~, it and ~, it in order to keep

the gate opening surmerqed. For (34), I< == head loss coefficient for the

gate and b == gate width. Notice also in (34) that Qi (t) is one com

ponent of the vector Qi.
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It should be noted that the discharges Qi (t) represent flow rates

at the beginning of time period t., '!he control interval At will gen

erally be sane multiple of the time step for the h¥draulic simulation

model. 'Iherefore, we linearly interpolate the Q i (t) in order to provide

values at snaller time intervals for the simulation model. Also, feasi-

bility checks (equation 33) are made for each of the tydraulic model

time steps to ensure that infeasible flow conditions do not occur during

the longer control interval (e.g., which might arise if a flaY reversal

occurs during the control interval). It is assuned that any gates are

appropriately adjusted (using equation 34) during the control time

interval to produce the desi red Qi (t). given the head differentials that

develop during the control interval. '!he OV'erflav rates 0i(t) and 0i(t)

represent average rates aver the control interval.

E.2 Solution Procedure

'!be dimensionality of the dynamic prograrmning (OP) prd:>lem (i. e .•

L+1 state variables per stage), along with the imbedded solution of the

full unsteady flCM modeL make it canputationally infeasible to solve

this problan by standard dynamic prograrrming. Incranental DP (Hall et

al., 1969), discrete differential DP (Heidari et al .• 1971) or succes-

sive approximations (Larson, 1968) may be used to deal with the dimen

sionality prcol.en. canputational experience indicates that for L

greater than one, even these techniques are too time consuming, due to

the presence of the unsteady flow IOOdel.

An alternative approach for this problem is to approximate the vec-

tor Qi usiD,3 orthogonal polynanials. '!hat is, let

(1) R
Q. (t) = Q. (t) + :r u . ·T· (t), for t = 't, ••• ,'t'+L
~ ~ j=o ~J J ( 35)
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where Q?) (t) is a current known trajectory for the controlled hydro

graph at sane current iteration L T. (t) are orthogonal polynanials of
J

order j :: 0, ... , R; R i L, and the ai j are coefficients to be deter-

mined. In effect. then, our state variables now becane the ai j coeffi

cients. and the optimal return function Fi (Qi) can be written as

Fi (aiO' ail' ...•aiR) • since the flow vector Qi can be approximated by

equat.ion 35 and the specffIed ai j coefficients. With selected values

for these coefficients. equat.ion 15 will be used to generate various

perturbations around current trajectory Q~l) : (Q~I)(~) •...•Q~I)(~+L».
1 1 1

'!bough this is still an R+l dimensional problem, suppose we take

advantage of the orthogonality property associated with the polynanials.

That is, for curve fitting prcol.ens. the optimal values of the parame-

ters ai j are independent of the order R <Graupe. 1976). That is. we

could optimize over each of the ai j one at a time. rather than all at

once, and still erd up with the best fit. This independent property

would not be canpletely valid for our problem since we are not fitting a

curve to a priori knosn data. HCMever, it would be reasonable to assume

that orthogonal polynanials would more closely approximate this property

for our prd:>lem than nonorthogonal polyncmials.

An algorithm is immediately suggested. by the above discussion.

Suppose we initially use the zeroth order term only. '!bat is, all other

a i j ( j = l , •••• R> in (35) are temporarily set to zero. '!be DP prcol.em

•finds Fi(aiO) and deteonines the optimum aiO' for i=l • . . . •N. Since the

zeroth order teD'll is a constant. we are simply shifting the current tra-

jectory up and down by a constant amount. All flCMs Qi (t) are canputed

using (35), which only needs speci.fIcatrion of the a. '. We then repeat
1)

•this procedure. but this time finding Fi(aiO.ail) with the previously
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are not necessarily independent. we may need
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found a~o held constant and determining the optimum a~l' '!he ail are

associated with the 1st order term. which is linear. 'Iherefore. the

current trajectory is nqv being tilted over various slopes. We then

• *hold ai a and ail constant and allow ai 2 to vary. and so on through order

R. As the order increases. (the trajectory is perturbed by a quadratic.

cubic. and so on. which gives an increasingly varied perturbation of the

trajectory . Since the a ..
~J

to update the initial trajectory. return to the zeroth order again. and

repeat the process. 'Iherefore. the essence of this algorithm is that we

proceed through orders sequentially. much like in a successive approxr-

mations procedure.

For this study. Chebyshev' orthogonal polynanials have been selected

for their attractive properties of giving more uniform fitting errors

over a given range of data than other kinds of orthogonal polynanials

(Graupe, 1976). It is convenient to use the following transfoonation of

t=t-'t' (Le.• t represents the nunoer of future time periods fran current

real time interval -e ) :

~ =: cos[(2t+1)n!2(L+1)]. for t = 0.1 •...•L ( 36)

which guarantees that ~ e I -1.1]. 'Ibis transformation simply normal izes

the time domain. The Chebyshev' polynanials are generated by

TO(~) = 1 ; T1(~) = ~

Tj+l{~) = 2~Tj(~) - Tj_1(~)

(for j=1, ... ,R-1)

and satisfy the orthogonality property

L Tj(~)Tk(~) = O. for all k ~ j
~

In more formal terms, the algorithm proceeds as follows:

(37)

( 38)
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L Start at order r = O. Assume that an initial release schedule

Q~O) (t.) for all Lt is given. Initially set all coefficients a~~) = 0
1 1J

for all orders j=O•...• R. set the cycle counter 1=0. One cycle occurs

when we pass through all the orders once.

2. Given current coefficients a~~+l) for orders j=O•...• r-l (not
1J

defined at r-o)

~at is. we are at current order x, and have found optimal

(40)

for the preo ious orders j=O•...• r-1.

3. We now solve the following one-dimensional DP problan (for all

stages)

(i = 1, •••• N-l)

(42)

subject to: (32). (33). (34). and (40).

It should be noted that if aI1Y Qi(t) generated fran (40) violates a

bound on Q i (t) ( i ,e.• equation 32). then it is simply set to that bound.

In addition. and of great importance to the performance of this method.

is the need to set Qi (t) = 0 if the current head differential across a

gate is too snall to feasibly allow an appreciable flCM. If this is the

case. Qi (t) is pinned to zero and the gate closed in spite of what is

generated by the orthogonal polynanials. until further orders and cycles

result in larger head differentials.
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4 . set ai~+
1) == a Lr (L = 1, ... , N) which are the optimal coe£ f i

cients values found fran step 3. Does r == R? That is, are we at the

highest order yet 'I

NO: Then r ~ r+1 (i.e., replace current order r with r+1);

00 'IO S'IEP 2

YES: Is IF1(ai~+1» - F
1
(ai;» I<e,

where E is a desired co~ergence tolerance? That is, are

optimal values fran the pre.vious cycle close to results of

the current cycle?

NO: Then we should start a naN cycle:

R
Let Q~l+l>{t) == Q~l)(t) + ~ a~~+l)T.(~)

~ ~ j=O 1J J

This represents the new trajectory we will be perturb-

ing around. 1 ~ 1+1 (new cycle) and reset the order

counter r back to zero. Nc1I1 GO ID STEP 2 and we are

ready for another cycle.

YEs: SWP

In solving the dynamic prO;;Jramming problan of (41) and (42), we

select the desired nunber of discretization intervals Mfor the a ..
~r

For convenience, an odd number of intervals (L3) is selected so we can

define a variable airE [-1,1] and discretize it into Mvalues separated

by uniform intervals, making sure that one of the discrete air == o.

'Ibis insures that a value on the current trajectory can always be

selected if no Improvement; can be found fran a perturbation of it. We

then define an appropriate discretization interval AQi for floo under

the gates, and let

a. = AQ. • a';'r ' i = 1, ••• , N
~r ~ .... (43 )
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be defined for each of the Mvalues of a.. 'lhus, the user need only
~r

select M and AQi' and avoids the prcblem of trying to estimate what an

appropriate interval Sa . should be.
~r

'!he performance of this orthogonal dynamic proqrenminq algorithm is

documented in Labadie et al . (1980). For a simplified two-dimensional

prookem, the orthogonal dynamic proqratminq (ODP) found the opt.irmm in

about one-half the execution time of incremental dynamic programming.

No conparfscns were possible for higher dimensional prd.:>lems because

solution by the latter method quickly becane canputationally infeasible.

A new approach called objective-spece dynamic proqrzmninq holds pranise

as a more poNerful replacement for the ODP approach, and is discussed in

Chapter V of this report.

F. CASE S'lUPIES

F.1 North Shore Qltfalls Consolidation Project

'!be S'lCP has been applied to the Marina Branch of the North Shore

Outfalls Consolidation Project (NSCC) which is near completion in san

Francisco. '!hese results are reported in Labadie et al . (1980), Morrow

and Labadie (1980), and Labadie et al. (1981), and are only sunmarized

here.

It should be noted that regulatory standards have been altered con

siderably since our research first began. '!he Regional Water Quality

Control Board has now established detailed requirements that affect sys-

tan planning and operations. 'Ihese include:

1. Stipulation of specific allcwable annual frequencies of ores:

flaYs at all outfall locations; these vary according to perceived sensa-

tivity of the receiving water environment to pollution load.

2. Requirement that all storage capacity in the systan must be

utilized before an overfLoe is al.Lowed.
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3. Maintenance of maxim\lll punping and treatment plant rates prior

to an unavoidable spill or overflCM.

rrbese researchers are corrvinced that it is only with real-time

optimal autanatic oontrol that these criteria can be met with maximum

assurance. '!bough the N9X: study was conducted by CSU prior to stipula

tion of these new standards, it is believed that it is still a valid

demonstration.

'!he NSCC is a shoreline interceptorl storage project which includes

(a) oonstruction of 3.5 miles of shoreline tunnel for storage and con

veyance (total capacity around 3.2 million ft3.>, (b> consolidation of

many . existing s£wage outfalls into one or two selected points, and (c)

additional wet weather treatment capacity. 'lhe locations of the North

Point Treatment Plant and North Shore Pump Station are shown in Figure

III-S. ~e Marina Branch of the project runs along the shoreline to the

west of the Treatment Plant.

About a 4500 it portion of this branch running fran Baker St. to

Laguna St. has been set up for the SVCP with the inclusion of two con

trollable gates in the systan, as shCMn in Figure 111-7. ~ese gates

were originally plarmed for the system, but have been abandoned ~n the

current construction due to budgetary constraints. It is hoped that

inclusion of gates or other oontrol structures will be oonsidered as

add-on projects in the future. Our research has shQID that they can be

extranely valuable in making maximun use of tunnel storage, as well as

controlling the timing and location of overflcws when they are unavoid

able.

~e Marina Branch of the NSCX; is divided into three dynamic pro

grarrming stages (Figure 111-7). Each stage is a separate unsteady flow

routing proolan requiring the specification of both upstream and
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Figure 111-8. location map of major pumping and treatIPent facilities,
City and County of San Francisco (Ca1dwe11-Gonza1es
Kermedy-Tudor, 1981).
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dONnstream flows for all time periods (bounary conditions). '!he flOHS

between each stage are optimally selected by the DP algori thIn for each

15 minute control interval, and linearly interpolated for 3 minute rout

ing time steps. Gate openings are a dependent variable calculated at

each 15 minute oontrol interval according to the gate equation.

Tests were conducted with the SVCP to ascertain the effect of fore

casting and forecast error on the perfonnance of the optimal gate con

trol strategies. "Reactive" policies were also examined as a measure

of the absence of any forecasting on the <:Nerflow rate. The reactive

case simply assures the current measured inflow rate is constant

throughout each 15 minute control interval. strategies are canputed and

implEmented under this assumption. Actual inflCMs update the flow rates

at the end of each control interval and the process is repeated until

the end of the storm. '!he initial trial policy as a starting point for

the DP algorithm produced street flooding with an average weighted over

flow rate of 16.4 ems (cubic meters per second). '!he best-case reactive

control policy (no forecasting) produced a weighted rate of 13.0 ens.

"Adaptive" control policies which include forecasting were also

tested with the &lCP. ~e adaptive mode of operatfon involves a deter

mination of optimal policies over the specified forecast lead time. ihe

optimal polic:Y is executed on the prototype simulation model for the

current rontrol interval with the actual data.

The results of adaptive operation of the SVCP for policies derived

under forecast error are presented in Table 111-1. rmtial gate flCM

trajectories are the same as the reactive strategy experiments so that

the results can be ccmpared. '!Wo forecast lead times are presented.

'!he one-control-interval lead time (L=1) test runs are two-dimensional

DP prool.ems. 'lhe three-oontrol-interval (L=3) forecast lead time test
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Table III-I. Effect of Forecasting on Adaptive Operation
of the stormsater Control Package

Average OJerflow Rates in Cubic Meters/ second

Initial Forecast Forecast Lead Time
Error L=1 1=3

()llb 0.85 (30 cfs) 0.85 (30 cfs)2

+20% 10.6 (375 cfs) 0.9 (32 cfs)l

+70'10 16.4 (580 cfs) 10.7 (378 cfs)3

-20'10 0.74 (26 cfs)4 3.5 (123 cfa)

-70% 16.4 (580 cfs) 16.4 (580 cfs)

streetflooding3 streetflooding3

1two iterations gave better results than three iterations.
'Ibis is because of the simulated real time nature of this
problem and the manner in which the initial best guess
trajectories of gate flows are updated at each control
interval to match the current optimum trajectory.

2rnaximum polynanial order was always one less than the dimension.

3two iterations

4thi s result is suspect, due to control gate linearization errors.
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runs are four-dimensional DP problans using three polynanial orders and

three "iterations," or reduct.ions of corridor width.

'!he weighted average werflCM rate generally is reduced as the
forecast lead time increases and as the forecast error decreases. !his
demonstrates the effectiveness of forecasting in reducing the average
rate of weighted overflow. IOsitive error represents overest.imated
infl~s; negative error represents underestimated inflows. The forecast
model. adaptively updates its parameters as the real storm event
progresses, which decreases the forecast error for subsequent control
intervals. The 0% forecast error is the "perfect foreknCMledge" case;
that is, assuming the forecasting model is able to exactly prErlict the
incaning storm l¥drograph. '!his was accanplished by providing the real
storm to the forecast model in the off-line historical paremeter genera
tion step.

All test cases, with the exception of the 2~ underestimated inflCM

case, perfonned as well or better with the increased forecast lead time.
The particular case for L = 1 and the -20% forecast error has several
oontrol gate linearization errors in excess of 2~ in the prototype
routing model. These linearization errors were corrected by the inter
rupted double sweep solution, but the result ranains suspect. 'lhe cases
for -7C1fo error both result in street f1oodif.9, again due in part to gate
linearization errors which result since the control algorithm is
" surprised" by much larger flCMS than were forecasted, thereby requi r

ing the gates to be moved rapidly.

'!he test results indicate that incorporating forecasted inflCMs
into the control policy determination generally increases the accuracy
of decisions for the gate settings. The exception is for cases of high
forecast error where a rapid change in gate setting (due to large
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underestimated inflows) is required to avoid an overf.l,o. For moderate

levels of forecast error, adaptive policies which utilize forecasts,

even for only one control interval ahead, prove superior to reactive

policies. For the ~ forecast error case, the longer head time did not

Improve the CNerflCM rate. Little tenporal CNerflCM redistribution is

being accanplished by the control model since the objective function for

this test case had no time-factor for overf'Loss (time weighting factors

were all set to 1.0).

F.2 Bayside Facilities Planning Project

'!he NSOC case study clearly derronstrates the value of the EWCP for

real-time cont.rol , but is limited to gate control strategies. As a

further derronstration of the EWCP, it was desired to determine if other

control elements such as pumping facilities could be optimized by the

S'lCP. In its current form, the EWCP assumes all control structures are

gates. Since gate settings are not directly optimized in the ~CP but

actually detennined after the model has optimized flCMs and heads at the

control point, it was decided to determine if the S1CP could be

"fooled" into controlling pumping through use of a "dlllIlIIW" gate

equation.

For demonstration purposes, the S'VCP was applied to a proposed pro

ject for pumping excess flONs in the NSOC system to the Channel Outfalls

Consolidation «X)C) Project, since the latter has considerably more

storage capacity. ~e configuration is shewn in Figure III-9. 'lhe key

questions are: when should the wet weather pumps be turned on during a

storm event and hOli should they be controlled in order to avoid over

flONs. Since turning than on involves considerable expendi.ture of

energy, they should only be used if absolutely needed. With the imper

fections in storm inflOli forecasting, there is a chance that they would
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Figure 111-9. Proposed transfer of excess stonn flo.vs fram the North
Shore to the channel section of San Francisco.
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be turned on during an apparent overflav producing event, only to dis

cover later that it was unnecessary since the storm did not develop as

forecasted. On the other hand. there is the danger of delaying too

long. and turning the pumps on too late. when an earlier startup would

have prevented overf.l.oss.

A report, ~ Caldwell-Gonzales-Kermedy-Tudor «(x;Icr'. 1981) presents a

supervisory control schane for the transfer of excess flCMS fran NSOC to

CDC. A simplified model called SFMAC was applied which essentially uses

storage routing only with no dynamic considerations. FJhe ffiIcr' (1981)

report, shoes results of application of SFMAC for what are called reac

tive. limited predictive and full predictive control. Limited predic

tive uses a 15 month lead time. whereas full predictive assumes the

storm can be perfectly predicted over its entire duration. FJhe results

are shosn in Figure 111-10. '!he logic for these schanes are described

in detail by CKGT (1981) and are not repeated here. 'nley are not based

on use of optimization. but on numerous simulation runs ~ City and

County staff and their consultants.

As a demonstration. it was decided to again set up the N&:X: project

on the fWCP. but without gates. along with the CDC project. and simulate

the transfer of flCM between than by a "dUII1II¥ gate." '!he 9VCP setup

for the system is shown in Table III-2. Note that there are two DP

stages in this case; Stage 1 represents NSOC and Stage 2 is the CDC.

The initial trajectories for flow under the "dUIT\IlW" gate. which is

actually a pump station. were set to the flow transfers canputed by the

CKGT study. as shewn in Figure III-lOb and III-lOe for the perfect

predictive control case. The upper and lower limits on flows were then

constrained exactly to these values. which effectively restricts the

fltVCP to pasai.nq exactly that flow. 'Ihe gate setting that the SWCP
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Table III- 2 . Geometric Configuration of the NSCC (Stage 1) and CCC (Stage 2) projects.
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ccmputes is of course meaningless since there actually is no gate there.

If the S'VCP can simulate a controlled pumping operation in this

way, then we should be able to match the storage curves for the perfect

predictive case in Figures III-lOc and III-lOd. Figure Ill-ll gives the

results, which shC7tl that the 8'lCP effectively matches the storage

curves. The S'lCP predicts a slightly higher storage in the ax::, but the

match is quite good with no overflows occurring. We only carried the

ccmputations to the peak storage levels since this was felt to be suffi

cient to daoonstrate the validity of our assertion.

This confirms that the S'lCP can use a "d~" gate to simulate a

controlled punping operation. HC7tlever, this demonstration did not

exploit the optimizing capability of the St1CP since we were using pump

ing rules developed by trial and error simulation. To test the optimiz

ing capability of the 8'lCP, we increased the lwdrograIh of Figure III

lOa by SO% and ran the S'lCP with no restrictions on pumping except for

the 80 ngd maximum capacity limit.

For the L = 3 case, application of the S'lCP resulted in a pump con

trol policy that reduced overflews to zero fran an initial reactive pol

icy that would have produced significant werflows.
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OPl'IMAL IAYOOT AND SIZ m:; OF
SIDRM SEWER SYSTEMS

A. PROBT,EM STATEMENl'

Considerable research has been conducted on the developnent of

algorithms which for a given horizontal layout of a storm sewer system
\

(i. e., location of manholes and specification of pipe linkages) can

determine the least cost depth of manholes, pipe sizes, and pipe slopes.

Examples would include the work of Holland (1966), Zepp and Leary

(1969), Dajani and Hasit (1974), Froise et al. (1975), and Robinson and

Labadie (1981). Linear programming, dynamic progranming, nonlinear pro

gramning, separable progrcmning, and mixed integer progranming have all

been employed for solving this problem. Of all of the methods, dynamic

proqremninq appears to be the most popular because of its ability to

find global optimal solutions in the presence of complex, highly non

linear pipe and manhole cost functions, as well as the ability to

include nonlinear sewer flow routi.nq.

~ere have also been a nunber of papers describing techniques for

optimal hor.izontal : layout of sewer systans in order to find least cost

spanning trees for a proposed sewer network. This would include the

work of Liebnan (1967), Barlow (1972). Lowsley (1973), and Mandl (1981).

Linear proqranminq and network flow theory have been the most canrnonly

used methods for this problem.

Work which has attempted to integrate these two problans together

(i. e. coordinated solution of the least cost horizontal layout and vert-
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ical sizing problems) has been much more limited. '!he exception would

be the work at the University of Illinois at Urban-Champaign conducted

by Mays and Wenzel (1976). Wenzel et al , (979). and Wenzel (980). The

methodology they employed is a variant of dynamic programning called

discrete differential dynamic prograrrming (DDDP). 'IbE.¥ also included

realistic sewer routing and risk oonsiderations in the model develop

ment. as well as sizing of detention storage in the sewer systan. '!he

primary disadvantages of the DDDP approach include dimensionality diffi

culties that intensify as the size and ccmplexity of the sewer network

increase. and the need to specify apriori a unique solution 'stage' for

each manhole in the network. 'Ibis latter requi rement, is particularly

difficult for large networks.

In order to overcome these weaknesses. a solution procedure is pro

posed which effectively solves the dimensionality problem and does not

require apriori specification of manhole ' stages' for horizontal layout.

'!he network involves tentatively solving separate vertical sizing and

horizontal layout optimization problems, with eventual convergence to a

local optimal solution of the canbined problan. Dynamic progranming is

employed for the vertical sizing prcol.en and network flaw theory is used

for the horizontal layout prohl.em. '!hey are linked together by a search

procedure founded in nonlinear programming theory similar to an algo

rithm developed by Frank and Wolfe (see canon and callum, 1968). In

effect then, the proposed algorithm canbines linear prograrrming, non

linear programming. and dynamic prograrmning together in such a way as to

accentuate their advantages in solving certain aspects of the werall

problem. For this current work. we have ignored routing, risk con

siderations, and inclusion of detention storage. Future work will

attanpt to include these elements.
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'!he vertical sizing prct>lem for a given layout is described in

ApI;eIldix C of this report in a paper by Robinson and Labadie (1981).

'!he horizontal layout prcol.en is formul.ated as follows:

N N •min i: i: c· . (g)q ..

i=l j=l ~J ~J

g2.~

N N
1: g .. - 1: g .. == g. (j=l, ••• ,N)

i==l J~ i==l ~J J

(1)

(2)

•c ~ . (g) ::::
~J

where

qij == directed flow in 1 ink (i, j) as determined by the horizontal
layout problem (g is the NxN vector representing flows in all
links) .

gj == design storm inflow to node or manhole j for given storm return
peraod.

N == total ntnJber of manholes or nodes

nonlinear cost function canputed by solving the least
cost vertical sizing problem for a given layout and
connectivity of the network. as defined by vector g,

•and associated minimal costs .k (g). Costs include manhole
and pipe costs. as well as right-of-way, excavation.
and placement.

'!be flows qij thanselves can define the connectivety of the net

work, where if qij == 0 for link (i,j), then it is not connected; it is

also assumed that a sp:mning tree-like structure with no loops in the

system is maintained. A sp:mning tree for a network is simply defined

such that all nodes in the network must have exactly one exiting link or

pipe connect.ion.

'Ibis optimization proal.em implies that for each selected layout or

spanrunq tree as defined by vector g, the vertical sizing problan is

solved to conpute the minimal associated costs C~j (g) per unit discharge

in each pipe link (L j) in the sp:umi.ng tree. 'lbe horizontal. problan is
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to find the least cost layout g.

c. FRANK-WOLFE ALGORITHM

'!be coordinating algorithm proposed for this prool.em is the Frank

Wolfe method. Consider the following probl.em, using general matbanati-

cal progranming terminology:

[A] min f<x)

xlQ.

subject to:

(3)

where f(.) is a real valued, differentiable function. Now define Prob-

Ian B as:

[B] min \1f(ik ) x

ilQ (5 )

subject to:

for sane given i k at current iteration k.

(6)

SOlution of Problan B, which is essentially a linear progranming

prcol.em if i K is given, yields an optimal x* which is defined as i K
I or

By def inition of an optimum

for all z satisfying:

(7)

( 8)
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( 9)

(10)

or

<11)

Notice that direction vector

is by definition a feasible direction since the directional derivative

is .i 0 and the constraint set is a convex polyhedron.

Now let

(13)

and solve

min f<i)
a (14)

'!his is a simple one-dimensional search prcol.em mer scalar step size (l

which can be solved by the Golden section method or other techniques .

•We obtain (l and let

We now replace iteration counter k with k+l (L . e. k ~ k+1) and solve

Problem B again. It can be shewn that this procedure will converge to a

Kuhn-Tucker point:

proof

There are three possibilities:

Then
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or

for all feaaibl.e x. '!his is by definition a Kuhn-Tucker point because

it indicates the objective function cannot locally Improve in any feasi

ble direction. [Note: It is possible for the Kuhn-Tucker conditions to

be satisfied at saddle points. which are not true local optima.]

[2] x* = xk ~ i k • but

\7f(ik ) [xk-i k ] = 0

since

\7fJik)Z 2. Vf<ik)xk 1 Vf<ik)ik

for all feasible,K. then this is also a Kuhn-Tucker point.

[3] xk ~ i k and

\7f(ik ) [zk-ik ] < 0

2his means we should continue to iterate because a better point can be

found.

Note that possibility [3], and hence convergence of the algorithm,

actually does not depend on minimizing f(ik+a,gk) w. r. t. a, but simply

making sure that we find an a such that

f(ik+agk ) < f(ik)

We will use the Frank-Wolfe method as the basis of our coordinating

solution procedure, but with sane modification.
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D. SWJTION PROCEOORE

For our problem. Problem A is:

c· . (g)q ..
~J ~J

N N
min 1: 1:

i=l j=l
~

N N
1: q .. - 1: q .. + q. = 0 for j=l, ... ,N

i=l ~J i=l J~ J

(17)

(18)

Note that it should be posaibre to change the Equal constraints in (18)

above to 2. constraints in order to conform with the general Problen A

formulation of equatdon 4. '!he final solution should have all ' tight'

constraints since it would never be optimal to size a pipe larger than

it needs to be. Problem B is:

N • ff -
min 1: ~ {~ ~ [ac~m( ) ~lm + clm·<gk) :qq~ J} qi]'

. 1 J'=1 1=1 m=1 q;J' ~J9 2. Q. ~= ...

subject to the same constraints. where rl is sane given set of flows

(and hence layout) at iteration k. l\gain. we assume that the poai.t.ive

canponents of the vector g,k form a spanning tree in the network. In

solving this prd:>lem. we need to realize that cost function C~j ( .) is

not just an ordinary function. It is actually minimal in the sense that

the horizontal layout defined by flow vector g,k has been optimized in

the vertical such that c~, (") are unit costs derived fran the least cost
~J

sizing of pipes and specification of slopes for the given layout.

We now make the following critical assunption. Since the cost term

in Problan B above is defined for a given layout. we assume that

• e-kaclm(g--)
aq, , = 0 for all (l.m) and (i.j>

1J

(20)
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1 for (I,m) (i,j>

o for all (l.m) 4 (i.j)

(21)

(22)

'!his is justified in that it would be Impoasfbl.e to differentially

charqe the flCM in any link (i,j) for a given layout gk without creating

an infeasibility and violation of mass balance in the network. 'Ibis

leaves Problem B in the form:

N N
min L z

i"'l j=l
~2.~

• -kc .. (~r)q..J.J 1J (23 )

subject to the same oonstraints . . '!his problan can be easily solved by

network flCM theory. We let the optimal solution ~* be defined as gk,

which gives a new systan layout. '1l1en

~k+l = ~ + «[d< - gkJ (24)

where [I-fl J = dk = feasible di rection.

An a. is selected such that

N
L

i=l

N • -k+l ....k+l N N • -:-k....kr: c ·. (q- )q.. < I: 1: c .. (~r)q; .

j=l J.J J.J i=l j=l J.J 1J (25)

strictly following the Frank-Wolfe procedure, we would canpute c~. (gk+1)
1J

* ,-k+land solve Problem B again. HCMever, to canpute cijJ.q- ), we would have

to solve the vertical sizing poblem again for the new flows gk+1.

Unfortunately, there is no guarantee that the new flCMS as calculated by

equation 24 will form a spanninq tree. It can be ShCMn, however, that

flows generated by solving Problem B will always form a sp:mning tree.
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'Jllis is evident when considering that if we have N nodes, then we also

have N constraints. Assuming storm inflow is inplt to each node, then

each node must have at least one exiting link. In linear prograrrming,

if there are N constraints, then at most N variables (i. e. the link

flows qij) can be positive, which are called basic variables. '!here

fore, the basic variables indeed constitute a spmning tree as previ-

ously derived.

Because of the need to maintain flows that constitute a sp:mning

tree, and to avoid redoing the vertical sizing problem in the same

iteration, we will use a first order approximation for the function

• -k+lc .. (q~- . ).
~J ~J

That is, we let

• ~k+l * -k * .k * ~c . . (g-- ) = c .. (g--) + ale .. (g- -) - c .. (g- -)]
~ ~ ~ ~

(26)

'!his departure fran the Frank-Wolfe algorithm brings

whether we can prove convergence to a local optimum.

into question

Notice that the

new system layout is gk and thepre.vious layout is gk. COsts C~j <if-)

have been calculated by solving the vertical sizing prccrem using the

new layout rf. If the new layout suggests an increase in unit cost oret:

the old layout for a particular link, then we change the link cost by

step size a. in the positive direction; otherwise, we decrease the link

cost by the same step size. lJhis algorithm should converge as long as

step size a. is carefully selected to maintain (25) during intermediate.

iterations. canputational experience has shown that it is best to begin

with very low initial costs for the lewout model because once a high

unit cost is obtained for a particular link, it mew not be possible to

ever bring back that link into a layout via solution of Problem B. even

though it might eventually be desirable link in canbination with other
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posttive flow links. care must also be taken in selection of step size

Q.

E. <X:lMroTATIQNAL EXPERIm;E

'!he dynamic progranming model CSUDP/StWER, de\Teloped at (blorado

State University is used to optimize the vertical alignnent of a storm

sewer pipeline design with systan cost and hydraulic feasibility as cri

teria. More detail on this program can be found in ~ndix C of this

report along with a user manual, in Ap~ndix D. Modifications to this

package have allowed cost per stage <i. e. manhole plus dCMnstream pipe>

to be outpat , thereby prOlTiding the unit costs C~j <9> by taking the

total cost for that stage and dividing by the flow in that stage q...
~J

'!he network code KIT..TER which uses the out-of-kilter algorithm was

selected to solve Problem B; Le., the horizontal layout problem.

Manual iterations were requi red for transferring cost information

between CSlDPJSEWER and KD:,TER. Future work will attanpt to autanate

this process.

E.1 csunPl SEWER setup

'Ihe vertical scorm sewer design prcol.em has been developed for sys-

tans where up to three upstream pipes may enter a given manhole drained

by only one pipe. Drops in manholes may be fixed by the user, allowed

to vary by the program, or disallooed by the user. Other contraints on

sewer flow are allowable minimum and maximum flaw velocities. Should a

calculated pipe Velocity fall outside the velocity constraints, the

solution is still considered feasible; howe\Ter, a large penalty is asso

ciated with this solution, rendering it less attractive than other

feasible solutions found.
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The available canmercial. pipe set by default is 8 to 72 inches in

industry standard Incrementa: however, any alternative pipe set can be

introduced into the model in the data input. Pipe roughness is spect

fied by the Manning's n coefficient, and the type of flCM can be

selected to be ASCE standard pipefull discharge or a variable n ty~

solution procedure as outline in ASCE Manual No. 37.

canputational discretization of pipe crown elevations is allCMed to

be set initially to a coarse value and refined in subsequent calcula

tions to a speci.fied tolerance. Optimizations are performed on all

feasible, discrete pipe croen elevations, with Manning's equation used

to select the snallest canmercially available pipe diameter that will

carry the required flow, while maintaining velocity and cover con-

straints.

1. Manhole NlUlt>ering

The correct sequential numbering of manholes is critical to proper

use of C&JDP-SEWER. '!he user must adhere to the follCM'ing oonvention or

unpredictable resuI.ts may occur. '!he user must develop the nunbering

based on a single trunk (main) line with branches extending fran the

trunk.

Following this procedure should assure correct nunbering:

1 . ~e most damstream manhole must be nl.lIlbered 1.

2. Manholes are then nunbered sequentially, proceeding upstream

as far as possdhl.e.

3. Branches that have been bypassed in the above serial nunbering

are then similarly nunbered in increasing remoteness fran

manhole nunber 1 until all manholes are nunbered.

4. No manhole nunbers may be anitted or duplicated and the last

manhole mmoered must be equal, to the total number of manholes

in the network.
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2. Solution of the ptpe selection Problem

~e program begins at the highest nLmlbered manhole. It evaluates

all feasible solution configurations, while retaining the optimal family

of solutions and inimal accumulated cost for all discrete crown eleva

t.Lons. '!bese are used for the next stage as it proceeds downstream.

calculations proceed fran the highest numbered manhole until manhole 1

is reached, with a family of optimal solutions retained in manory. When

a branch junction is reached. the optimal solutions for each discrete

crown elevation of the incoming pipe is gained in manory. As the algo

rithm proceedsto another branch, that junction will likely be encoun

tered later. The stored policies will be utilized to find the minimum

total cost with respect to all incaning branches at that junction.

1. traceback procedure advances upstream and finds the best overall

solution fran the retained optimal solution set , yielding an optimal

solution for the current crown el.evataon discretization interval. Since

this initial interval may be coarser than ultimately desired, the pro

cess is now repeated using a finer interval. This continues until the

desired order of accuracy is attained. '!be canbination of a coarse ini

tial interval with the power of this interval splicing capability allows

the code to quickly converge to the desired level of accuracy in estab

lishing pipe el.evataons, slopes, and pipe diameters. If certain con

straints such as minimum and maximum velocities and pipe cover con

straints must be slightly violated in order to find a feasible layout.

the program will allay this.

3 . COst Functions

The pipe cost function CPIP is user designed (see Appendix D) and

may be represented by 'look up' tables or functional relationships.

Functional relationships are of course easier to use if a good f it to
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tabular cost data can be found. This is of course up to the user.

Paraneters are passed to the CPIP function f ran SUbroutine CBJECl' and

for a given stage are as follows:

DX
DXl
DIA
PIP'lHK

Downstream pipe crCMIl depth,
upstream pipe croen depth,
Pipe diameter,
Pipe wall thickness

feet
feet
inches
inches

It is convenient to include the excavation cost associated with the

pipe in this routine by calculating an average cover and assumed trench

width. Other parameters could be passed fran CBJECI'; lxMever, IOOClifica

tion to the code would be r equired .

The user supplied manhole cost CMNH function is similarly struc

tured with passed paremeters as follCMs:

DX
DXl
DIA

Downstream pipe crown depth,
Upstream pipe crown depth,
Pipe diameter,

feet
feet
inches

Exceedance of cover limits is permitted in order to fit a pipe into

a deep setting. However, the user is Informed in the output of this

violation by a # symbol. Similarly, a symbol is printed near a drop

manhole if one is selected.

The typical manhole cost is substantially less than the canparative

pipe cost. Hence, CSJDP/SEWER tends to lay pipes as shallow as possible

and, if permicted, produce manhole drops. If the user does not wish to

allCM drop conditions, then the model seeks the most cost effective

solution in balancing excavation, pipe, and manhole costs, under this

restriction.

E.2 KILTER SetyP

KilJTER is a network flow code that uses the Ford-Fulkerson (962)

out-of-Kilter Algorithm for finding the minimum total cost of flow in a

network. 'Ihe version anployed for this work restricts flows to integer
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quantities. which allCMs more efficient canputation. It is interesting

that though integer programming methods are generally less efficient

than thei r continuous variable oounterpart.s, just the opposte is true

for the out-of-kilter method.

1 . Algorithm Characteristics

• Mass balance of flow must be maintained at each node. and throughout
the connected arcs. '

• Parallel arcs with individual arc costs are posstbl.e.

• '!he model must begin with flCMS that satisfy mass balance. but may
not satisfy upper and Loser bounds on flows. A good choice is to
set all flONs initially to zero .

• Flow direction and costs in an arc may be positive or negative.

• All arcs must be bounded fran belcw and above .

• Fully circulation Networks are requi red with no sources. sinks.
or side constraints allowed.

• Non-circulation networks can be transformed into circulation networks
with the addition of at most one node and N return arcs. where N is
the nunber of sources and sinks in the network.

• Network size is currently defined for a maximum of 100 nodes and
100 connecting arcs. Howe\Ter. array dimensions can be easily
increased.

2. IQput Reguirements

card No.

1. Titie card [80 character description]

2. Network COnfiguration

• No. Arcs
• No. Nodes
• Accuracy tolerance for arc cost

3. Connection

• lnitial node number
• TeDninal node number

4. Flow Boundaries

• Lower flow round on arc i
• Ilpper flow round on arc i

Units

(real + return)
(real + artificial)

$//Q

+/- Q
+/- Q
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'" Signed magnitude of flow in arc i,
usually set initially to zero.

'" Cost per unit flow in arc i

3. 1\P,plication of KILTER to Horizontal sewer Layout

+/- Q

+/- $/Q

1. 'l.be user must develop a cost estimation of the manhole (node)

and pipe (arc) costs. rrypically, this is accomplished fran an initial

horizontal layout selected by engineering judgement. 'ttle arcs not

included in the initial layout are assigned a zero or low cost so that

KD:.TER can include than as candidates for the new configuration to be

found. If the costs are initially set too high, KILTER may never bring

\

than into the solution.

2. Construct. N return arcs fran the outlet node to all nodes,

including itself if it has a surface inflews.

'" Arc costs per unit flow = 0
III Lower flCM bound = Upper flew bound = surface inlet discharge
III '!he systan outlet node will be the initial node that joins to each

of the real nodes in the flCM network by the return arcs.

Figure IV-I demonstrates this arranganent.

E.3 Exanple Problem

1. Problem Description

The problem we chose to study mainly for demonstration purposes is

Example A fran ASCE ~1anual No. 37. This problem is also used in a paper

by Wenzel (1980) .. ttle problan as described has 12 manholes and is shoen

on the schanatic of Figure IV-2. 'lhe schanatic diagram indicates all of

the potential flCM paths. An optimal, least-cost solution was found by

Wenzel (1980) using the DDDP approach. It was decided to deliberately

start with a different. higher cost layout, and see if the algorithm we

devised could converge to the optimal layout.

Each manhole location is identified with a letter which never

changes. However, the nunbering sequence for the manholes can change,
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Figure N-l. Exarrple flow netvPrk configuration for KILTER
showing return arcs and arc cost definition.
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according to the previously defined procedure for manhole nunbering.

'lhe inflCM into the system at each manhole is shown on Figure IV-2 also.

'Ibis surface inflCM is added to the fl<JN(s) in pipers) entering that

manhole and the total is the flow in the pipe exiting the manhole. Mass

balance at each manhole is maintained. and no routing is included. 'lhe

fX)ssibility of detention storage could be easily added if functions were

available relating peak flCM reduction with detention storage cost.

'1be cost functions used in CSJDp/ SEWER are based on manhole costs

and combined pipe and excavation costs fran ASCE M:mual No. 37. 'lbese

dat.a are given in tabular form in Table IV-l. from which functional

relationships were fitted for case of use in the computations.

2 . Solution Method

'!he method of solving for the least-cost horizontal and vertical

design involves iterating back and forth between the two optimization

programs CSUDP/ SEWER and KILTER. 'lhe procedure and comments on this

problem are described in the follCMing steps and illustrated in the fol

lOlling worksheets.

1 . Choose an initial. feasible horizontal layout. Again. the

initial one selected was deliberately chosen to be different from the

optimal one in Wenzel (980) in order to see if the algorithm can con

verge to it. Both are shown in Figure IV-3a. 'lhe optimum layout is

given in Worksheet #1, and the starting Layout #2 is given in Worksheet

#2. We first choose an initial step size a (a = 0.5 in this case) 1 and

initially set all arc costs to zero.

2. Using the initial horizontal layout. run CSUDP/SEWER to obtain

the optimal vertical alignment and pipe sizes for that layout. and the

associated element (manhole and canbined pipe and excavation> costs for

arcs in that layout. 'Ihe total cost for the system is given also in the
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Table IV-I. User supplied cost data for example problem.

PIPE COSl
Class 1 Class 2 Clan 1 CI ass 2

l1a~ Hbar: 4 none 4 none
Log Log Log

P. Dia Cost Cost P. Dia Cost Cost
inches $/lin.ft.S/lin.ft. inches $/lin.ft.S/lin.ft.

-~---------------_._--_._-- ---------------------------
12 3.40 \ 3.40 1.079 0.531 0.531
15 4.45 4.45 1.176 0.648 0.648
18 5.90 5.90 1. 255 0.771 0.771
21 7.40 7.40 1.322 0.869 0.869
24 9.20 9.20 1.380 0.964 0.964
27 10.25 11.05 I. 431 1.011 1.043
30 13.15 14.20 1.477 J. Jl9 1.152
36 IB.40 19.05 1.556 1.265 1.280
42 24.10 25.00 1.623 1.382 1.398
48 30.85 32.45 1.681 1.489 1.511
54 37.95 39.45 1.732 1.579 1.596

I1ANHOLE COST
0 100.00

all depths

Model Class 2
br a

Linear: 1 0.9717 -9.4173 0.8215
Y =: a+bx 2 0.9744 -10.0616 0.8631

Exponential: 1 0.9781 2.1042 0.0569
Y =: a ebx 2 0.9730 2.0867 0.0581

* Power- 1 0.9945 0.0533 1.6313Y =: aOxb 2 0.9960 0.0482 1.6707

*se1ected node1
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CSUDP/SEWER - .KILTER Worksheet #1
CSUDP/SEWER Input to KILTER 0t1I'lVI'

KILTER
Arc Cost

Master "sewer" Arc Cost Arc Flow per unit Arc Cost Arc Flow New
Connect. Connect. ( $) (cfs) flow $/cfs $ cfs Connect.

B-A 2-1 4671 40.35
C-B 12-2 1433 2.00
D-B 3-2 6569 32.49
E-e 10-12 - -
E-D 10-3 1506 2~29

G-D 4-3 5823 26.07
F-E 11-10 1431 l.50
H-E 8-10 - -
I-F 9-11 - -
H-G 8-4 3780 10.19
J-G 5-4 3538 11.01
r-a 9-8 2411 4.70 !

K-H 6-8 - - I

L-I 7-9 - . -
K-J 6-5 2396 4.a-;f
L-K 7-6 1299 2.00

'lUI'AL $34857

"OPTIMUM" LAYOUT
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CSUDP/SEWER - KILTER Worksheet #2
CStJDP/SEWER Input to KILTER OIJI'POT

KILTER
Arc Cost

Master "sewer" Arc Cost Arc Flow per unit Arc Cost Arc Flow New
COnnect. Connect. ($) (cfs) flow $/cfs s cfs Connect.

B-A 2-1 4604 40.35 liS 4712 41 2-1
C-B 3-2 6073 19.32 515 2062 4 8-2
IrB 8-2 4646 15.17 254 7881 31 3-2
E-C 4-3 5813 17.32 168 0 0 4-8
E-D 4-8 _0 0 329 6576 20 4-3
G-D 9-8 4156 11.04 300 1799 6 9-3
F-E 12-4 1053 1.50 828 1656 2 11-4
H-E 5-4 4163 15.03 139 1803 13 5-4
I-F 6-12 0 0 0 0 0 12-11
H-G 5-9 0 0 185 0 0 5-9
J-G 10-9 2304 6.17 347 347 1 10-9
I-H 6-5 3266 6.70 500 1501 3 12-5
K-H 11-5 1769 2.84 311 1246 4 6-5
L-I 7-6 1356 2,00 339 0 0 7-12
K-J 11-10 0 0 247 0 0 6-10
L-K 7-11 0 0 325 649 2 7-6

'IDl'AL 39203

LAYOUT 1 LAYOUT 2
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CSUDP/SEWER - KILTER Worksheet :fi: 3
CSUDP/SEWER Input to KILTER OUI'PUT

Kn..TER
Arc Cost

Master -sewer- Arc Cost Arc Flow per unit Arc Cost Arc Flow New
CO~. Connect. ($) (cts) flow $/cfs $ cfs Connect.

B-A 2-1 5415 40.35 124.57 5107 41 2-1
e-B 8-2 1110 2.00 535.28 2676 5 8-2
D-B 3-2 6800 32.49 231. 77 6953 30 3-2
E-e 4-8 0 0 23.90 0 0 9-8
E-D 4-3 5626 17.32 326.83 2288 7 9-3
G-D 9-3 4183 11.04 337.41 6449 19 4-3
F-E 11-4 1048 1.50 763.60 1527 2 10-9
H-E 5-4 4118 15.03 206.69 0 0 5-9
I-P 12-11 0 0 0 0 0 6-10
H-G 5-9 0 0 92.74 927 10 5-4
J-G 10-9 2304 6.17 360.38 1442 4 11-4
I-a 12-5 2358 4.70 501. 03 2004 4 6-5
K-B 6-5 2410 -4. 84 404.69 0 0 12-5
IrI 7-12 0 0 169.50 339 2 7-6
K-J 6-10 0 0 123.76 371 3 12-11
L-K 7-6 1443 2.00 523.24 0 0 7-12

'JDTAL 36815 I

IAYOUT 2 IAYOUT 3
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CStJDP/SEWER - KILTER Worksheet :It 4
CSUDP/SEWER Input to KILTER OOI'RJT

KILTER
Arc Cost

Master -sewer- Arc Cost Arc Flow per unit Arc Cost Arc Flow New
Connect. O>nnect. ($) (cfa) flow $Icfs s cfs Connect.

B-A 2-1 4671 40.35 120 4927 41 2-1
C-B 8-2 1433 2.00 626 6884 11 8-2
D-B 3-2 6569 32.49 217 5208 24 3-2
FrC 9-8 0 0 42 252 6 9-8
E-iJ 9-3 1506 2.29 492 0 0 9-3
G-D 4-3 5819 26.07 281 5626 20 4-3
P-E 10-9 1431 1.50 859 859 1 10-9
H-E 5-9 0 0 103 0 0 5-9
I-P 6-10 0 0 0 0 0 . 12-10
B-G 5-4 3811 12.19 203 2635 13 5-4
J-G 11-4 3858 9.01 394 789 2 11-4
I-H 6-5 3234 6.70 492 1476 3 12-5
K-B 12-5 0 0 202 809 4 6-5
L-I 7-6 1356 2.00 424 0 0 7-12
K-J 12-11 1794 2.84 378 0 0 6-11
L-K 7-12 0 0 262 523 2 7-6

'!UrAL 35482

LAYOUT 3 LAYOUT 4
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Worksheets. '!he arc cost includes the upstream manhole and downstream

pipe and excavation costs, except in the arc which includes manhole 1.

In this arc cost, the downstream manhole cost (manhole 1) is included

also (see Figure IV-I).

3. Find a new update? arc cost per unit flON for every possdbl.e

arc in the system using equation 26. '!he arc cost per unit flow is cal-

culated by dividing the total arc cost, calculated fran CSUDP/SEWER out

put, by the arc flow.

4. Run KILTER to obtain a new horizontal layout.

5. Number the manholes in the new layout so that they are suit-

able for input to CSUDP!SEWER. This information is now transferred to

the start of the next worksheet. N<.M run CSJDP!SEWER under the new lay-

out. Find new unit costs for arcs in this layout and a new total systan

cost. If the new total cost is less than the old one, then proceed to

the next step. Otherwise, reduce a and return to step 3.

6. Update the arc cost per unit flow to be input to KILTER using

Equation 26. If an arc is assigned a high cost initially it may no

longer be considered a possible flow path by KILTER. By upd:iting the::~~ .

unit costs each time, eventually a reasonable cost should eventually be;(i;~/

approached for each arc. '!he cost of the same arc may change for dif-

ferent layouts, so an exact cost is not expected.

7. With the updated arc costs. run KILTER again to obtain a new

horizontal layout, and repeat as before.

8 . mop when a -7 0" or sane desi red user tolerance.

Notice fran these worksheets that the total system cost is steadily

decreasing with each iteration and new layout, using step size a. = 0.5.

For the final layout (Layout #4) in Worksheet #4, the total cost

slightly increased. 'lherefore, with a fixed a, we would select Layout
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#3 as Optimum. Notice that is quite close to the original layout in

configuration and total cost.

Further ref inenent is possible by returning to Layout #4. reducing

a, and repeating. 'lhi.s was not done for this demonstration, hcMever.

Further work is required in experimenting with various search procedures

governing unit cost changes and proper selection of step size a.

Further work is also needed in autanating the. interaction between

CSIDpI SEWER and Kn.TER. In partacul.ar. an autanated nunbering syste:n is

needed as each new layout is generated, so that the user does not have

to do it each time. '!he deviation fran the Frank-Morte algoritbn that

was necessary for this algorithm should also be functionized in future

work. inclUding the essunptons required in setting up Problem B; partic

ularly equations 20-22. '!here may be ways that these assumptions can be

relaxed, thereby pr0\7iding a stronger theoretical basis for the metho

dology.



0iAPl'ER V

CDNCLUSIOOS AND REXDMMENDATIOOS

A. CNERVIEW

An attempt has been made in this report to show a strong correspon

dence between oost-effectiveness or productivity in the urban water ser

vices and the introduction of computer-aided decision support; systems

into planning, design, and operational functions. '!hough attractive

hardware abounds for these purposes as a result of the so-called micro

ccnputer revolution, there is a severe lag in ccmputer software availa

bility that can aid urban water managers in finding cost-effective solu

tions to canplex design and operational problems. '!his might help

explain why urban water managers have been slow to implement this tech

nology, even though expectations seaned high in the early 1970' s ,

StomMater and ccmbined sewer control is perhaps the most complex

area that urban water managers deal with. canputerized decision support

capability is vital if these problems are going to be properly solved.

'lhe stormeater Control Package (::WCP) presented herein has been designed

to be an effective tool for introducing autanation into urban stornwater

regulation. It caobines state-of-the-art methods in storm forecasting,

unsteady hydraulic sewer routing, and dynamic optimization into an

integrated framework. We envision three uses of the package:

1 . ~rational planning for existing systans for introducing

autanation to regulate existing or planned oontrol facilities in real

time. This mode involves simulated real-time experiments to ascertain

the interaction between forecasting and oontroL and pinpoint
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appropriate levels of sophi.st.Icatii.on in control.

2. Adapt the 3\'CP for actual real-time control through on-line

processing and interaction with field monitoring and control equipnent ,

3 . Introduce the SVCP into planning phases in order to determine

if it is possible to reduce capital investment in new drainage. storage.

and treatment facilities through the introduction of automation.

OUr research has been limited to the first prd:>lem area. and has

afforded a measure of oonfidence in the Package through use of the san

Francisco system as a case study. Future emphasis must be placed on

extending this work to other cities and expandinq into the next two

problem catagories.

Pre.rious work by Labadie et al. (1977) has stressed that canputer

control of storm and canbined sewer systems should be utilized in an

integrated. city-wide basis. Decomposition algorithms using distributed

canputer processing have been developed in this earlier work for accom

plishing this. EVen though this pre.rious research was applied to the

concept of distributed detention storage over a city. versus the large

shoreline interceptors as currently being constructed for san Francisco.

it is believed that these algorithms are still valid in a general sense.

Future research should concentrate on integrating the S'fCP into a decom

posf.taon framework for city-wide oont.rol..

In addition to the S'fCP as an operational tooL we have developed a

model called camP/SEWER for cost-effective design of new sewer and

storm drainage system. or optimal expansion of existing systems. '!he

ul timate goal is to canbine the two packages together Whereby the

screening model can provide initial layouts and sizings that can be

further ref ined and improved by application of the SVCP.
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CSUDP/SEWER is applicable to vertical sizing of systans and selec

tion of pipe sizes manhole depths. and slopes. Extensive experience has

been gained with the model on a variety of saver networks. Results c0m

pare well with publici2ed results of other methods. Horizontal layout

which establishes haN manholes should be intercormected. must be per

fonned by trial and error if the camP/SEWER package is used alone. In

order to overcome this disadvantage ~ an algorithm is presented for link

ing a network flow algorithm called Kll.TER with ffiJDp/ SEWER as a means

of solving both the vertical and horizontal layout problans. This

latter work is more prehiminary in nature, and more research is needed

to fully test and refine the procedure.

An issue that has not been addressed in this research is the sto

chastic nature of the inflows and consideration of risk in real-time

control decisions. '!he real-time stornwater control problem involves

estimating the current and future state (i.e. ~ flows and heads

throughout the system) 'as governed by stochastic, uncontrollable storm

'f l CM inputs and controllable gatesl valves. regulators I ordfIces. pumps.

etc. A number of elegant results are available for linear systems with

Gaussian error under quadratic criteria (Bertsekas, 1976). Even when it

is possabl.e to linearize the &ystan state model, we are confronted with

criteria that are discontinuous and nonconvex . . For our problem I pumping

costs which vary nonlinearly with flow rate and pumping lift create such

a nonconvexity .

'Ihis nonconvexity inhibits applying the methods of modern optimal

control theory ~ :particularly wi th the inclusion of tightly confining

state-space and control constraints (Tabuk and Kuo, 1971). It seems

clear that dynamic programning is an attractive approach under these

ci rcimstances. if a satisfactory wf£:! of dealing with the curse of
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dimensionality (Bellman, 1957) can be found.

In addition to these difficulties, there are further annoyances in

the real-time management of water resource systems due to noise

corrupted measuranents of the systan state. storm and ccmbined sewers

represent a hostile environment for sensors and gages due to suspended

materials, and large measuranent errors can ocCUr.

~e Kalman filter has been around for two decades, but has only

recently found its way into research related to water resources manage

ment (Kalman, 1960). Chen (1974) canbined optimal control theory with

the Kalman filter for solving a simplified stonnwater control prcol.em,

but the method suffers fran the pr.eviously mentioned disadvantages of

optimal control theory and the maxinnm principal. In effect, the Kalman

filter is a recipe for canbining two independent estiInates of the state

of a system into one minimun variance estimate. It also produces valu

able second-order statistical information that can be used for risk

analysis. One estimate of the systan state canes f ran the state predic

tion model itself, which of course is only an approxiInation; the other

comes fran noise-corrupted direct measuranents of the systan state at

discrete points in time and space.

It is possible to explicitly combine dynamic programming and the

Kalman filter together in a real-time decision framework. 'Ibis results,

hCMever, in a high dimensional information vector canposed of first and

second-order statistical information on the random state vector. 'lhe

second order information must be included in order to analyze the cordt

tiona! risk' of failure associated with control decisions. For roost

practical problans, it is impossible to evaluate the dynamic prograrraning

optimal value (or optimal return, or ' cost-to-go') function for all pos

sible discrete canbinations of the information vector. It is sham here
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that for a certain class of prool.ems. it may not be necessary to do

this.

B. OPl'IM&.. S'IDRrtiATER mNl'ROL UNDER RISK

B.l Cbjectiye Function

'!be objective is to minimize the expected value of discounted costs

over stages i=l •...• N. where state Xi +1 is a random vector and decision

Yi is canpletely controllable. '!be costs may be real costs. such as

associated with energy for pumpi03. or pseudo costs representing Loca

tional priorities for untreated overflows when overflows cannot be

avoided.

(1)

Again. state vector Xi represents flow rates and heads at discrete loca

tions throughout the systan. generally corresponding to the sewer rout-

ing model used. The Yi are various control decisions related to gate

openings. regulator settings. plmlping rates. etc.

B.2 eonstraints

state EQuation: It is assumed that the state of the systan can be

reasonably governed by a linear or linearized set of discrete difference

equations. For real-time applications. these equations can be updated

and relinearized around current naninal trajectories as new information

dictates.

(2)

h n m n n Ith . de nde tlwere XieR •.YieR '~ieR .LieR • Wl. Li as an an pe n y distributed

Gaussian error term or model noise:
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and Bi are also known or can be updated at each time step,

a known covariance matrix.

COnstant Qi would representrespectdvely .

A.
1

and are (nxn) and (nxm),

(ii)E£.z:·L·} =: Q& .. Lj=l. ... ,N
1 J 1J

where & " is the Kronecker delta and Q is
1J

Matrices

boundary conditions such as forecasted inflow l¥drogra:t:hs, state-

discharge relations, etc. '!he errors L i would be primarily associated

with the inflow forecasts, though not entirely. Equation 2 could

represent an explicit form, fully dynamic routing modeL with boundary

conditions included in (2). An implicit model could be represented as

A·(X·)X· + B·(x·)y· + Q. + L' - D'(X')X'+l = Q.111 111 1 1 111

or

-1 -1 -1 -1
A

1
"+1 = D ~. + D B..u. + DC. + D .I:.1 1 -1 1

'lhe error terms are now correlated, but Gelb (1974) shows that this for-

mulation can be converted into an equivalent, one with an uncorrelated

structure. Note that implicit nunerical formulations are rarely solved

by explicitly taking the inverse of matrix D, but this is a convenient

way of representing the solution.

Initial state: The initial state of the systan is assumed to be

Gaussion with knoen mean Xl and error covariance matrix Pl'

and is independent of L i for all L.

(];)servation model: In addition to the state prediction model (2),

direct, though noisy, d::>servations z· 1eJ!? can be taken of sane or all
1+

of the systan states Ai+1 at the end of stage L after decision Yi is

made:
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Zi+l = CXi +l + Yi+l' i:l, ... ,N (3)

where matrix C is (pxn) . If, for example, all the states were directly

nonitored, then C would be the identify matrix. It is assuned that the

error term is also inde:rendently distributed Gaussian with known covari-

ance matrix R:

I

(ii)E{y.y.J = Rf> ..
~ J ~J

and is Independent; of Xl and Li for all i.

COntrol and state-space constraints: The decision vector Yi is

assumed contained in a closed and rounded set:

u. eU·
1. ~

( 4)

We would like to confine Xi to a closed and bounded set X, but cannot

guarantee this since Xi is a random vector. 'Ibis constraint must there

fore be stated probabilistically:

prob{~i+16Xi+lIYj'Zj' j=l, .. , , i} (5)

L(l - ai ) , i=l" . , ,N

where a i is a desired risk level, Notice that this constraint must be

stated conditionally. It is much more difficult to evaluate the uncon

ditional probability that Xi+ l eXi+1, It is assumed here that the proo

Ian as formulated is both controllable and observable.
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c. KALMAN Fllll'ER

C.1 Observation Model

Assuning that decision Yi is made at the beginning of stage i,

prior to observations taken during stage L it can be proved by maximum

likelihood or least-squares methods (see ~tran (1970» that the minimum

variance estimate of the state of the system after observations are

taken for stage i is:

( 6)

where the state estimate fran the model is:

and the error covariance matrix fran the model is:

,
Pi+l == ~Pi li~ + Q

(i==l, ... ,N)

The matrix Gi is called the Kalman gain:

, , -1
Gi == Pi+1C [R + CPi+1C ] (9)

'!he best (i. e., minimum variance) estimate of the state error

covariance matrix after observations are taken is:

Pi+lli+1 ;:; Pi+1 - GiCPi+1 (10)

the subscript (i+lli+l) means that the estimate is conditioned on obser

vations taken during stage i. The subscript <i+1) signifies that these

estimates are obtained fran the system state model prior to taking

observations.

Notice that ~uation 6 is suggestive of a gradient-type algorithm.

Estimates are adjusted according to whether observations are above or
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below the estimates generated by the systan model. rrhe gain matrix

tends to decrease as the elanents of R increase. '!his means that we

have less conf idence in the d::>servations so they have less of an effect

on the estimates generated by (6). It can be seen fran 8;Iuations 8 and

9 that this same effect is produced if the elanents of Q are snall in

canparison with those of R. If. on the other hand. Q is large in rela

tion to R, then the gain factor will also tend to be larger since this

indicates greater trust in the measuranents than the model.

rrhe great advantage of the Kalman filter is its recursive struc-

ture: which suggests an obvious linkage with dynamic programming. Young

(1974) has shosn that the Kalman filter is related to recursive least-

squares estimation of the parameters of linear models. It is not neces-

sary to store the entire past history of the process, but only keep

track of 1st and 2nd order statistical infonnation fran the previous

stage. Since this infomation is sufficient to describe a random Gaus-

sian process, we are in effect generating a sequence of conditional pro-

bability distributions.

C.2 Forecast Model

Notice fran Equation 8 that without benefit of the observations,

the error covariances tend to increase, reflecting the increasing uncer-

tainty of projecting further into the future. In the forecast mode,

without benefit of observations, the estimates of the future mean and

covariances are recursively generated by:

, ,
Pi+l = [AiPi~ + Q] - GiC[AiPi~ + Q]

where Gi is defined by Equation 9.

(11)

(12)
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We now have the means of generating extended forecasts of the Sjs-

tan state and covardanoe using El:!uations 11 and 12. When actual obser-

vations becane available. the states can be updated using Fl:.luation 6.

C.3 Est~ing Noise OOvatiances

The noise covariance matrices Q and R must be estimated, along with

the initial state error covariance matrix PI' 'Ibis is largely a subjec

tive matter. As pointed out by lvk:hra (1978). one advantage of the Kal

man filter is that:

, ... the forecaster can use his judgement regarding the relative
accuracy of the model values ve, observations to select appropriate
values for noise covariance matrices Q and R. He can then examine
the actual operation of the filter and adjust values on-line if the
situation changes at a later time.'

~e matrix PI can often be initialized as a diagonal matrix with

large elements (e.g., 104 to 106). As observations are obtained in

real-time. these covariances should reduce, reflecting the decreasing

uncertainty as to the system state as additional information is

obtained. If these covariances are too snalL the model will tend to

weight model estimates too heavily C1Ver subsequent, data that may indi

cate different different estimates. On the other hand, if the covari-

ances are set too high, convergence may be extranely slow. ']he great

flexibility in selecting noise and error covariances is therefore both

an advantage and disadvantage. Often a large amount of experimentation

is needed.

It is assumed here that a forecasting model would be developed

separately for predicting storm inflows to the seee: system, which would

be included in term .Qi in equataon (2). 'Ibis would i.nq;:>ly that all rain

fall data would have to be preprocessed by a rainfall-direct runoff

watershed model, and then this processed data used to identify a time

series model such as AR or ARMA. In work with the City of san
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Francisco, watershed modeling has shoen to have a high degree of accu

racy, based on data collection fran individual storm evencs (Kibler and

Roesner, 1975). Labadie et ale (1981) have used an autoeqqresafve

transfer function model for forecasting rainfall directly, but it is

bel ie.ved that eli reet forecasting of watershed runoff might prove to be

more accurate due to the damping effect a watershed &ystan nonnally has

on rainfall input. 'Ibis would not be true for urban areas with a high

percentaqe of perviousness.

D. DYNAMIC P~lIOO FORMULATION

With the assumption of indeperrlent Gaussian noise, the sufficient

statistics for the randan state vector x. are <i·,p. ). We will continue
. J. J. J.

to refer to <Xi' Pi)' as the systan state, in a prOOabilistic sense. The

following backward dynamic prCX3ramming prdJlan can nCM be fonnulated for

all discrete canbinations of (X, Pi) I evaluate:

F. <i,p·) = minimum expected discounted cost totaled orex
J. J.

stages i through N, given that state Xi is

Gaussian with mean .xi error covariance

matrix Pi.

min E[fi(Yi,Xi,Xi+1)+Fi+1<ii+1Ii+1,Pi+1Ii+1)]
ui eUi l:i'Yi+1'Xi

(13)

where

(14)

(15)

(16)
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,
Pi+1 = ~PiAi + Q

~e dynamic programming recursion is initialized by defining:

(17)

(18)

(19)

(19)

-The terms on the right hand side of E::Iuation 13 are conditioned on xi

and Pi. '!here are several difficulties with this fonnulation. First,

evaluating the expected values on the right-hand side of E::Iuation 13

with respect to vectors Xi'Yi and Yi+1 is a virtually impossible task

for general nonlinear functions f i it would have to be linear or qua

dratic to do this. E:;Iuation 19 would be difficult to evaluate in this

fonnulation since Xi +1 is multivariate Gaussian with statistics cordi.

tioned on Xi' Pi' and lli. It is a foregone conclusion that unless the

state-space is severely limited, or f i (.) is approximated as a qua

dratic, this problen is i.nq;x>ssible to solve directly. 'Ibis is true not

only because of the enonnous nunber of values of F(.) that would have to

be canputed and stored in core memory as a function· of all discrete can

binations of (i,Pi) (which, assuming Pi is a symmetric matrix, would

have a dimension of (n2 + sri) /2), but also because of the prodigious

amount of canputer time involved in evaluating the expected value of the

terms in brackets. Clearly, alternative approaches must be sought.

E. ALTERNATIVE FORMULATION

E.! Deterministic Case

An alternative formulation to this problEm will now be developed

which has considerable canputational advantage over the previous one.
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With this foonulation, it is possible to define a set of sufficient con

ditions for optimality of the decisions obtained fran this procedure,

but not, in general, both necessary and sufficient conditions. In order

to explain the essential basis of the method, we will first use a deter-

ministic formulation; i.e., assume all covariances R, Q, and P equal

zero.

We will assume that the objective function f i (.) is a positive map

ping. Define. L i as a lower bound on the total costs accumulated orex

stages 1,2, ... ,i, under a particular decision policy

'!herefore

i
L . < L f. (X . , y . , oX •+1 )

1 - j=1 J 1 1 J

By this definition

L· < L· 1 + f· < F· 1 + f·1 - 1- 1 - 1- 1

*y . ,
J

j=l, ... Ii.

where Fi-1 are accumulated costs through stage i-I. Assume that for

various discrete lower bounds Li -1' we have stored unique optimal states

*Xi(Li-1) fran previous stage canputations. '!hat is, we are assuning

that for a specifiErl lower bound Li-1 and given initial state xi' there

is a unique optimal policy Y;'Y;"" ,u~_1 and resulting state x~ that

minimizes total costs ores: stages 1, ... , (i-I), subject to a speci.fLed

lower bound on costs L. l' Assume that we have stored for a discrete1-

range of lower bounds Li-1 the actual accumulated costs Fi - 1(Li-1).

':!berefore, for stage L, and for several discrete lower bounds Li :

minimize

L. 1,11. eU·1- .lo61 1

*F· 1 (L· 1) + f· (x . (L. 1),11., y. +1)1- 1- 1 e1 1- .lo61 D1
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subject to:

*x· 1 = A·X·(L . 1) + B·y· +~.
~+ -"1; ~ ~- J; ~ ~

'Ibis minimization could be performed by any nllllber of static optimiza-

tion methods. In fact. for one problem, dynamic prograrrming could be

applied sequent.i.al.Iy over spatial stages (Le.• sewer sections). as done

previously by Labadie et ei , (1980). For each discrete lower bound. L i •

. * *( .we store the optimal L i - 1 (Li ) and.Yi L i ) . as well as the correspondtnq

. *optimal Xi +1 (Li ) . JlJ3ain. we assume uniqueness. Without this assunp-

t.i.on. there would be several other policies just as good as the selected

one which would have to be discarded due to the canbinational problans

in carrying than along. Even though up to stage L, any of these pol I

cies would be equal.Iy optimum. a nonunique policy that we arbitrarily

decided to discard at this stage might turn out to be better in the long

run. If. however. there is only one unique policy correspondinq to the

lower bound L i • then a decision to discard policies is not required. We

then proceed to stage i +1. and so on.

Upon reaching stage N. solve for a range of discrete ~:

*minimize FN-1(~1) + fN(XN(~l) 'YN,XN+l

~l'YifUN

subject to
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•
XN+l = ¥N(~l) + I1#N + % eXN+1

'!he minimm total cost is bounded fran belCM by the least lower bound.

'Ihat is, we obtain FN(~) fran these amputations and then simple solve

the follCMing:

• •We can now traceback through the stored optimal Li-1 (Li) and'ui (Li) to

determine the optimal decision pol icy .

Notice that this is an optimization in objective-sr;ace rather than

the usual state-space dynamic programming approach. Optimization is

performed at each stage ores: a discrete rarqe of a scalar val ued quan-

tity Li, rather than all discrete canbinations of the state vector Xi.

Since we are assuming uniqueness of the policies developed at each stge,

we can store the optimal policies .u~(Li) as a function of the lower

•bound Li rather than storing .11i (Xi) in the usual approach. Since we

also have X~(Li)' we can obtain a corresponding operating rule .11~(Xi)'

but it will not necessarily be as romplete as with the standard DP

approach. 'Ihe advantage of this procedure is that the modest storage

and canputational requiranents would allCM the algorithm to be rerun in

real-time for any given initial state in any given stage, rather than

having policies for all possible states stored apriori.

E.2 Stochastic case

With this basic approach, it would be possible to carry along the

covariances Pi (Li-1) fran stage to stage just as the optimal state esti

mates Xi (Li - 1) would be carried along, again assuming that uniqueness

applies. The prccfems of ENaluating the expected value in equation 13
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and araluating the probabilistic constraint (equation 19) still apply.

certain si.rrq;>lifications could be possibly made without unduly jeo

pardizing the integrity of the fonnulation:

1. Replace Yi+1 in EI}uation 13 with its expectation; namely

zero. This might be justifiable if measuranent error is

considered to be an order of magnitude less than model

error, as reflected in selection of model covariance

matrices Q and R. 'Ibis is probably valid for our problem.

2. Replace Xi on the right-hand side of EtJuation 13 with its

expectation, it: ..
~

E.3 Risk AnaJ,ysis

It is reccmrnended that the risk constraint (Equation 19) be

indirectly considered through inclusion of a penalty term. It could be

based on current covariance estimates and would attEmpt penalize poli-

cies which based on current covariance Lnrormataon, have a higher risk

of violating the constraints Xi+1' such as related to localized flooding

and untreated overflows. The penalty term would have to be adj usted and

then simulations performed on the system to deteonine an actual risk

level.
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Worth of Short-Term Rainfall Forecasting
for Combined Sewer Overflow Control
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Real-time, short-term rainfall forecast ing is gaining recognition as a valuable input to m~re. effective
performance of a variety of urban water management activities, including controlling the incidence of
untreated combined sewer overflows. An important question is, What levels of forecast err~r ~n be toler
ated before it is better to abandon adaptive control policies utilizing forecast information In favor of
simple reactive control methods? Experiments with an autoregressive-transfer function model for short
term forecasting are presented, utilizing the San Francisco North Shore Outfalls Consolidation Project as
a case study. A split data technique is used to gain insight into expected forecast errors for sel~cted over
flow-producing storms varying from high intensity-low duration to low .i~t~nsity-high ~uratlon. These
results are then compared with the performance of the planned system, utilizing automatically controlled
gates in a large shoreline tunnel, for various levels of forecast error. The results of a limited number of
simulation runs indicate that expected forecast model errors arc generally lower than the error threshold
above which react ive policies become more attractive.
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. INTRODUCTION

Forecasting an occurring storm event is important for real
time operational control of combined sewer flows as a means
of obtaining the best possible performance from existing or
planned facilities. Forecasting models allow anticipation of
sewer inflows and therefore provide additional lead time to ef
fect control strategies such as starting wet weather pumps and
treatment plants and manipulating controllable gates or weirs.
it may be possible to reduce the magnitude and frequency of
untreated wet weather overflows to receiving waters through
use of forecast information. hi situations where this is not pos
sible, there maystill be substantial benefits in reducing the ad
verse impacts of untreated overflows on receiving waters by
altering the temporal and spatial distribution of total over
flows (e.g., capturing the first flush or taking advantage of
tidal fluctuations). .

There are two basic approaches to real-time control: reac
tive (or myopic) control and adaptive (or anticipatory) con
trol. The reactive approach involves use of a priori derived
operaung rules. The current period control decisions are se
lected by monitoring only current telemetered rainfall, sewer
flow, and storage. For the adaptive approach it is argued that
control decisions in the current real-time period should be
based on future anticipated inflows as well as on current con
ditions so that available storage, treatment. and flow capaci
ties can be utilized in the best way. The latter approach re
quires more sophisticated on-line computer capability, both in
hardware and software . There are, of course, various grada
tions between these extremes, such as deriving several oper
ating rules for various anticipated storm characteristics.

These real-time control concepts apply not only to urban
sewer systems but also to a wide variety of complex water re
source systems such as multipurpose, multireservoir systems.
Among the first to recognize the discrepancy between these
two control approaches were Jamieson and Wilkinson [1972, p.
915], who stated:
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If the forecast is based solely on telemetered values of rainfall ,
the implicit assumption is that there will be no subsequent rain
fall from the time of forecasting; this assumption must be the
worst one possible in the middle of a severe storm . Clearly, some
other assumption is desirable, but in the absence of quantitative
rainfall forecasts, it is not obvious what it should be.

In arguing the pros and cons of each approach, the basic
question as to which is better is inextricably tied to forecast
accuracy. If real-time forecasts are totally unreliable, with
little hope for improvement even if more sophisticated tech
nology is applied, then it is probably safer to usc reactive poli
cies. Or it may be possible to improve forecast accuracy dra
matically through, for example, extensive radar facilities, but
the costs involved might be prohibitive. On the other hand, it
might be demonstrated that forecasts are reliable enough such
that appreciable improvement of adaptive policies over reac
tive policies is possible. The question is, what is enough? More
specifically: .

1. What level of forecast error can be tolerated in adaptive
control policies before it becomes better to simply use reactive
methods?

2. Assuming that it is better to use forecasts, what lead
time is most appropriate? (Le., how far in the future should we
attempt to anticipate?)

An initial attempt to answer these questions is presented
herein. The San Francisco Master Plan for Wastewater Man
agement is used as a case study, so the results are specific to
that area. However, they may provide an indication of the
value or worth of real-time forecasting and automatic control
in an adaptive mode .

The following sections describe the forecasting model and
experiments to provide an indication of what kinds of forecast
errors can beexpected for the San Francisco area . An attempt
is then made to tie these results to some concurrent work on
measuring the performance of a simulated real-time auto
matic control system as a function of degree of forecast error.
For the latter the forecasting model was not actually used.
Rather, as a controlled experiment, inflow hydrographs with a
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range of error deviations from the 'real' event were input to
the control model in order to determine what effect these er
rors would have on the performance of the resulting control
strategies. Reactive and adaptive control policies were com
pared in order to determine whether expected forecast errors
found in experiments with the forecast model were compat
ible with levels of error that could be tolerated in an adaptive
control mode; that is, error levels above which it would be bet
ter to use simple reactive policies.

SHORT-TERM FORECASTING

National Weather Service (NWS) and National Oceano
graphic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) fore
casting programs have primarily been macro in nature, both
temporally and spatially, and therefore not amenable to real
time storm forecasting on the localized basis needed for
stormwater control. Under urging by the American Meteor
ological Society, NOAA has undertaken to improve and ex
pand local forecasting systems such as the Local Flash FlOod
Warning Systems (LFFWS) by integrating automated ground
measurements with radar and satellite data. In addition, ac
cording to McPherson {1980],the new Prototype Regional Ob
serving and Forecasting Service (PROFS) under development
by NOAA in Boulder, Colorado, portends a greater emphasis
on meeting short-term forecast needs of metropolitan areas.
The goal is to apply this forecasting technology to a wide vari
ety of urban needs, including stormwater control. Beran and
Little {1978, p. 19] state that the forecasting system associated
with PROFS will be designed to utilize

. . . the total available data set to prepare short term (0-3 hr.) ex
trapolations of the nowcasts, and mid-term (3-12 hr .) forecasts of
local weather. The latter would be prepared using physical, nu
merical, and statistical forecasting techniques designed for each
specific region, taking into account the local topography and
other surface features . The former would involve a major re
search effort to learn how best to extrapolate the nowcast data.
using physical and statistical methods.

The physically based models referred to here attempt to de
scribe the dynamics of atmospheric processes related to rain
cell activity within a large mesoscale area (LMSA). Examples
include the work of Amorocho and Wu [1977], Gupta and
Waymire [1979], and Colton [1976]. These models are particu
larly valuable for synthetic generation of rainfall and for ob
taining more accurate areal estimates of rainfall intensity
from point observations. At present it appears that they are
too large and unwieldy for real-time operational control situa
tions requiring successive forecasts over short time intervals.
They may eventually become feasible for real-time use, how
ever, with the computer power and sophisticated communica
tion system envisioned for the PROFS system.

At the other extreme are statistically based black box type
models which attempt to discover correlative patterns in spa
tially distributed telemetered climatic data and extrapolate
based on these patterns. Phanartzis [1979] has developed a
simple duoseriocorrelation model for the city of San Fran
cisco called RAFORT (RAinfall FOrecast in Real Time) . The
model is premised on the concept that for a storm moving in a
reasonably consistent direction the real-time information
from a distant or outlying raingage and a local raingage
(where a forecast is desired) are cross-correlated. Short-term
forecasting is therefore possible as long as the direction of
storm movement allows advance warning at the distant gage. '
The forecast time increment is one hour.

Nguyen et at. (1978] attempted to apply an earlier version of
the forecasting concept developed by Phanartzis (1979} to the
Montreal area. Since a radar-based storm tracking capability
is envisioned for this area, the model was designed to consider
radial to point correlations rather than point to point correla
tions as in the San Francisco work. It was assumed that radar
could effectively track incoming storms to a 50-mile (80-km)
radius. This would provide about a one hour lead time for
forecasting rainfall at Dorval airport on Montreal Island if a
satisfactory correlation could be found between depths at a
SO-mile radius and depths at Dorval

The city of Seattle (Leiser, 1974] is planning to utilize a
real-time storm 'forecasting model for the automated portion
of their combined sewer system that would group storm events
according to the following parameters: (I) storm direction, (2)
precipitation amount (light, medium, heavy), and (3) duration
(short, medium, long).

A priori rule curves for regulators in the system would be
developed for each storm classification. Ongoing storms
would be classified (and reclassified) in real time from radar
and raingage data. For this reason this approach should be
categorized as a combined reactive-adaptive approach. As of
this writing, no published results are available that we are
aware of.

The Illinois State Water Survey [Changnon and Semonin,
1978] has been conducting a comprehensive real-time storm
forecasting effort in the Chicago area called the Chicago Hy
drometeorological Area Project (CHAP). This work: has con
centrated on establishing radar-raingage statistical relation
ships and improving areal estimates of rainfall, but storm
tracking procedures similar to the work in Montreal have
been experimented with.

A more sophisticated storm tracking procedure using the
discrete Kalman filter has been presented by Johnson and
Bras (1980]. Rather than relying on historically based regres
sion relations as in the Montreal effort, this model assumes
each event to be unique and makes forecasts based on an
elaborate statistical-analysis of the ongoing event. Error co
variance estimates of forecasted rainfall are produced along
with the forecasts; these are valuable for risk analysis. Also. un
like Box-Jenkins type time series analysis [Box and Jenkins,
1976], a distinction is made between observation error and
model error. This can be either an advantage or a dis
advantage, depending on the situation, since it requires more
information for estimating appropriate covariances, It appears
that this model is best suited to broad, relatively homogeneous
frontal storms with little localized orographic influence.

Perhaps better suited to more spatially nonhomogeneous
storm conditions is a model developed by Trotta (1976] and
reported by Trotta et al. (1971] called FORCST which relies
on an autoregressive structure for predictions. The model al
lows the analyst to weight historical storm patterns against the
actual ongoing event in a convenient fashion. For example.
early in the storm there may be more reliance on historical
patterns since little is yet known of the current event. This is
called the base line forecasting model since its parameters are
estimated from available historical data. As the storm prog
resses. the weighting factors can be altered to reflect increas
ing confidence in information on the storm. Experience in
how to adjust the weighting factors in real-time could be
gained by performing a large number of simulations with his
torical events. This was considered to be beyond the scope of
our present study. The model is discussed in more detail in the
following section.
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AUTOREGRESSIVE- TRANSFER FUNCTION MODEL

The model developed by Trotta (1976] is written as follows:

mates and forecasted values of the inputs. According to Box
and Jenkins [1976), estimates of forecast error covariances for
any lead time can be obtained based on the 'weights' calcu
lated from the parameter estimates of the autoregressive and
transfer function portions of the model, as well as the esti
mated variance of the residuals.

locations i I:: 1, ... ,n (1)

where

As shown by Graupe [1976J and several others, a sequential
regression algorithm can be used to update estimates of the
model parameters that requires certain information from the
previous period only. As actual rainfall observations R",+, be
come available during period t + I, we can update the param
eters as follows for each location i:

a(t + I) =a(t) + Pr+lw,x,(Ri.I+1 - Yt.,+l) (3)

where the matrix P'+J is recursively computed by

P'+l =P, - [(P,w,xrx,TP,)/(1 + W,X,TP,X,)] (4)

for each location i = I, ... , n. If, for example, we assume that
the other measurable inputs correspond to raingages only and
that forecasts are desired at each raingage location, then P, is
an n X n matrix which represents estimated parameter error
covariances. '

If we desire forecasts for a lead time k greater than one , (1)
is simply applied recursively using current parameter esti-

FORECAST RESULTS

The cumulative plots of the actual storm and the corre
sponding forecast values for lead time of one hour are shown
in Figures 5-8. A base line identification using all 29 storms
provided' initial parameter estimates for these forecasts, with
Wr ~ 1.0. After a forecast with lead time equal to one hour is
made, the actual measurement is used for the next forecast. It
is evident that storm 30 (the longest duration storm) was over-

CASE STUDY

The city of San Francisco has a dense automated raingage
network (i.e., approximately one gage per 900 acres) that bas
been operational for over eight years. Phanartzis [1979} re
ports that the majority of winter storm fronts (over 90%) tend
to come from a northwesterly direction, so that there is a
strong correlation with rainfall measurements northwest of
the city in Marin County (Figure 1). Amorocho and Wu [1977}
have observed that these storms have a banded structure with
a number of shortlived cells of high rainfall activity moving
roughly parallel along the front.

The North Shore area of San Francisco was pinpointed for
study since intensive work has been conducted by the city in
developing a real-time automatic control system (RTACS) for
storm runoff in this area. An integrated. city-wide system is
the ultimate goal [San Francisco Department ofPublic Works,
1978]. Hourly storm records for the period October 9, 1972 to
March 13, 1975 inclusive were taken from the rain gages at
Novato (gage 10) and Tomales (gage II), both located in Ma
rin County north of San Francisco, as well as the gage at the
'Federal Office Building in downtown San Francisco (see Fig
ure .1). Later studies used additional records from gages in the
North Shore area of San Francisco (gages 14, 26, 28, and 29).
Figure 2 gives the locations of these gages.

Most of the historical data record (29 identifiable storm
events) was used for the base line forecasting model. The
storms were simply linked together to form a continuous time
series for the base line identification. Model order p was found
by an iterative underfitting-overfitting procedure. Order p = 2
gave the lowest residual error variance, which is consistent
with cross correlation results between the local and outlying
raingages reported by Phanartzis (1979). Four additional
storm events in the record were utilized as simulated real-time
events for testing and analyzing forecast capability. As each of
these events were realized in the real-time simulations. the
forecast model parameters were adjusted accordingly. Storms
32 and 33 (occurring on March 6 and 13, 1975, respectively)
are categorized as low duration-high intensity storms. Storms
30 and 31 of February 12 and 18 are considered to be high du
ration-low intensity. Both types are considered to be poten
tially overftow producing storms.

As an illustration, Figure 3 shows the parameter trace for a
base line identification (p = 2), using the 15 storms designated
as low duration-high intensity, plus the trace for storm 31. In
this case the w, for all storms were set at 1.0, so the parameters
change very little during storm 31. Error residuals are shown
in Figure 4.

(2)for each location i = I, .. . ., n

Groupe [1976] would define this as an autoregressive-transfer
fucntion model, since the.second term includes measurable in
puts other than the time series being forecast. In obtaining
minimum variance estimates of the parameters, based on his
torical as well as ongoing storm data, weighting factors W, are
included in the least squares criteria which allow consid
eration of historical storm patterns against the perceived pat
tern for the current event. Suspect historical data can obvi
ously be given a lower weight. Let the column vector [x,),
represent all measurable inputs (R1•

'
- T and Ij.,-r) on the right

hand side of (I) for real-time period I and vector [a(t»);as all
parameters (OIT and 6ft) on the right-hand side of (1). Drop
ping the subscript i for convenience, (I) can now be simply
written as

YI.f+1 rainfall forecast (depth or intensity)
at location ; for lead time of one' pe
riod from current real-time period I;

RI.,_,,{-r - 0, ... ,p - I) previous rainfall measurements at lo
cation i;

lj,l-T(" = 0, ... ,p - I) other measurable inputs, such as ad
jacent and outlying raingage depth,
meteorological data such as wind
speed and direction, or radar data;

aIT(t), bAI) current (period t) estimates of model
parameters. The parameters are
shown as functions of t to convey the
idea that they are nonstationary and
are updated as new information be
comes available;

J(J) set of other measurable inputs of
consequence for forecast location i;

p model order.
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FOB Federal Office Building

FS Fire Station
• Notional WeatherService Gage
(!) Marin County Flood Control

District GaOe

•

@TOMALES FS
[GAGE #11)

NOVATO
BWNW

GAGE #10}--PTe REYES

Fig. 1. Locations of outlyin& raingages.

forecasted, storms 33 and 31 were under-forecasted, and storm
32 was under-forecasted early but over-forecasted later.

A cross-correlation analysis was conducted for comparing
actual values with the forecasted values. Granger and Newbold
[1977] suggest that the best forecast will be the one most corre
lated with the actual values, provided that their means are
close and the standard deviation of the forecast is equal to the
product of the degree of the duoseriocorrelation p between the
forecasted and actual values, .and the standard deviation of
the actual values.

The autocorrelation for the forecasts and the corresponding
forecast errors, as well as the cross correlation between them,
are shown in Tables 1 and 2. The results for storms 32 and 33
are probably questionable due to the small number of sam
pled events. The results for storms 30 and 31 are based on a
larger number of samples and therefore give a better in
dication of whether most of the information has been utilized.
Note that the 95% confidence limits are approximated by 20 :::

1.96/..jNwhere N is the number of samples.
Forecasts for lead times up to four hours in the future were

generated for storms 31 and 33. The average absolute forecast
errors in percent (AAFE) are tabulated in Tables 3 and 4 and
are determined from

100 NL K IR',f+k - Yt,I+kl
AAFE = (NL)(K) '~k~1 R,,I+k (5) .

where

R'.I+k actual measured rainfall at location i;
t current real-time period;
k number of forecast time intervals beyond t;

Y,.I+k forecasted rainfall for the time period t + k;
K lead time or maximum number of time intervals into

the future that the forecast covers;
NL number of locations considered.
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Fig. 2. Isohyetal map of San Francisco showing average annual rainfall in inches, based on records for 1972-1978, and
locations of raingages [Phanartzis. 1979}.

The results show, with some exceptions, an increasing error
with increasing lead time. In general the errors in Table 4 tend
to decrease as the event unfolds, indicating that improvement
in the forecast occurs as more information is obtained. No

such conclusion can be drawn from Table 3. Forecasts for pe
riods late in the storms are not included in Tables 3 and 4
since the benefits of such forecasts would probably be mar
ginal.
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Fig. 3. Base parameter estimates using 15 previous storms and up
date using storm 31 as a real event.

Fig. 4. Time history of residuals using 15 previous storms and up
date using storm 31 as a real event.
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Fig. 5. Cumulative forecasts at gage 25 using remote gages 10and 11
for storm 30.

Fig. 7. Cumulative forecasts at gage 25 using remote gages 10and 11
for storm 32.

Some additional experiments were conducted to determine
the effect on forecasting error of (1) being able to catgorize
storms based on radar data, (2) using the weighting factors "'"
and (3) use of additional local gages in the forecasting model.
Results are reported by Labadie et. al. [1978], but appear to be
rather inconclusive. Much more work is needed for determin
ing how these methods can be used to reduce forecast error.

SENSITIVITY OF ADAPTIVE OPERATING STRATEGIES
TO FORECAST ERROR

Tables 3 and 4 provide some indication of the magnitudes
of forecast errors that could be expected during a real-time
event. These results are admittedly only an indication, but it
seems reasonable to suggest that the errors could be further
reduced through use of radar for storm categorization and
tracking, as well as proper use of the storm weighting factors.
Next we would now lilce to determine how sensitive the per
formance of the system for controlling stormwater in real-time
is to the degree of forecast error. These sensitivities can then
be compared to the expected forecast error magnitudes given
in Tables 3 and 4.

The San Francisco North Shore OutfalIs Consolidation
Project [Son Francisco Department ofPublic Works, 1978) was
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used as a case study, which is the same area in which the rain
faU forecasting experiments were conducted (location in
dicated as 'Shaded portion of Figure I). This project involves
the planned use of automatically controlled gates in a large
shoreline tunnel as a means of minimizing untreated over
Bows. Details of the project are presented by Labadie et al.
(1980} and therefore are not repeated here. A dynamic pro
graming technique using orthogonal polynomials was applied
in order to deal with dimensionality difficulties associated
with the optimal control problem.

Tests were conducted to compare reactive and adaptive
control policies and to ascertain the effect of forecast error on
performance of the control strategies. A stormwater control
paclage (SWCP) was used for this purpose. which integrates
program FOReST with the dynamic programing (DP) al
gorithm for obtaining optimal stormwater control strategies

-.. Actual Cllmlilatin Rainfall

.---<> Foreco.t from Mo.t Recant Meoaurement

e>----<> CumulotiYe Rainfall Foreca.t

246 8 ID ~ ~ ~ ~ ro ~ ~ ~
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Fig. 6. Cumulative forecasts a' gage 25 using remote gages 10and II
for storm 31.

Fig. 8. Cumulative forecasts at gage 25 using remote gages 10and 11
for storm 33.
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TABLE I. Autocorrelation Functions of the Forecast and Error Series for FORCST

1495

Storm Forecast Error MSE*
Identification

Number '. '2 '3 '. r~ '6 '7 1'1 1'2 1') r. r~ 1'6 1'7

30 0.389 0.190 0.159 0.236 0.223 -0.083 -0.175 -0.038 0.341 0.107 -0.136 0.361 -0.148 0.246 0.0010
31 0.766 0.429 0.111 -0.134 -0.302 0.283 0.026 -0.045 -0.134 -0.169 0.0005
32 0.792 0.526 0.011 -0.353 0.304 -0.187 0.0011
33 0.430 -0.592 0.422 -0.504 0.0104

• MSE = mean square error = (lIN) L,-IN E,2 where: E, - y, - y" y, is the actual hourly rainfall depth, and P, is the forecasted hourly rainfall
depth.

TABLE 2. Cross Correlation Functions of the Forecast Error Series

Storm Forecast versus Error
Identification

Number '0 '. '2 '3 '. ,~

30 -0.478 -0.001 -0.039 0.202 0.079 0.024
31 0.111 -0.179 -0.381 -0.404
32 -0.446 -0.198
33 0.066

Correlation
Coefficient

Bounds, 95%

±0.377
±0.450
±0.591
±0.741

(Morrow and Labadie, 1980]. A fully dynamic, unsteady flow
routing model is then used to predict flows in the sewer system
as a result of the computed strategies, as well as to simulate
the prototype system (Figure 9).

For the reactive case a typical overflow-producing storm
event was input as the real storm into the SWCP. Since the re
active case uses no forecast information, we let current mea
sured (i.e., as simulated by the input storm event) inflow rate
R1, at the beginning of period t remain constant over that pe
riod when running the SWCP. The reactive case is then run
period by period with controls computed under the above re
strictions. The actual inflows are then used to update the flow
levels in each section of the tunnel resulting from the previous
period operation, and the process is repeated for the next pe
riod. 'Fifteen-minute control intervals were used and as-year
design storm was specified by the staff of the San Francisco
Department of Public Works [see Labadie et al., 1978].

For the adaptive case, forecast lead times of L = I (15 min
utes) and L = 3 (45 minutes) were run. A range of pre
specified forecast error magnitudes were used in order to see
what effect these errors would have on the control strategy
performance. The results are summarized in Figure 10. Only
the results from deliberately overestimated inflows are shown.
Some of the underestimated inflow results are suspect due to

TABLE 3. Average Absolute Forecast Error in Percent for Storm
1031 , a High Duration Storm on February 18, 1975

Forecast Lead Times, hr

Time.hr 2 3 4

I 0.0 0.0 33.3 50.0
2 0.0 10.0 55.6 50.0
3 0.0 16.7 22.2 79.2
4 66.7 33.3 55.6 60.4
5 0.0 25.0 16.7 31.2
6 0.0 12.5 16.7 20.8
7 50.0 50.0 51.8 53.2
8 25.0 40.0 48.3 39.3
9 44.4 50.8 46.4 99.8

10 50.0 37.5 78.3 321.2
II 25.0 82.5 255.0 257.9
12 20.0 160.0 184.0 563.3

linearization errors in the unsteady flow model. Mixed fore
casts were not considered. The values on the ordinate repre
sent weighted overflows. Weighting factors were attached to
overflows at certain locations in order to reflect a preference
for avoiding untreated overflows near boat berthing and tour
ist areas. Again, details on these aspects of the control prob
lem can be found in the work by Labadie et al. [1980]. Notice
that the longer forecast lead time (L = 3) gave better results.

In order to obtain a rough idea of the worth of the forecast
information, we can attempt to compare Figure 10 with .the
results in Tables 3 and 4. The comparison can only be rough
since the L = 3 case represents a 45-minute forecast lead time
in IS-minute increments, whereas the first column of Tables 3
and 4 is for a l-hour lead time. This means it is assumed that
interpolations of the one hour forecasts over IS-minute inter
vals would have approximately the same average forecast er
rors as shown in the first column of Tables 3 and 4. In addi
tion, actual storms were used in obtaining the results ofTables
3 and 4 and a hypothetical storm inflow for the control experi
ments.

Another assumption that could be important is that the er
rors generated in the watershed runoff modeling were as
sumed negligible in comparison to the rainfall forecast errors .
This allowed use of direct inflows into the shoreline tunnel for
the control experiments. We believe this to be a reasonable as
sumption for the San Francisco case, but it may not be so for
other areas. The Laguna Street watershed, located in the
North Shore area, has been extensively modeled using the San
Francisco stormwater model [Kibler and Roesner, 1975]. An

TABLE 4. Average Absolute Forecast Error in Percent for Storm
ID 33, a Low Duration Storm on March 13, 1975

Forecast Lead Times, hr

Time, hr 2 3 4

I 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
2 75.0 85.6 89.4 90.5
3 70.4 73.9 63.8 72.9
4 51.6 38.3 58.9 69.2
5 25.0 62.5 75.0 75.0
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Fig. 9. Flow chart of the stormwater control package (SWCP) (note: the current package assumes that rainfall data have
been input into an accurate watershed model for predicting direct storm inflow into the sewer system).

excellent fit was attained between computed and observed
stormwater runoff.

It should be noted that if the times of concentration of wa
tersheds contributing to interceptors are larger than the de
sired control interval, then good predictions over a lead time
of one or more periods may be obtained with just rainfall
measurements and a reliable rainfall runoff model. This par
ticular area of San Francisco is, however, extremely steep,
with a time of concentration of less than 10 minutes.

It can be seen from Figure 10 that the L - 3 case is better
than the reactive case, even for overestimated forecast errors
of up to 70%. Except for periods early in the low duration,
high intensity storm, the errors in the first column of Tables 3
and 4 are at or under this limit.

Obviously much more work is needed and many of the as-

20
Forecast Lead Ti me L. 3 (45 min.!
Forecosl Lead Time L-I (15 min.)

:! Lowest Reactl.e Policy
Ii 15 Weighted Overflow Rote

I'

~•
<i,o
;,..
~...
J
f 15..
~

""

70

Fig. 10. Comparison of performance of adaptive and reactive con
trol policies.

sumptions we have made need to be relaxed. Our hope is that
these preliminary results will serve to stimulate other inter
ested researchers.
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APPENDIX B

USER GUIDE so mE
S'lORfofiATER CDNTRCL PA<».GE

A. POCQOORE FU,E

A procedure file gets am organizes all useful data files and canrnand

files for run production. Included also in the procedure file are initial

ization statenents for the systan, as well as space and menory allocation

statanents for the hardware.

An example procedure file for the StlCP is included in Table 1 for the

NOS 2.3 operating system for the t)1ber 825/835 main frame cauputer systen.

'!his has been set up for the three stage N9JC prd:>len which was discussed

in Olapter III. For other systens. the procedure file will have to be

changed. Since the caranaIX1s are descriptive in the sense that their names

suggest the function they perform, the task of wei ting procedure files for

other systens will ~fu!ly not be difficu!t. A general flOfl chart for

the SiCP is given in Figure 1.

B. OImIWJNAL DYNAMIC PRCX2Rl\MMIW DATA (SUBRXll'INE DYNPOO)

B.1 OVerview

'lhe dynamic prograrmdng formulation for the S'lCP presents a multi

dimensional problem which defies solution by standard OP methods. '!he

dimension of the state and decision vectors is one greater than the lead

time L (fran the forecast model), For example, a lead time of three con

trol intervals results in a four dimensional OP prd:>len.

Multidimensional DP problens can be decat1IX>sed by sE!lleral teclmiques

including incranental DP, discrete differential OP, and successive approxi-
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Table 1. Procedure File for Batch Operation

IJOB
TC99 ,T 92. DENNIS MORROW
IUSER

CLASS,BG.
ROUTE,OUTPUT,DC=PR,ID=Ol,OJN=TC99,DEF.
* iiiiiiiiiiiii'"
* SKIPR,INPOT,l.
* %\\\\%%\\\\\%\\\
GET,MORROW=LGOI.

, FTN5,ANSI=T,B=DENNIS,L= LIST ,OPT=3,ET=F,LO= M/R.ET=F.
REWIND,LIST.
COPYSBF,LIST,IST,999.

ROUTE, IST,DC=PR,ID=01,UJN=TC99.
RETURN, LIST.

SKIPR,INPUT,1.
*
REWIND, DENNIS.

COPYL,MORROW,DENNIS,LGO.
REPLACE,LGO=LG01.
RETURN, DENNIS, MORROW.

*
COPYBR,INPOT,TAPE15. 3-STAGE DP INPUT TAPE (STAGES BROKEN AT GATES).
COPYBR,INPUT,TAPE19. SIMULATION ROUTING MODEL INPUT DATA TAPE (WHOLE SYSTEM)
COPYBR,INPUT,TAPE12. REAL STORM PARAMETERS ARE INPUT FROM TAPE 12.
REWIND,TAPE12,TAPE15,TAPE19.
LDSET,PRESET=NGINF.MAP=BS.
LGO,INPUT,OUTPUT,INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE12,TAPE15,TAPE19,TAPE16,·PL=50000.
* TAPE 16 IS FOR OUTPUT FROM THE DP.
RETURN,LGO.
RWF,OUTPUT.
** REPLACE,TAPE12.
*
COPYSBF,TAPE16.
COPYSBF,TAPE15.
COPYSBF,TAPE19.
*EXIT.
ROUTE,OUTPUT,DC=PR,ID=Ol,UJN=TC99,DEF.
* SORRY!ll
RWF,OUTPUT.
COPYSBF,TAPE16.
COPYSBF,TAPE15.
COPYSBF,TAPE19.
*OPYSBF,TAPE12.
SKIPR,INPUT,3.
COPYSBF,INPUT,OUTPUT,999.
*
IEOR



Pr09ram
SWCP

Call
FORCST

Read
Storm Inputs
and Initialized

Model Parameters

Call
GENFOR

(To Generate
Storm Forecasts)

Select
Option :I#: I
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Yes Call
SEQRES

Call
SEWER5

Options:
# I Dynamic Optimization
#2 Prototype Simulation

Call
SEWER 5

(Option #2)

Call
DYNPRO

Figure 1. FlOtl Chart for~
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Subroutine
SEWER5

Set Vectors of
Initial Flows and

Ini tia I Heads

Call
ROUTE

(Performs Unsteady
Flow Routing)

Print and Save
Depth and Flow

Vectors for Next
Simulation Loop

Yes

Return

Figure 1. continued
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Call
FLOW

(Computes Flow
Vectors Based On

Current
Polynomial Terms)

Subroutine
DYNPRO

Read
Dynamic Programming

Input Data

Place Forecasted
Inflows at

Appropriate Stage

New
Cycle

Loop Over
each

Model Order

Call
DP

Dynamic Programming
Optimization

Reduce
~Q

Call
STATE

Call
CNP

(Precalculate
Chebyshev

Polynomials)

No

Figure 1. continued
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Subroutine
DYNAM

Read
Yes Lateral Inflow

and List
Control Variables

Call
SEWER

Store
Heads Upstream
and Downstream

of Each Gate

Figure 1. continued
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Subroutine
STATE

Yes

Set
Inflows

to
Minimum

Value

Call
DYNAM

Retrieve Values
of Head Upstream
and Downstream

of each Gate

Figure 1. continued
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mations. However, the heuristic alg<?rithm presented here uses orthogonal

polynanials for deconpoaition of the L + 1 dimensional problan into a

series of one-dimensional problems which can be easily solved by a standard

OP.

In this application, sewer section releases or gate flows Qi are

approximated over time with orthogonal polynanials as follows:

where

R
Q. (t> = Q~k) (t) + L o;·.T· (t)
~ ~ j=O ~J J

for t:=: ~, ... ,~ + L

Qik ) :=: current known flow trajectory at sane cycle k, sewer section

i, (or OP stage i)

R = maximum order of polynanials selected, subject to R i L (also

called variable IR-mX)

Tj (t> = orthogonal polynanial term of order j = O, ... ,R for R i L

o;ij :=: coefficients of the orthogonal polynanial (which becane state

variables to be determined in the OP)

Perturbations are generated around the current trajectory Qik > by the pro

ducts of the coefficients and the terms of the orthogonal polynanials.

Further detail can be found in Chapter III.

B.2 Data InPut (NOOC example in Table 2)

READ(NlS,SS)!RMAX,M,N,MAXIT,QDELT,EPSI

55 FORMAT (4IlO ,FlO.1, FlO.2)

IRMAX :=: maximum order of polynanials, where IRMAX i no. of lead time

periods. Larger values of IRMAX increase canputer execution

time. A positive value for IRMAX gives 'forward' order of poly-

ncmi.al,s. A negative value of IR-1AX gives 'reverse' orders of
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Table 2. Staged OP Data and OOP Control Variables (Tape 15)

1.

99

99

1.00

100.

100 .

90.

100.

100.0

100.0

100.

100.

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.00

100.

10.03

8.255 100.0000

11.24

12.50

13.80

11.265

11.275

11.285

11.295

11.97

12.9700

13.9700

14.9700

15.97

-16.80

-15.50

-19.97

-20.97

-21.97

-22.97

-18.255

-13.025

-14.25

-18.265

-18.275

-18.285

-18.295

16.800

19.970

20.970

21.970

22.970

18.255

22.7

18.265

18.275

13.315

18.295

13.025

14.250

15.500

1.8 1.19 CKS,FLOW,RNI,DT,
THESE ARE WEIGHTING FACTORS.

5.0 -13.00 10.0

18.9685 -18.9685

1. 1.
00 NO LATERAL INFLOWS.
(MIDDLE STAGE) 99

INCRE,NL,LPOWER,NGATES,ETC.
1.7 1.19

THESE.ARE THE WEIGHTING FACTORS.
16.825 -16.825 6.825 100.0000

FLOW ·QZERO· FOR SECTION 1
17.8525 -17.8525 7.8525

3.0
1.0
0.0

1 2.0 0.05 IRMAX,M,N,MAXIT,
THIS IS THE VECTOR ·OKIN·
THIS IS THE VECTOR ·OMAX·
VECTOR OF WEIGHTING FACTORS FOR STAGES.
INITIAL TRAJECTORY FOR TIME 1

INITIAL TRAJECTORY FOR TIME NO. 2
INITIAL TRAJECTORY FOR TIME NO. 3

SAME FOR TIME STEP NUMBER 4.
1. 1. 1.
00 00

FOR STAGE 3 (FURTHEST DOWNSTREAM)

3.0
1.0

2120.

2130.

2140.

2150.

2500.

3000.0

3500.0

4000.0

4500.0

10.

500.

1000.0

1520.0

3.0
1.0

1530.0
THE INITIAL

1942.

2110.0

1. 1.
00 00

CONTROL FOR STAGE 2

1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
00 00 00 NO LATERAL INFLOWS .

CONTROL FOR STAGE 1 (FURTHEST UPSTREAM)

0.013
1.0
9.5

14.78

0.013
1.0

14.71

14.71

14.805

14.805

15.47

16.470

17.470

18.470

19.470

13.300

12.000

10.750

1.
00

LIST CONTROL

0.013
1.0

13.325
THIS IS
14.3525

+3
-100.

100.
1.

10.
10.
10.
10.

17.

17.

17.

9.0 9.525000

9.0

9.0

9.0

17.

17.0

1.
00
THE LIST
o

0.0
1.0

9.

17 .0

17 .0

17 .0

17.

17.

-3
-100.

100.
1.

-1.
-1.
-1.
-1.

-2

1. 1.
o 00

THIS IS THE
+1 0

154.7
1.0
17.

8
1.98
1.0

1
-1.

1
20.

I
60.

1
60.

1
60.

1
60.

1
60.

1
60.

I
60.
1.
o

THIS IS
2 +l

3.3
1.0

1
+1.

1

1
-1.
1. 1.
o 00

THIS IS THE LIST
4 +l 0

1.98 0.0
1.0 1.0

1 9.0
20.

1
20.

1
20.

1
20.0

1
20.0

5

5

5

-100.
100.

i ,
+1.
+1.
+l.
+1.

2

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

99

99

3

4

5

01

02
-1.

03

1

99
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polynanials as discussed in Chapter III.

M== number of discretizations for coefficients a. where M must be

odd. and integer-valued (either 3. S. 7, or 9). 'lhe coeffi

cients are first discretized by the program into M possible

optimal. values between -1 and +1. separated by uniform intervals

and including zero. '!he zero coefficient represents zero per-

turbation of the current trajectory. which is the basis for can

parfson. If no Improverent; can be found. the current trajectory

(zero coefficient> is retained. '!be uniformly spaced coeffi

cients are multiplied by the state variable discretization

paraneter AQ (discussed later) for flow under the gates. thus

generating the desired trajectory perturbation. Larger values

of lo~ increase canputer execution time. '!he sign of the variable

M is also significant. A positive value of M indicates 'no tra-

jectory update' for the initial gate flow trajectory. A nega-

tive value of M causes trajectory update after each measured

storm input.

Exa:nple: (M = 5)

+1 - Discretization #1 + AQ

+0.5 - Discretization #2 + (AQ * 0.5)

o - Discretization #3 this is the current trajectory

-0.5 - Discretization #4 - (AQ * 0.5)

-1 - Discretization #5 - AQ

N = number of ~namic Prograrmning stages (sewer lengths of turmel sys

tan separated by gates) in series. It is best to start numbering

stages at the farthest upstream point.

MAXIT = number of times QDELT (AQ) is discretized for a 'fine-tuned' solu-

tion. After each MAXIT, the state variable discretization parame-
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ter AQ is halved. Large values of MAXIT increase canputer execu

tion time.

QDELT = the state variable discretization paremeter (AQ) for flOtl under

the gates. 7his paraneter discretizes the state variable Q by the

amount AQ for a discrete solution state-space.

EPS! = A nunber of 'sweeps' through the orthogonal polynanials can be

made. with the initial gate flow trajectory updated prior to each

sweep or cycle. '!be OP algorithm is repeated for another cycle

until insignificant improvanent in the oojective function is

attained. ~.is test for improvanent of the ci:>jective function is

accanplished by the variable EPSI. If the difference in objective

function values at any cycle is not significant as canpared to

EPS!' the cycles will stop. No further trajectory update and

sweep through the IX>lynanials will provide significant objective

function reduction at this level of discretization AQ. SUggested

value for EPSI is o. OS.

KMAX = rumoer of time periods considered ~ the package. calculated by

the program as the forecast of lead time plus one (also may be

described as the dimension of the OP problem). '!be need to requ

late in-line storage efficiently is formulated as a multidimen-

sonal dynamic programning problem. 'lbe dimension of the state and

decision vectors fs one greater than the storm forecasting lead

time (LEAD + 1). or variable value KMAX. '!bus. a prcblem with a
"

storm lead forecast time of three control intervals results in a

four dimensional OP prcol.en with RMAX = 4. KMAX is .DQ.t a part of

formal data input, but appears in program output.

READ(Nl5,300) (QM!N(I),I=l.N)
READ(Nl5 ,300) (QMAX(I), I =l.N)
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300 FORMAT(lX,F9.2,7FIO.2)

QMIN(I) = gate flow (state variable) leMer bound, per stage. QM]N gives

the largest negative nunber the gate flow can achieve, or max

imum negative outflow or reverse fl<M fran stage I+1 into stage

I.

QMAX(I) = gate flow (state variable) upper round, per stage. QMAX sets

the maxinnm positive value the gate flow can achieve, or maximim

outflow fran stage I into stage I+1.

READ(NlS.300) (W(I).I=l.N)

W(I) = p:nalty term on exceeding the maximum available storage for stage

I. 'Ibis is the sJ;:atial weighting factor or penalty term associated

with Olerflavs resulting fran the unsteady flaY routing modeL as

imbedded in the DP. ~e DP is called oret: forecast lead time L

with controlled hydrograph Qi entering at the top of stage i.

READ(Nl5,300)(QINITL(I,K),I=l,N) for k=l, LEAD+l

QINI'IL(I,K) = the initial or starting 'guess' for outflOtl or flow through

the gate f ran stage I of the SEMer systan at time peraod K.

'lbe initial flaY guess can be optionally updated at each

iteration of the DP algorithm. Suggested initial setting is

'gates almost closed,' or QINITL = ± 1.0 cfs depending on

the di rection of flow between stages as dictated by the iru.

tial water Levels in the sewer.

RE'AD(N15.378) (JFAT(I). I = 1,NL7) for NL7 i N, the nunber of DP stages.

378 Fonnat (10I8)

JFAT(I) = DP stage mmbers (up to 10 maximum) which receive inflCM fran

the forecasting model. '!he stage nunbers should be entered in

ascending order, e.g. 1. 2, 5. 8. etc.
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c. SEWER SYSTEM DATA FOR SJ'AGID OF lQ)EL AND PRCJ1Ql¥PE SIWLATION

c.i overview

The staged DP formulation of the 9lCP breaks the entire le1'Xjth of

sewer into stages separated by oontrollable gates, or other control ele

ments. For each resulting stage, a IilYsical description of the sewer is

input and the EWCP attempts to minimize werflows (maximize total storage)

by allocating storage throughout the entire syst~. '!he unsteady flON'

routing procedure described in Chapter III is used to accurately route

sewer flON' within each stage.

'!be modeling of flON' leaving the systen at the averflON' weirs is

accanplished by a user-defined section of sewer with the section length

equal to the effective width of the werflow pipe. A weir is assuned to be

placed in the rectangular pipe section. Olerflows occur when the water

level in any SEWer section exceeds the sill height of the overflow weir for

that section. Olerflows are carpu'ted by a broad-crested weir for:mula.

which is linearized by the first two terms of a Taylor series approxima

tion. Street flooding occurs at any sewer section when the head (water

surface elevation) exceeds ground level elevation.

C.2 Data for SUbroutine DYNAM (1)

RFA1)(Nl5 ,50) <a:.DSSnU) ,lU=1,5).<L0SS7

SO FO~(lX,F9.2.7FIO.2)

<LOSS(IU) = lateral inflON' factor - lateral inflON' rate equals the factor

CLOSS(IU) multiplied by the upstream input lydrograph values

for each time step.

( 1) The following data are input for each stage of the staged DP be
ginning with stage N, the farthest dC1Imstream stage. Data for the
prototype simulation (TAPE19) also follcw the fonnat for SUbroutine
DYNAM.
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0A>SS7 = downstream boundary oondi.tdon flow factor. Q.,OOS7 nn.1ltiplied

by the input twdtograIil values at each time period Equals the

downstream discharge hydrograr;:h. CLOSS7 can be negative if

inflCM occurs at the dCMIlstream end. '!his option can be

selected if a punp station or a constant outflow condition or

an outflCM weir are not requested as the dcwnstream boundary

condition. My one of these four options for the downstream

boundary condition can be selected.

RFAD(NS, 7S)L1,L2.L3,rA,LS

7S FORMAT(lX,I9,4IIO)

Ll - LS = sewer tunnel section nunbers (up to five mexinum) where lateral

inflows occur. '!hese lateral inflows are multiples, by variable

CLOSS. of the upstream inflCM qydrogra!h. and are not the

indepmdent inflONs (up to ten maximum> which are produced by

the forecast model (discussed later).

READ(NS ,12S)LIST

12S FORMAT(I3)

LIST = this variable allows printout of all sewer section information at

fNery time step for each DP iteration at any DP stage. It should

be set to 1 for de-bug purposes only. set equal to zero for just

smmary printout, or set LIST = 99 for just a bit more information

than the summary printout.

C.3 Data for SUbroutine SEWER

READ(~,340)INCRE,NL.LFOWER,NGATES,IGATE(1).IGATE(2),IGATE(3).I~(4).

lGATE(S), l GATE ( 6) , IGATE(7), lGATE(8), lGATE(9)

340 FOFMAT<l6IS)

INrnE = nt.Jnber of increments to divide each time step. '!he total
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simulated time for each time step is mrnE multiplied by the

variable I1.l' (on next card). 'Ibi.s allows the routiBJ model to

have a snaller time step than the forecasting mdel.

NL = n\JIlber of sewer section leBfths minus ore in this sewer (each

Saler stage in the DP is handled separately. beginning with the

last stage on the downstream em). EXAMR.E: For 16 sections,

input a value of 15 for Nt.

LKWER = power to which the OI7erflCM crd.terdon is raised. allCMing

snoothing of the objective function if LIUiER is chosen greater

than one.

roATES = nllIlber of gates in the sewer for the prototype simulation model.

For the staged DP calculations on the first pasa, lI;ATES is set

to zero, and variables lGATE(1) to lGATE(S) are zero or blank.

Maxinu.lll nllllber of gates alla/ed in the current version is nine.

but this could be increased ~ modifying the R>R'lRAN program.

lGATE(l) to lGATE(9) = sewer tWUlel section nlJllber (up to 9 gates maximum)

where gates are located. If no gates or if this is the first

pass for the staged DP data. set to zero.

READ(N9,3S0)CKS,F.LOW,RNI,I1.l',ZSILL.~

350 FO~(8FIO.O)

CKS = discharge coefficient for OI7erflow weir 8;lua.tion.

F.LO'1 = a oonstant outflai oondition (cfs) if pump stations are not

requested at the em of each stage. If no oonstant outflai, set

to zero or leave bl~. Leave blank for the staged-DP data.

RN! = ManniIl3'S 'n' value for tunnel or pipe roughness.

IYl' = time increment (minutes) for flCM routing simulation.

ZSILL = height of weir at downstream boundary if this is chosen in lieu of
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pump stations or fixed constant outflCMS. If no weir at d<YWI1

stream boundary and constant outflow is selected. set ZSlLL to a

large posdtive nunber to preclude weir flCM. If ZSn.L is set

Equal to zero, this activates the pump station option for the

downstream boundary conli.tion. PlInp rating curve is specified in

subroutine FUMP as a FOR'mAN subroutine.

TCL = maximum allowable Froude nunber for routing simulation before the

model undertakes autanatic reduction of the time step. Usually

between 1.1 and 1.2. since a minor amount of 'false' supercritical

flow can be generated by linearization errors in the routing

nodel..

READ (NS .350) (WFGl(; ( ITIME) , ITIME = 1, LEAD)

350 FO~(8FlO.0)

WR;M;(ITIME) = the vector of weighting factors in the coject.Ive function

for the controllable gates OITer time. If certain se.wer

averflCM times are to be more critical than others. w:F'GM;

can be adjusted accordingly to influence the time distribu

tion of OITerflows. 'lhis can be used to attempt to capture

the 'first flush' fran a storm sewer system.

READ(NS ,450) <ITYPE(I) ,WII1lH(I) .REIT<I) ,XL(I) •ZS(I}. ZZEROU) .mERO(I).WF<I).
QZERO(I), I=l,NX)

450 FORMAT(8X,I2.7FlO.4),1 ,FlO.4)

ITYPE(I) = selector for either circular or rectamular tunnel types.

ITYPE :: 0 is circle ITYPE :: 1 is rectangular

WIDlH(I) = width of rectangular tunnel section in feet or diameter in feet

of circular tunnel section.

HEIT<I) = height of the rectangular turmel section in feet with respect
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to sewer iIN'ert; Equal to the diameter for a circular section.

XL(I) = range or horizontal distance location for the twmel sections

in feet. Zero is the location of the furthest UPS'mEAM sec

tion.

ZS(I) = weir sill height in feet for OlerflCM points in the tunnel sys

tem. If there is no weir, it is set equal to the difference

between groWld surface elevation and sewer invert. N1y flc:rw

&pth or head in the sewer greater than ZS will cause an over

flCM or street flooding if at ground surface.

ZZER)(I) = iIN'ert elevation. A negative nllllber implies that ground sur

face elevation is taken as the zero dat'IE.

DZER)(I) = initial &pth (feet) in each turmel section with respect to

channel. invert; nust be 2. ManniBJ ' s normal. depth to avoid

supercritical flow.

WF<I) = weighting factors for oojective function for OlerflCMs (spa

tially) at each section (this might be set to 100 if an over

flCM is critical at any given section; or as low as one if not

critical or to encourage werflCM at a particular section).

QZERO<I) = initial discharge (cfs) in each twmel section at the beginning

of the simulation. Should be nonzero, and should be a flow ~

critical disdlarge as calculated by Manning's equation. A

negative value for QZERO indicates reverse flQl at beginning 'of

simulation. ~ese values appear on the next card-image follow

ing WF(I) .
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D. ProTQIYPE UNSTFJ\DY FIQl lWTIR3 DATA (2)

The data requiranents between TAPE IS and TAPE 19 differ only by:

1. TAPE 19 data are not separated into stages. Since we are naY

modeling the systan as a whole, only one set of the variables

(NL,LPCWER. liGATES, CKS,FLCl'l, RNL ur, et.c.) is required.

2. variable LIST may be set to ' l' in TAPE 19. If you recall, LIST

was set to ' l' at any stage in TAPE 15 only as a debug device or

to view all important calculations of the staged DP.

E. FOROCl\ST DATA (SJBR(lJTINE FQRCST)

'!he model used for forecasting in this study is the autoregressive-

transfer model described in O1apter III. Historical or base line parame

ters of the forecast model are canputed off line and written to Tape 12

(NI'APE) for access and ~ssible updating by the 3'lCP if the paremeter

update option is selected. '!be following Section F shows how the data for

parameter identification are input to Program PARAM, which then writes to

TAPE12. '!his section assunes that TAPE12 is already constructed. see

Table 4 for the NSOC example of the listing for TAPE12.

The following variables are read into the StlCP fran the historical

data disk file called NrAPE == TAPE12. '!hese are the values ccnputed by

Program PARAM in the off-line historical analysis of storm data.

READ(NrAPE, 220) NG,NT,NL. lOR. IL,LIST. « (A(LLLN) ,P(LLLJ.LN) ,LI==l, IL),
LJ==l, IL) ,LN=l,NL

220 FOR.MAT(612, 8X.3G20.l4, / (4G20.l4»

1'1; == mmoer of historical storm events which are used to generate

(2) We simply repeat, Section C.2, but this time for the entire sys
tan as one stage; written to TAPE19; see Table 3 for the NOOC exam
ple.
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Table 3. Prototype Simulation Data for Unsteady Routing (Tape 19)

IEOR SEPARATES THE DATA NOW FOR THE FULL BLOWN SIMULATION•••
1.692 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.00 -.000 CLOSS<IU),CLOSS7

9 00 00 00 00 ONE LATERAL INFLOW••
1 THIS IS THE LIST CONTROL•••LIST=l FOR FULL PRINTOUT. 1

5 15 +l 2 5 8 INCRE,NL,LPOWER,NGATES,ETC.
1.98 10.00 .0150 3.0 111.7 1.19 CKS,FLOW,RNI,DT,

1. 1. WEIGHTING FACTORS IN TIME <FOR ONE TIME STEP ONLY)
01 1 9.0 9.5 0.0 5.0 -13.00 10.0 1.00

20. INITIAL FLOW ·OZERO· FOR SECTION 1 (FURTHEST UPSTREAM).
02 1 9.0 9.525000 10. 13.025 -13.025 10.03 100.00

20.
03 1 9.0 10.750 500. 14.25 -14.25 11.24 100.

20.
04 1 9. 12. 1000. 15.50 -15.50 12.50 100.

20.
05 1 9. 13.3 1520. 16.80 -16.80 13.80 100.

1.
06 1 9. 13.325 1530. 16.825 -16.825 6.825 100.

+1.
8 1 17. 14.3525 1942. 17.8525 -17.8525 7.8525 100.
-1.

07 1 17. 14.78 2110. 18.255 -18.255 8.255 100.
-1.

08 1 17. 14.71 2120. 18.265 -18.265 11.265 100.
-1.

09 1 17. 14.71 2130. 18.275 -18.275 1l.275 100.
20.

10 1 17. 14.805 2140. 13.315 -18.285 11.285 90.
60.

11 1 17. 14.805 2150. 18.295 -18.295 11.295 100.
60.

12 1 17. 15.47 2500. 18.9685 -18.9685 11.97 100.
60.

13 1 17. 16.47 3000. 19.97 -19.97 12.97 100.
60.

14 1 17. 17.47 3500. 20.97 -20.97 13.97 100.
60.

15 1 17. 18.47 4000. 21.97 -21.97 14.97 100.
60.

16 1 17. 19.41 4500. 22.97 -22.97 15.97 100.
60.
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Table 4. Historical or Base-Line Forecast Parameters

IEOR NOW FOR THE OFF LINE FORECAST DATA••••
~ 4 2 1 8 1 -24.962347085151 346484.57896246
-~05535.47017944 20.481482882927 370292.91892880
~216577.02881729 121.14667659193 7281.5866184033
-7333.5435188104 73.351287167961 -2.5020451048362

2.5020498950780 -24.962347085151 -205535.47017944
121924.12626058 20.481482882927 -219658.54091531
128473.94951431 121.14667659193 -4319.3388963597
4350.2079195044 73.351287167961 1.4865344352796

-1.4865372812967 -24.962347085151 370292.91892880
-219658.54091531 20.481482882927 395962.45398208
-231592.61354298 121.14667659193 8026.1990378347
-7980.2732771740 73.351287167961 2.2129635897789
-2.2129678251683 -24.962347085151 -216577.02881729

128473.94951431 20.481482882927 -231592.61354298
135455.13006633 121.14667659193 -4696.5523656328
4668.7828036113 73.351287167961 -1.3380803054587
1.3380828666422 -24.962347085151 7281.5866184033

-4319.3388963597 20.481482882927 8026.1990378347
-4696.5523656328 121.14667659193 427.03367791626
-314.31933207422 73.351287167961 5.3705215281125
-5.3705318658296 -24.962347085151 -7333.5435188104

4350.2079195044 20.481482882927 -7980.2732771740
4668.7828036113 121.14667659193 -314.31933207422
248.88147699734 73.351287167961 -3.1173203874854
3.1173263878147 -24.962347085151 -2.5020451048362
1.4865344352796 20.481482882927 2.2129635897789

-1.3380803054587 121.14667659193 5.3705215281125
-3.1173203874854 73.351287167961 3.0977480536524
-1.8752098417709 -24.962347085151 2.5020498950780
-1.4865372812967 20.481482882927 -2.2129678251683
1.3380828666422 121.14667659193 -5.3705318658296
3.1173263878147 73.351287167961 -1.8752098417709
1.1526696128695 -42.236291268121 346484.57896246

-205535.47017944 34.654669037962 370292.91892880
-216577.02881729 204.98017679328 7281.5866184033
-7333.5435188104 124.11037788819 -2.5020451048362

2.5020498950780 -42.236291268121 -205535.47017944
121924.12626058 34.654669037962 -219658.54091531
128473.94951431 204.98017679328 -4319.3388963597
4350.2079195044 124.11037788819 1.4865344352796

-1.4865372812967 -42.236291268121 370292.91892880
-219658.54091531 34.654669037962 395962.45398208
-231592.61354298 204.98017679328 8026.1990378347
-7980.2732771740 124.11037788819 2.2129635897789
-2.2129678251683 -42.236291268121 -216577.02881729
128473.94951431 34.654669037962 -231592.61354298
135455.13006633 204.98017679328 -4696.5523656328
4668.7828036113 124.11037788819 -1.3380803054587
1.3380828666422 -42.236291268121 7281.5866184033

-4319.3388963597 34.654669037962 8026.1990378347
-4696.5523656328 204.98017679328 427.03367791626
-314.31933207422 124.11037788819 5.3705215281125
-5.3705318658296 -42.236291268121 -7333.5435188104

4350.2079195044 34.654669037962 -7980.2732771740
4668.7828036113 204.98017679328 -314.31933207422
248.88147699734 124.11037788819 -3.1173203874854
3.1173263878147 -42.236291268121 -2.5020451048362
1.4865344352796 34.654669037962 2.2129635897789

-1.3380803054587 204.98017679328 5.3705215281125
-3.1173203874854 124.11037788819 3.0977480536524
-1.8752098417709 -42.236291268121 2.5020498950780
-1.4865372812967 34.654669037962 -2.2129678251683

1.3380828666422 204.98017679328 -5.3705318658296
3.1173263878147 124.11037788819 -1.8752098417709
1.1526696128695

14.861140652196
-12.428771651326
-71.168011599913
-43.351408187216
14.861140652196

-12.428771651326
-71.168011599913
-43.351408187216

14.861140652196
-12.428771651326
-71.168011599913
-43.351408187216

14.861140652196
-12.428771651326
-71.168011599913
-43.351408187216

14.861140652196
-12.428771651326
-71.168011599913
-43.351408187216
14.861140652196

-12.428771651326
-71.168011599913
-43.351408187216

14.861140652196
-12.428771651326
-71.168011599913
-43.351408187216

14.861140652196
-12.428771651326
-71.168011599913
-43.351408187216

25.145049983544
-21. 029481634075
-120.41627562690
-73.350582652766

25.145049983544
-21.029481634075
-120.41627562690
-73.350582652766

25.145049983544
-21.029481634075
-120.41627562690
-73.350582652766

25.145049983544
-21.029481634075
-120.41627562690
-73.350582652766

25.145049983544
-21.029481634075
-120.41627562690
-73.350582652766

25.145049983544
-21.029481634075
-120.41627562690
-73.350582652766

25.145049983544
-21.029481634075
-120.41627562690
-73.350582652766

25.145049983544
-21.029481634075
-120.41627562690
-73.350582652766
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stochastic base line paraneters for the forecasting model.

NT :: desired autoregressive order P. or the n\JIlber of initial time

periods that must pass before a forecast can be initiated.

NL :: m:mber of locations used in the forecast analysis (mmoer of

indepement sewer inflow points); currently dimensioned for a

maximum of ten inflows.

lOR:: mx1el pc1tIer or parameter n in E;Guation 9 of Chapter III (can

vary in integers fran 1 to 4; Le.• lOR:: 1 represents a

linear model) •

. II. = a:.*NT*IOR which used for prct>len dimensioniBj.

LIST = 1. for writing results fran forecast analysis. as previously

used off-line; otheIWise. LIST = o.

A(LI,LN) = the baseline model puameters parameters (LI=1 ••••• IL)

identified by ProgrClll PAAAM for each location LN=1•••• ,NL) •

P(Ll.LJ.LN) = error covardance matrix proci1ced by Program PARAM using Equa

tion 19 of OlaPter' III.

'!he following variables can be input to the SiCP pragran in an ' interac-

data retrieved fran disk files (. deootes 'free' foonatL

tive' or 'time sharing' mode. or batch mode if desired, with the rEmaining
(3)

R.F.AD (NS , • )IUD
READ(NS. • )LIST
R.F.AD (N5, • )LEAD

IUD :: variable to either update or not update base-line parCllleters in

real-time. set IUD=1 to update paralOOters, otherwise set IDD=O.

LIST:: same as previous list, set LIST=l to get detailed Forecast OUtput.

(3) See Table 5 for example of a me Cyber 825 procedure file to ex
ercise this interactive option for the model (this is the Nax:: case.
illustrating the operation of the 8'lCP for actual inflows less than
what were expected by the forecast model
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Table 5. Interactive data input.

** CALL DENNIS MORROW--491-7243--FOR ASSISTANCE.
*
RTF.
GET,LGO=LGOSWCP,INPXX=SWCPTAP. UN=??
COPYBR,INPXX,TAPE15. 3-STAGE DP INPXX TAPE (STAGES BROKEN AT GATES).
COPYBR,INPXX,TAPE19. SIMULATION ROUTING MODEL INPXX DATA TAPE
COPYBR,INPXX,TAPE12. REAL STORM PARAMETERS ARE INPXX FROM TAPE 12.
REWIND,TAPE12,TAPE1S,TAPE19.
LDSET,PRESET=NGINF.MAP=BS.
LGO,INPUT,OUTPXX,INPUT,OUTPXX,TAPE12,TAPE15,TAPE19,TAPE16,*PL=50000.
* TAPE 16 IS FOR OUTPUT FROM THE DP.
RETURN,LGO,TAPE12,TAPE15,TAPE19,INPXX.
RWF,OUTPUT.
* TAPE16 IS A LOCAL FILE CONTAINING SWCP DETAILED OUTPUT.
* ROUTE THIS FILE TO THE PRINTER OF YOUR CHOICE.
DAYFILE,OUTPUT.
*EXIT. WE SKIP TO HERE IN CASE OF -DUMP-.
DAYFILE,OUTPUT.
*
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Table 5. (oontinued) •

REAL STORM, PARAMETERS ARE INPUT FROM TAPE 12

THE MODEL BASE LINE PARAMETERS ARE BASED UPON 5 STORM SEQUENCES
EACH FORECAST WILL BE BASED UPON THE PREVIOUS 4 TIME PERIODS(MODEL ORDER)
THE NUMBER OF LOCATIONS CONSIDERED IS 2
THE MODEL POWER IS 1

ENTER ·1· TO UPDATE PARAMETERS, ·0" FOR NO UPDATE.
1

UPDATE PARAMETERS AFTER EACH REAL TIME PERIOD

ENTER "I" FOR FULL PRINTOUT, "0· FOR PARTIAL PRINT
1

LIST CONTROL IS 1

ENTER LEAD TIME OR ·0· FOR REACTIVE MOOE
4

LEAD TIME IS 4

BASE FLOW IGNORED

SIMULATE THE PASSAGE OF A REAL STORM

MAXIMUM VARIABLE DIMENSIONS .GE. 8
STORM LENGTH MUST BE .GE. 5 TIME PERIODS.

ENTER NUMBER OF TIME PERIODS THIS STORK LASTS.
9

ENTER WEIGHTING FACTOR FOR THIS STORM.
1.0

ENTER STORM ID WHICH CAN BE ANY POSITIVE NUMBER
8451

ENTER STORM DATE AS INTEGER MONTH, DAY, AND YEAR
9 10 84

STORM DATE 9 10 84 ID 8451
THIS STORM LASTED 9 TIME PERIODS
AND HAS A WEIGHTING FACTOR OF 1.000
ENTER STORM BYDROGRAPB FOR 2 LOCATIONS.

O. O.
ENTER STORM BYDROGRAPH FOR 2 LOCATIONS.

O. O.
ENTER STORM HYDROGRAPH FOR 2 LOCATIONS.

O. O.
ENTER STORM HYDROGRAPH FOR 2 LOCATIONS.

O. O.
THE FOLLOWING SEQUENCE CONSISTS OF 4 MEASURED VALUES
THE BALANCE HAS BEEN FORECASTED FROM THESE VALUES

LOCATION
1 2

TIME
1 O. O.
2 O. O.
3 O. O.
4 O~ O.

-FORECAST--FORECAST--
5 O. O.
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Table 5. (continued) .

O. o.
O. O.
O. O.
O. O.
1.0000 1.0000

-FORECAST--FORECAST--
30.000 50.760
50.000 84.600
30.000 50.760
9.9999 16.920

HYDROGRAPH FOR 2 LOCATIONS.
40.610
3

o.
O.
O.

FOR 2 LOCATIONS.

2

OF 5 MEASURED VALUES
FROM THESE VALUES

LOCATION
1

TIME
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9

ENTER STORM
24.000

LEAD TIME IS

6 O.
7 O.
8 O.

ENTER STORM HYDROGRAPH
1.0000 1.0000

THE FOLLOWING SEQUENCE CONSISTS
THE BALANCE HAS BEEN FORECASTED

THE FOLLOWING SEQUENCE CONSISTS OF 6 MEASURED VALUES
THE BALANCE HAS BEEN FORECASTED FROM THESE VALUES

LOCATION
1 2

TIME
1 O. O.
2 O. O.
3 O. O.
4 O. O.
5 1.0000 1.0000
6 24.000 40.610

-FORECAST--FORECAST--
7 49.915 84.456
8 25.475 43.104
9 13.198 22.'331
OBJECTIVE VALUE (INCLUDING PENALTIES) 48.7430389

RES. NO.2 GATE ~0273 .0326 .0403
RES. NO. 3 GATE -.0170 -.0156 -.0149

OBJECTIVE VALUE (INCLUDING PENALTIES) 47.6228435
RES. NO. 2 GATE .0103, .0228 .0466
RES. NO. 3 GATE -.0064 -.0110 -.0178
ENTER STORM HYDROGRAPH FOR 2 LOCATIONS.

40.000 67.680
TRANSFER 2 GATE TRAJS FOR SIMULATION MODEL •

• 010 .023
TRANSFER 2 GATE TRAJS FOR SIMULATION MODEL •

• 006 .011

SEC.
1
2

DEPTHS
6.542
6.580

FLOWS
40.00
1.383

••• FROM THE SIMULATION MODEL.
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Table 5. (continued) •

1.667
1.919
2.162
2.162

-.6910
-2.213
-2.213

62.48
62.20
61.92
52.10
38.07
24.04
10.00

(INCLUDING PENALTIES) 4.63089679

3 7.801
4 9.049
5 10.35
6 7.150
7 8.177
8 8.580
9 12.65

10 12.66
11 12.67
12 12.68
13 13.35
14 14.35
15 15.35
16 16.35

OBJECTIVE VALUE
LEAD TIME IS 2

THE FOLLOWING SEQUENCE CONSISTS OF 7 MEASURED VALUES
THE BALANCE HAS BEEN FORECASTED FROM TRESE VALUES

LOCATION

.2080
-.0313

.2080
-.0313

13.349 14.349
52.101 38.071

21
TIME

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

O. o,
o. c.
o. o,
o. O.
1.0000 1.0000
24.000 40.610
40.000 67.680

-FORECAST--FORECAST--
8 23.416 39.619
9 7.9348 13.426

TRANSFER 9 INITIAL D.+ O. FOR TBE DP STAGE 3
8.580 12.649 12.656 12.666 12.676

-2.213 -2.213 62.479 62.199 61.919
TRANSFER 3 INITIAL D.+ O. FOR TBE DP STAGE 2

10.348 7.150 8.177
2.162 2.162 -.691

TRANSFER 5 INITIAL D.+ O. FOR TBE DP STAGE 1
6.542 6.580 7.801 9.049 10.348

40.000 1.383 1.667 1.919 2.162
OBJECTIVE VALUE (INCLUDING PENALTIES)O.

RES. NO. 2 GATE .0253 .0540
RES. NO.3 GATE -.0129 -.0211

OBJECTIVE VALUE (INCLUDING PENALTIES)O.
RES. NO. 2 GATE .0253 .0540
RES. NO. 3 GATE -.0129 -.0211
ENTER STORM HYDROGRAPH FOR 2 LOCATIONS.

24.000 40.610
TRANSFER 2 GATE TRAJS FOR SIMULATION MODEL •

•025 .054
TRANSFER 2 GATE TRAJS FOR SIMULATION MODEL •

• 013 .021
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Table 5. (continued) .

SEC.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

DEPTHS
6.201
6.233
7.459
8.709
10.01
8.143
9.170
9.573
13.95
13 .96
13.97
13.98
14.66
15.66
16.66
17.66

OBJECTIVE VALUE
LEAD TIME IS 1

FLOWS ••• FROM THE SIMULATION HODEL.
24.00

-2.498
-.3938

1.757
3.994
3.994

-1.571
-4.539
-4.539

38.68
38.58
27.90
24.50
19.66
14.82
10.00

(INCLUDING PENALTIES) 194.581877

THE FOLLOWING SEQUENCE CONSISTS OF 8 MEASURED VALUES
THE BALANCE HAS BEEN FORECASTED FROM THESE VALUES

LOCATION
1 2

TIME
1 O. O.
2 O. O.
3 o, O.
4 O. O.
5 1.0000 1.0000
6 24.000 40.610
7 40.000 67.680
8 24.000 40.610

-FORECAST--FORECAST--
9 8.9205 15.095

TRANSFER 9 INITIAL D.+ Q. FOR THE DP STAGE 3
9.573 13.954 13.963 13.973 13.983 14 .659

-4.539 -4.539 38.679 38.582 27.900 24.499
TRANSFER 3 INITIAL D.+ Q. FOR THE DP STAGE 2

10.009 8.143 9.170
3.994 3.994 -1.571

TRANSFER 5 INITIAL D.+ Q. FOR THE DP STAGE 1
6.201 6.233 7.459 8.709 10.009

24.000 -2.498 -.394 1.757 3.994
OBJECTIVE VALUE (INCLUDING PENALTIES) 31.1159905

RES. NO. 2 GATE .0427 .0703
RES. NO.3 GATE -.0156 -.0167

OBJECTIVE VALUE (INCLUDING PENALTIES) 20.6517322
RES. NO.2 GATE .0516 .4985
RES. NO.3 GATE -.0188 -.0393

OBJECTIVE VALUE (INCLUDING PENALTIES) 11.6200015
RES. NO. 2 GATE .0024 .2893
RES. NO. 3 GATE -.0217 -.0604

OBJECTIVE VALUE (INCLUDING PENALTIES) 11.2961756
RES. NO.2 GATE .0222 .1920

15.662
19.655
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Table 5. (oontinued) •

RES. NO. 3 GATE -.0143 -.0687
ENTER STORM HYDROGRAPH FOR 2 LOCATIONS.

8.0000 13.540
TRANSFER 2 GATE TRAJS FOR SIMULATION MODEL •

• 022 .192
TRANSFER 2 GATE TRAJS FOR SIMULATION MODEL •

• 014 .069

SEC.
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

DEPTHS
5.762
5.789
1.020
8.277
9.512
9.659
10.69
11.09
13.94
13.95
13.96
13.97
14.65
15.65
16.65
17.65

OBJECTIVE VALUE
LEAD TIME IS 0

FLOWS ••• FROM THE SIMULATION MODEL.
8.000

-5.517
-5.051
-4.723
-3.621
-3.621
-5.806.
-9.963
-9.963

6.354
6.429

-3.850
-1.231

2.504
6.250
10.00

(INCLUDING PENALTIES) 187.358716

THE FOLLOWING STORM * WAS * THE REAL EVENT
WHICH * WAS * CONSIDERED SEQUENTIALLY AND FORECASTED BY THE MODEL

LOCATION
1 2

TIME
1 0.00 0.00
2 0.00 0.00
3 0.00 0.00
4 0.00 0.00
5 1.00 1.00
6 24.00 40.61
7 40.00 67.6B
8 24.00 40.61
9 8.00 13.54
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LEAD == number of time steps ahead the forecast model will predict. Max-

Imun dimensions of current version of the StlCP are for LEAD i 3.

If LEAD==O, this gives the reactive mode of operation with no fore-

casting.

READ(N5, * nIT
REAJ)(NS , *)WP
READ(NS,*)ID
READ(NS,*) (NAME(I),I=1,3)

lIT = number of time periods that the real storm qydrograFh lasts.

WF = weighting factor for various storm events. 'Ihe user may wish to

weight sane storms higher than others. storms which are weighted

higher have more of an influence on the modification of the histor-

ical baseline parameters if the update option is selected.

m == identification number for a given storm event, if desired it can be

any positive integer nllIlber.

NAME == date of input storm event, can be aJ1Y' three integer numbers. Exam-

ple: 7, 12, 1984.

REAJ)(NS,*) (R(INL,rT),INL=l,NL)

R(INL, IT) == storm qydrogrcq:h input value at location INL, time IT.

F. DATA FOR BASEtLINE PARAMETER IDEN'J'IflCATlON (Pt:ograro PABAM)

Each input card for the base-line historical identification is

described in d:tail below. Variable locations on each card are sham by

field rnmoer , All cards are divided into eight fields of ten colunns each.

']he different values a variable may assune and the conditions for each

variable are discussed.

(Note: all floating point entries must include decimal points)
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Field Variable Value and Description

1 Ri- Any value <limited only by FORTRAN proqrem

dimensions to a maximllll of 20 time peraods)- N:;

indicates the nllllber of discrete scorm events

for whicll inflow data are prOl7ided for: base

line identif ication use.

2 Nr- 2 to 4. NT indicates the nllDber of preceeding

time periods considered inmecliately relevant

in the forecast. NT is equivalent to the

autoregressive order p as given in Chapter III.

1be model reguires NT time periods to have passed

before forecasting camnences.

3 NL* 1 to 10 (greater: if dimensioning is changed).

NL i.rdi.cates the nll11ber of forecast locations

considered in the IOOde1. FlCM forecasted at a

location must be associated with a puticular

stage in the staged DP IOOdel.

4 lOR- 1 to 4. Indicates the maxinun power considered

in the model (If lOR = 1. the IOOdel is linear).

s roo- Parameter updclte control = 1. if forecast

paraneters are to be updated with each

incranent of the real event. O. otherwise.

6 IRS- For base-line parameter identification,

set IRS = O.

*These are all integer variables am must be right justified in the field.
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Value and Description

1

2

3

4-6

IIT*

WF

ID*

Storm Name

1 to 20. lIT indicates the nunber of time periods

in the fallowing storm.

krrj value. WE' is the relative weighting factor for

the following storm.

Any value. ID is a storm identification

nunber (ID must be less than 10 digits).

Art.:! canbination of letters and numbers used

to describe the storm (Name must be less than So

characters) .

Storm Inflow cards

Field Variable

1-'7 R(-,-)"

Value and Description

My value. R(-,-) are the rainfall or runoff

values (in any consistent set of units) for a

particular location and time. Fields are

f tiled sequentially for each particular time

period, starting in field 1, with data for

all locations.

"An excessive nl.Jllber of zeros can produce instabilities in the Forecast Program.
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APmIDIX C

OPrIMl\L IESIGN C£ UlBAN S'IORM WATER
DRAINJlGE SYS'lEMS
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1981 International Sympo.ium on Urban HydrolO\lV, Hydraulic., and Sediment Control

(University of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky - July 27-30, 1981\

OPTIMAL DESIGN OF URBAN STORM WATER
DRAINAGE SYSTEMS

David K. Robinson
School of Civil Engineering

Universi ty of New South Wales
P.O. Box I

Kensington NSW, 2033 AUSTRALIA

and

John W. Labadie
Department of Civil Engineering

Colorado State University
Ft. Collins, CO 80523

Abstract. Several researchers have developed screening models
for minimizing the cost of sizing and vertical alignment of
storm sewer systems. One of the disadvantages of these models is
that they are designed with specific physical/economic assump
tions in mind, as well as specific types of cost functions.
These assumptions are effectively ~d-~~d into the program,
which militates against modifying the program to suit situations
not covered in the original assumptions. A generalized dynamic
programming computer code has been developed at Colorado State
University called CSUDP. A library of subroutines is being pre
pared as adjuncts to the basic code for solving a wide range of
civil engineering problems. One of the packages includes a set
of subroutines for storm sewer design. The coding includes data
management routines for convenience to the user not familiar with
dynamic programming. The code can consider complex branching
networks with up to three pipes entering a given manhole. Default
options are available for excavation, pipe, and manhole cost
functions. If the costs for a particular case have a signifi
cantly different structure, the user can supply his own sub
routine. There are several other default options which make
this program extremely convenient for no~l design conditions,
as well as usable for unique problems. Extensive comparisons
have been made between available published results of other
dynamic programming screening models and the CSUDP package.
Results are extremely close; differing in total cost by 0.8% to
In most cases, results are extremely clos.e. The one comparison
resulting in a large deviation was due to slightly differing
hydraUlic and cost assumptions, which caused larger commercial
pipe sizes to be chosen by CSUDP, even though actual pipe require
ments deviated little.

Introduction

Throughout the world, many millions of dollars
are invested annually in the construction of urban
stormwater drainage systems. These projects range
from the augmentation of an existing system in order
to drain a new subdivision, to the development of a
new drainage system to service new communities. The
numerous small-scale projects, which actually ac
count for the bulk of the total investment in urban
drainage, are often designed by hand through use of
the Rational Method. The larger systems are
frequently designed with the use of a standard
computer package such as the Road Research Labora
tory Method. After reviewing the literature, and
after numerous discussions with engineering consul
tants, the authors are convinced that there is
currently little use made of optimization techniques
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to reduce the construction and operating costs of
stormwater drainage systems.

The aim of the research reported herein has
been to develop a basic computer package suitable
for optimizing the design of drainage systems.
Particular attention has been given to designing the
package to be implementable on small computer
systems typically available in engineering consul
ting offices. This package may also be readily
installed on larger conputer systems and can be
expanded to handle large drainage networks.

This package is built upon a genera~ized dyna
mic programming computer code called CSUDP which
has been developed at Colorado State University by
the second author. An attempt has been made in
CSUDP to develop a comprehensive code, without
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CSUDP-A Brief Description

Program CSUDP has been developed to solve a
wide variety of dynamic programming problems. The
objective function can be: (1) additive-type (i.e.,
over each stage), (2) mUltiplicative, or (3) min
max (or max-min). A backwards solution approach
is adopted but the program can be 600led into
solving a forward DP problem by appropriately re
defining the state transformation function. For the
additive case, it solves the following problem :

vertical alignment of sewer systems, whether they
be sanitary sewers or urban drainage systems. These
techniques have used variolls optimizing techniques
such as linear prop-ramming (Dci m nge r 1970) and non
.l i nea r separable prop.ra1'lJ'ling (Holland 1966).1, 2
The most popular approach , howevcr , has been dyna
mic programming, including the work of Meridith
(1971), Merritt and Bogan (l973), Fro i s e , ct a I,
(1975), Yen, et a l , (l~76) , and Froise and
Burges (1978).3,4,5,6 , 7 Meridith's work was in
essence develonmental and only extended to a non
branchmz system , The cost functions he proposed ,
noweve r , have been extensively used by other re
searchers such as Yen, et a l , (1976).

(3)

(2 )

(1)

1, •. . ,N
U. E U.
-1 1

Xl E Xl

where there are N ~tageh and the bounded
set.s Xi+l, Ui represent discrete values the ~t.eU:l1.

and dl1.cAAion v~bleh, respectively, can take on.
Equation (2) is called the state transformation .
equation, or system dynamics. The functions fiCo)
and £l(o ) can be of any form, including analytical
or tabUlated functions. Additional const.raints of
the form

~i (~ ,~) ~ Q. (in
can be indirectly handled via a penalty term ap
proach.

N
max or min L f . (x . ,\I . ,x. 1)

i=l 1 -1 -1 - 1 +

subject to :
~i+l '" &.i (~,~)

The work of Merritt and Bogan extended the use
of a DP model to include branching systems and
minimum and maximum expected flows. This model
appears to be partiCUlarly suited to the design of
sanitary sewers. The work of Fraise, et al. (1975)
and Yen, et a I, (1976) has been directed
towards the development of large comprehensive
models for finding least -cost solutions that can
use input hydrographs at each manhole and then
route them through the drainage system. These
models are possibly too comprehensive for solving
large-scale problems , but can be valuable for
refining solutions obtained by a screening model.
Labadie, et al. (1980) combined dynamic ~roRramming

with a fully dynamic hydraulic routing model, but
the focus of this work was on real-time stormwater
control problems rather than sewer design. S
Recent ongoing studies at the University of New
South Wales, Australia (Howell, 19B1) indicate that
the larger progr~s using an incremental state
dynamic programming approach with sewer routing
require five to ten times more computer time than
the standard, nonincremental dynamic programming
approaches where only constant discharges are re
quired for the design .9 The approach proposed in
this. paper employs the latter methodology.

Since the mid-1960's, a number of researchers
have developed various techniques for optimizing the

It has long been assumed in the operations
research field that dynamic programming (hereafter
abbreviated as VP) is so problem specific, it is
not possible to write an efficient, generalized DP
code . This has left researchers and practitioners
with the task of I~ri ting new DP computer codes for
each new problem to be solved. This has dis
couraged practical usage of DP- since the code must
be written by someone with both a firm understanding
of how d)~amic programming works and the ability to
write efficient code. This combination of exper
tise is rarely available, particularly among
practicing engineers . A balance has been reached
with development of CSUDP. The user can supply the
peculiarities of his particular problem in Sub
routines STATE and OBJECT without having to in any
way alter the MAIN computer routine. It is admitted
that a code written specifically for a particular
problem can probably be made more efficient than an
application of CSUDP to that problem. However, code
developmental costs will likely be much greater for
the latter case . Comparisons have been made between
CSUDP and problem-specific codes. CSUDP has been
found to be competitive because the writer of the
problem-specific code is often in a great hurry to
solve his problem and therefore pays insufficient
attention to coding techniques that will minimize
execution time on the co~puter.

A brief literature review in the area of onti
mal storm sewer design is given, followed by a
summary of the CSUDP code and its available options.
The assumptions and data requirements for the CSUDP
SEI~R package is then presented showing the pipe,
manhole and junction calculation scheme. A simple
example serves to illustrate the methodology, fol
lowed by more in-depth comparative analyses with
other published results .

As a further attempt to place dynamic pro
gramming in the hands of practitioners as a practi
cal, workable tool, a package of problem-specific
subroutines are being prepared to solve a number of
problems in civil engineering. For these specific
cases , the user need not code his own Subroutines
STATE and OBJECT. Also, the data input and output
are designed with the specific problem in mind.
The user need only supply appropriate data specific
to his problem. This paper describes a package
called CSUDP-SEWER for optimal design of a drainage
network.

Contemporary Developments

greatly impairing efficiency. The code is capable
of solving discrete, finite stage problems of up to
f ive dimens ions in the state vector. One dimen
sional problems are solved by the standard dynamic
programming procedure, whereas multidimensional
problems are solved by an incremental dynamic
programming technique. In addition, a ~pliclng

option is available for starting wi th a coarse grid
of state variahle increments and progressively re
f inin g the solution. Both deterministic and
stochastic dynamic programming problems can be
solved , including both independent and Harkovian
t)~C problems for the latter. The user supplies
two suhroutines: STATE (which defines the trans 
format ion of the state vector within a given stage )
and OBJECT (whi ch defines the costs, benefits, or
other ohj ec t i ves associated with the state trans
formation and corresponding decisions).
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The vectors ~ and ~ may have up to five

dimensions. The general DP ~eCUA4ion equation is

subject to equation (2), for i=l, ... ,N, where
FN+l(o) ~O. Often, it is more convenient to solve
an inv~tabee form for the problem:

OUTPUT
E

DECISION

OBJECTIVE

TE STAT
U.
-1

x. ~tage ~i+l--1
i

f i (~i'~i,~i+l)

INPUT
STA

(6)
max or

Fi (~i) = min Lfi C~i,~i'~i+l) + Fi+ l C~i+l)]
~i+l E:"i+l

where an invertible form of the state equation is
used (if such a form exists):

-1
u. = s. (x. ,x. 1)
-1 -;. -:l -1+

(7)
figure 1. Typical stage for a se4uential decision

process solvable by Program CSIIIJP.

This form avoids the problem of having to inter
polate the optimal value function Fi+l(~+l) as in
the noninvertible form (equation (2)) when
an ~+l vector is computed for which Fi+l(o)
values were not previously computed during stage i.
If the cost function fiCo) uses tabulated data
with respect to ~, then this function may need to
be interpolated in the invertible form. Actually,
for Program CSUDP, the noninvertible form (equation
(5)) can only be used for one-dimensional (i.e.,
in the state variable Xi) problems. Multidimen
sional problems are Solved via a state incremen-
tal dynamic programming approach (Larson, 1969). 10

The program divides the allowable state-space
Xi into a finite number of increments, with the
incremental spacing specified by the user. The
optimal value function (equations (5) or (6)) is
then recursively evaluated for all feasible combina
tions of state increments, starting with stage N
and working backwards. For multidimensional
problems, the discrete combinations are severely
limited to a predefined co~o~. At each stage,
the optimal decisions ~(~) and end-of-period
states ~r+l (~i) are stored for all feasible" dis
crete ~i for later use. When the first stage is
reached, a ~cRbacR through the stages selects the
specific optimal decisions u~ for each stage from
among the stored 6amlt£e~ of-5ptimal policies
~~(~). For stochastic problems, the latter are
pfinted out because specific optimal policies cannot
be found due to the stochastic nature of the state
vector.

The CSUDP code has a variety of print options
and will find families of optimal policies for a
range of initial state conditions contained in the
set Xl' The code has a variety of other capabili
ties, such as a tie-b~eaRing procenure associated
with the maximizing (or minimizing), operation in
equations (5) or (6). For stochastic problems,
bounds on probability of failure to satisfy con
straints may be input in order to facilitate risk
analysis.

In developing a code such as this, there are
ultimately difficult decisions with respect to anti
cipating the type of computer facilities available to
the user. The current version of the code stores
FiC~) in fast core memory and the ~i(~) and
~+l(~) in random access files. This saves
storage, but increases computer time.

The CSUDP-SEWER Package

Introduction

A suite of programs have been developed in con
junction with Program CSUDP which optimize the
vertical alignment of a stormwater collection
system. The program is currently dimensioned to
analyze a system where the sum of the number of man
holes and the number of branch lines is less than 50.
Larger systems may be analyzed if the array dimen
sions in Program CSUDP are increased. The program
allows up to three pipe (or upstream manholes) to
drain into any manhole, which in turn is drained by
one pipe.

Problems such as urban drainage design require
a program that will solve branching networks. Though
CSUDP is designed to solve serial problems, the
branched problem can be represented by a set of
separate serial problems for each branch which are
then linked together at the branching manholes or
nodes. This was readily accomplished with a few
minor modifications to the supporting subroutines of
CSUDP. The formulation of the data set required by
CSUDP for any reasonable sized problem is somewhat
demanding, especially if the user is not familiar
with the mechanics of the program. The problem of
data input was greatly simplified by developing an
auxiliary program which transforms a concise des
cription of the problem into the specific data file
required by CSUDP. This data management program
(DATAGN) automatically partitions the branched pro
blem into the required set of pseudo-serial problems.
The program also employs, where applicable, global
data descriptions such as minimum and maximum,cover
requirements to eliminate the repetitive data
entries, but with the flexibility to override these
global instructions when local conditions dictate.

The sewer design problem is related to the pre
viously defined general format for CSUDP in the
follOWing way:

1. In the pseudo-serial formulation, each pipe
section between manholes is represented as a ~tage.

In addition, each junction manhole is represented by
one stage for each incoming pipe. For example, if
two pipes are entering a manhole, there are t1vo
stages associated with that manhole.

2. The one-dimensional state variable Xi
represents pipe crown elevation.
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Solution Procedure
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Pipe Calculations

At the upstream end of the pipe (i.e .• at the
end of stage i, or beginning of stage i+l). feasible
crown elevations are set at discrete points xi+l,
whereas at the downstream end (i.e .• beginning of
stage i) elevations are set at the discrete points
Xi (see Figure 3). If the discretization level is
DELX, then the discrete Xi are defined as

GE(m) - XMXCOV
GE(m) - XMXCOV + DELX
GE(m) - XMXCOV + 2-DELX
GE(m) - XMXCOV + M-DELX < GE(m) - ~~COV

with H defined such that -
GE(m) - XMXCOV + (M+l)"DELX > GE(m) - XMNCOV

where
XMXCOV = maximum ground cover over pipe crown
XMNCOV = miniJm.1m ground cover over pipe crown
GE(m) = ground level of manhole

In calculations previous to stage i (i.e.,over
stages i+l. i+2 •...•N). the minimum total costs of
getting to each discrete elevation point xi+l. as
well as the minimum pipe diameters required to do
this. have been determined and stored. The program
then starts at Xi = GE(m) - XMXCOV and connects
a pipe to all discrete xi+l values in turr.· The
least cost path over stage . i is calculated with
consideration of all previously stored costs

In general, the program proceeds downstream
manhole by manhole from the highest numbered man
hole to the lowest numbered manhole for each branch.
As it does this, it determines the least cost
connection to each manhole in turn. for several
possible downstream pipe crown elevations. These
~~ of optimal solutions are stored until the
last manhole in the branch is encountered. The
6amKly of optimal solutions for this branch are then
stored as a function of pipe crown elevation of the
last manhole on the branch. They are later re
trieved when the analysis proceeds to the point
where the junction manhole is being analyzed as a
part of its own branch. At this point, the optimal
costs of the branch line(s) is added into the costs
for the main line. Once the end of a branch has
been reached. the optimal value function and pipe
diameters are reinitialized to starting values and
the analysis of the next branch is commenced. This
backward analysis terminates when the 6amily of
optimal values has been calculated for manhole no.
I farthest downstream. The program then traces fo't
ward from manhole 1 and selects optimal vertical
alignment and pipe diameters from the stored optimal
families of solutions.

(8)

For DATAGN. the manhole system must be defined
in the following manner:

1. The most downstream manhole is numbered 1.
2. The remaining manholes are numbered with

consecutive integer numbers in the upstream direction~

along the length of each arbitrarily chosen branch .
3. No numbers may be omitted, so the number of

the last manhole must equal the number of manholes
in the system.

As mentioned previously, Subroutine DATAGN has
been developed to process the generalized data into
the specific data file required for CSUDP-SEWER.

DATAGN partitions the branches into separate
lines beginning at ·the .'branching manhole Bndonnti:nu
iog all the way upstream. Each branching manhole
will appear once in its particular branch and again
at the end of each of the branching lines that drain
into i.t. These branches are then placed .end t.Q mid
in increasing numerical order for systematic solution
by CSUDP. This 1s illustrated in Figure 2.

The notational format is to represent xi+l as the
upstream crown elevation and xi as the downstream
crown elevation.

3. The decision variable Ui is pipe diameter
for pipe section i.

4. The cost function fi(xi.ui.Xi+l) represents
all pipe costs. including excavation; or. if stage i
is a manhole, all manhole costs.

S. The state transformation equation (equation
(2)) is essentially Hanning's equation if stage i
is a pipe section. The lnv~bie 60nm is used:

u. =[ 2.16nQj Jo .375
1 I(x . l-x.)/L.

1+ 1 1

where (xi+l-Xi)/Li is the slope of pipe section L,
Qi is the rate of flow in pipe section i, and n
is Manning's roughness coefficient. Though equation
.(8) represents pipe-fUll flow. the program will
also consider variable depth and n values.

6. The sets Xi and Ui represent upper and
lower bounds on crown elevation and pipe diameter.
respectively.

7. There are additional constraints of the
general form of equation (4) that make sure pipe
flow velocities do not violate certain specified
minimum and maximum limits. This is' indirectly
accomplished via use of penalty terms in equation
(6). Which is explained in more detail in a subse
quent section .

Figure 2. Transformation of branching to serialsys'tems Figure 3. Illustration of crown elevation discreti
zation
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upstream of stage i for designs that start at
elevat ion xi+l' The pipe diameters required are
determined from ~mnning's equation . If this dia
meter turns out to be smaller than any of the up
stream pipes previously calculated, then the
smallest upstream pipe is used i ns t ead . The minimum
total costs for stage i and all upstream stages ,
as well as the optimal pipe sizes for stage i, are
then stored as a function of elevation Xi' Control
is then passed to the next lower stage i-I for
further calculations. The next downstream stage is
a manhole calculation, which is covered in the
following section.

A candidate pipe connection over stage i
(i .e., connecting elevations Xi and Xi+l ) is
considered feasible only if :

1. It has a positive slope,
2. The discharge can be carried by the

available set of pipe sizes, and
3. Flow velocity is within certain specified

minimum and maximum levels .

If it does not satisfy the first two constraints,
that path is recorded as infeasible. If it violates
the velocity constraints, this alternative is given
a high penalty cost which makes it unattractive but
allows the analysis to continue . This penalty is
eventually subtracted out so that final costs are
actual costs.

The cost of supplying, e~cavating and laying
the pipe is determined by a functional subroutine
CPIPS. This is supplied by the user to suit his
situation and calculates the cost per unit foot from
the following parameters.

-OX (depth of downstream crown (ft.»} f. or
-OXI (depth of upstream crown (ft.» t
-OIA (pipe 'di amet er (ins.)) c~rren.
-PIPTHK (pipe thickness (ins.» s age ~

If other parameters are required, then Subroutine
OBJEtS would have to be modified.

Manhole Calculations

The possible crown elevations at the downstream
and upstream ends of the manhole are defined in the
same way as with the pipe segments (refer again to
Figure 3). If a vertical drop is allowed at a man
hole , it is possible for all xi-l elevations to be
connected to any equal or higher Xi elevations.
The least cost path to each Xi elevation is deter
mined for all feasible paths. If no vertical drops
are allowed, then xi-l may only be connected to
that Xi of the same elevation. That is, there is
only one feasible path across the manhole for each
xi-l value in this case . A third option is for the
user to specify a mandatory drop across a manhole to
account for hydraulic losses . When the mandatory
drop is specified , all feasible solutions will have
this drop across the manhole even when the general
drop option is not specified. When the general drops
are allowed, each manhole will have the mandatory
drop plus some mUltiple of the current OELX value.

The cost of the manhole is calculated by the
functional subroutine CMNH. This function is sup 
plied by the user and calculates the manhole cost
from the following parameters :

-OX (dept h of downstream crown (ft.))
-DXI (depth of upstream crown (ft. »)
-OIA (maximum of:

(1) pipe diameters draining into the man
hole

(2) minimum allowable diameter for

C-6
immediate downstream reach

(3) diameter required to take downstream
flow at maximum velocity)

Since we do not know the diameter of the pipe
draining the manhole, a parameter ORPMNH may be
specified. This is basically a second order cor
rection and would normally have a value approxi
mately equal to a pipe si ze increment.

-ORPliNH (over-excavation of manhole to compen
sate for not knowing the downstream diameter during
stage i-I calculations) .

Junction Calculat ions

At a jun ction manhole, it is necessary to com
bine the least cost solutions for all the entering
branch lines with the main line which is currently
being analyzed. The procedure for doing this is
described subsequently. In this discussion, the
main line is the branch which is currently being
analyzed, and may not be the main hydraUlic carrier.

Refer again to Figure 2 . In this problem,
there is a main line 1-2 -3 -4, which is joined by
branches 2-5-6 and 3-7 . Assume that at an earlier
stage in the analysis, the 6amity of least cost
solutions draining branch 2-5-6 have been stored
as a function of the discrete pipe crown elevations
for the pipe~ manhole no . 2. Oenote this
total cost as F~ (x2) . The superscript "b" signi
fies that this is the minimum cost of draining
branch 2-5-6 through manhole no. 2, as a function of
the exiting pipe elevation x2. The cost of the
manhole itself is included in F~(x2)'

Next, the main line itself is evaluated, which
results in the minimum cost of draining the main
line (as well as branch 3-7) into manhole no. 2,
F~(x2)' as a function of the exiting pipe crown eleva
tion, x2' If the manhole cost is also included in
this function, then the minimum total cOSt of
draining the main line and all branches upstream
of manhole no. 2 is

b mF2(x2) = F2(x2) + F2(x2) - CM(x2) (9)

where the manhole cost CM(X2) is subtracted to
avoid a double counting of manhole costs.

Consider the case where the main line diameter
is large and enters the manhole at the mid-point of
the elevation space, whereas the branch line is
small and could enter the manhole at minimum cover.
If drops are allowed across the manhole, the branch
line will enter at minimum cover, but must drop
into the manhole. The pipe exiting the manhole
must have a crown elevation at mid-point since it
cannot exitat a higher level than the incoming main
line pipe, which dominates the solution. If ,
however, no droos are allowed , the slope of the
branch line ~ust be increased so that its crown
enters the manhole at the mid-point, along with the
larger pipe. This will be a more expensive solu
tion because of the additional excavation needed .
This procedure i s then repeated for all feasible
elevation points x2 to generate the 6amily of
least cost solut ions for manhole no . 2.

During the traceback mode, the program will
find the optimal crown elevations upstream to man
hole no. 2. The optimal crown elevation for the up
stream end of the pipe ex iting manhole no. 2, xi , .
will be determined. Before the program proceeds to ,
find the next optimal elevation, this value is
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recorded as the optimal starting elevation for each
of the branch lines. \\Ihen the traceback routine has
reached the end of the main line, it then deter
mines the optimal path for each of the branch lines
in turn.

Refining the Solution

Once the traceback through the stages has been
made and the least-cost solution found for the
entire network, it may be desirable to reduce DELX
and repeat the procedure in order to obtain 3 more
accurate solution. Again, to save computer time,
it is better to start with a larger DELX than
desired and refine it, rather than start with a
small DELX. The value of DELX is automatically
halved by the Program if its value is greater than
a user-specified terminal value, DELXF. In this
case, a new solution space for the state variable
is created for each stage which straddles the last
calculated optimal pipe elevation path. This space
will be 2·DELX units above and below the optimal
path (S points in all). Elevations violating cover
requirements will be neglected. The solution pro
cess is then repeated until DELX ~ OELXF. Care
must be taken that the initial DELX is not too
coarse or the code may miss the global optimal
solution; or, it may not even be able to find a
feasible solution.

Comments on Program Options

In the problem specification, there are a
number of options that may be selected. The impli
cations of choosing different parameter values will
be briefly discussed.

Parameters Minimum Cover (~.1NCOV) and Maximum Cover
(~.~COV). The system is designed such that no pipe
crown will be set above the elevation of minimum
cover. This may be overridden with individual man
hole data specifications.

The system also sets the m1n1mum elevation for
the pipe crown. Since the pipe invert will be
lower than this, then maximum cover will sometimes
be Violated. The system automatically checks the
invert elevation. If it exceeds the maximum cover,
then that pipe receives a cost penalty which makes
it an unattractive option but still allows it to be
considered as a feasible Solution. The maximum
crown elevation can be overridden by individual man
hole specifications but the pipe will still attract
a penalty if its invert exceeds maximum cover.

The system automatically sets the elevation
of the downstream side of the first manhole to
maximum cover unless it is overridden by a particular
manhole specification. This is done So that the
optimal elevation for the pipe or pipes draining
into the last manhole can be found. With the last
manhole, a drop across the manhole is always al
lowed unless the upstream elevation for the manhole
is restricted to maximum cover. The cost of a
manhole is usually small compared to the cost of
the upstream pipe. Thus, the optimal path entering
the last manhole will generally be as high as
possible, and then drop across the manhole to max
imurn cover. The correct invert depth for the man
hole can then be taken as the elevation of the
crown of the lowest pipe entering the manhole minus
its diameter. Pipe inverts below maximum cover are
flagged in the output with a "I".
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Parameter Defining Drops Across Manholes (IDROP).
Drops may be allowed across any manhole in the
system through the use of the parameter IDROP. It
is recommended that the system be operated in this
mode, since this flexibility will generally give
lower cost SOlutions.

The specification may be changed so that no
drops are allowed at any manholes except manhole
no. 1. This will mean that at junctions, all up
stream pipes enter at the same crown elevation,
whether this is required by hydraUlic considerations
or not. This wi 11 therefore resul t in increased
costs . Manholes with a drop are flagged in the
output with a "<".

Parameter Defining Hydraulic Hodel (IVARN). Often.
it is desirable to design a pipe that is not
flowing full because of slope requirements or
because the diameter cannot be reduced in the
downstream direction. In this case, the actual
velocities in the pipe cannot be calculated on
the basis of full-pipe flow. The program uses the
procedure in ASCE Manua I No. 37 to estimate velo
city for part-full flow and varying Manning lin"
values.

The user may specify if the fUll-pipe or the
part-full pipe model is used through the parameter
IVARN. If the part-full model is used and the
maximum velocity constraints are violated, a larger
diameter pipe is tested to see if it allows the
velocity constraint to be satisfied (i.e., for a
given discharge and slope, velocity decreases with
increasing pipe diameter).

Parameters Defining Minimum ~EL) and Maximum
GMXVEL) Velocity . Through the parameters MNVEL and

MXVEL, the velocity constraints for the problems
may be specified. A situation may arise where the
minimum pipe diameter at the beginning of a branch
is so large with respect to the flow that its
velocity is less than the allowable minimum velocity.
When this happens, a large penalty is attached to
this solution, which allows the analysis to continue.
In all other cases where the velocity violates
either the minimum or maximum velocity constraint,
~ much larger penalty is attached which will make
this particular solution very unattractive While
still allowing the solution to be completed. This
approach has been adopted because one of the an
noying and wasteful aspects of some other packages
has been that the system will abort if these con
straints are violated. This means that little
if any information will be gained from the run.
With the approach adopted in this package, an
answer will more likely be generated. The user may
then review it and check to see if some of the con
straints can be relaxed somewhat without adverse
impact on the system. For instance, suppose a
maximum velocity value of 10 ft./sec. is specified,
but the program can only get as low as 10.4 ft./sec.
before an infeasibility occurs in some other con
straint. A. judgement can now be made if this is an
allowable violation. If this is not acceptable, the
problem must be reformUlated. The output includes
a display of percentage of pipe capacity used and
corresponding velocity. If the velocity exceeds
the maximum velocity constraint, it is flagged with
"+"; or, if it violates the minimum velocity con
straint it is flagged 11*". It should be emphas i zed
that the program will violate these constraints
only as a last resort, if it has no other choice.
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An Example Problem

Consider the typical sewer layout in Figure 4,
whose characteristics are summarized in Table 1.
Assume that crown elevation of the upstream end of
the pipe draining manhole no. 2 is to be between
91 and 96 ft. with a diameter between 48 and 72
inches.

Taole 1. Physical Characteristics of Sample Problem.

Lgth.of Pipe Ground Elev.
~lanhole Dischg.lnto Downstream of at Hanhole
Numbers Ilanhole (cfs) Manhole (ft. ) (ft. )

1 100.
2 2.5 125. 102.
3 3.0 150. 103.
4 1.0 125. 105.
5 2.0 100. 106.
6 3.5 75. 108.
7 6.5 100. 109.
8 1.5 100. 103.
9 2.0 125. 105.

10 1.0 125. 109.
11 1.5 75. 110.
12 2.0 ISO. 107.

Other characteristics of this problem are:

·Minimum velocity - 2.0 ft./sec.
·Maximum velocity - 10.0 ft./sec.
·Manning's "n" - 0.013
·Hinimum cover - 4.0 ft.
·Maximum cover - 10.0 ft.

For the calculations, the initial increment of
elevation is set at 1.0 ft. and reduced by 50%·until
it reaches 0.0625 ft. Elevation drops are allowed
at manholes and pipe diameters are not allowed to
decrease in the downstream direction. The functions
for the pipe costs and manhole costs are the same as
those developed by Meredith (1971).

The problem was analyzed for the following set
of conditions:

1. No drop allowed at manholes and pipe-full
flow.

2. No drop allowed at manholes and part-full
flow.

3. Drops allowed at manholes and pipe-full flow.
4. Drops allowed at manholes and part-fUll flow.

C-8

The results of these analyses are shown in
Tables 2 and 3. Conditions 3 (not shown) and 4
(Table 3) give the least cost solution ($24,389).
Notice that all the hydraulic drop (5.94 ft.) is
concentrated at manhole no. 1 except for two of the
three pipes draining into manhole no. 5 which both
have a drop of 0.25 ft. Thus , the optimal crown
elevation draining manhole no. 1 is 95.947 ft. The
only difference between these two runs is that the
velocities calculated under part-fUll hydraulic
conditions are equal to or greater than those cal
culated with the pipe-full model. Since all
velocities are well within the velocity constraint
range, the design solutions for both approaches are
the same.

Table 2 shows the results for Condition no. 1
(no. 2 not shown). In both of these cases, no
drops are allowed and the crOlin elevations of the
pipes draining into manhole no. 1 are set at
90.00 ft. This has the effect of forcing some of
the pine inverts below Maximum cover (see values
flagged with "#"). This also forces the down
stream pipes to be placed at greater depths and
steeper slooes. Also, the branch lines entering
manhole no.' 5 are at a lower elevation. These
effects increase costs for Condition no. 2 to
$27,412 (an increase of 12.4%) and for Condition no.
1 to $25,999 (an increase of 6.6%). The basic
reason why Condition no. 1 costs more is that in
order to meet the Maximum velocity constraints, the
larger pipes (e.g., between manholes 1 and 2) must
be placed at a flatter grade. This means that more
pipe lengths must be placed at greater depths.

These results show how sensitive the optimal
design is to the system constraints chosen. The
user would be well advised to evaluate the sensitivi
ty of the ootimal design to the constraints and
perhaps perform a tradeoff analysis.

Comparison With Other Approaches

Introduction

The performance of the CSUDP-SEWER package was
compared with published results of other researchers.
No detailed comparisons are included on computer
costs and execution times since these values are
machine specific.

110.0' 109.0' 105.0'

105.0'

®
~

Ground Elevation

Manhole Number

Length of Pi pe

Figure 4. Typical layout of a storm sewer system.
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Table 2. Example Problem: No Drops Allowed and Pipe-Full Flow.

Optimal Solution For X(l) • 90.0000
VEL.

1 x* u* MNH. ELEV. DROP SLOPE DlAM. DIS. PT.DIS % CAP. (ITI LENGTH
NO. (IT) (n) (INS) (CFS) (el'S) SEC) (IT)

1 90.00000 12.00000 1 DIS 90.000 fJ 0.000
2 90.00000 12.00000 1 DIs 90.000 II .0440 48.0 26.50 301.86 8.8 2.11 125.00
3 95.50000 12.00000 2 DIs 95.000 # 0.000

" 95.50000 6.000000 2 DIS 95.500 . 0196 21.0 20.50 22.21 92.3 8.52 150.00
5 98.43750 6.000000 3 DIs 98.438 0.000
6 98.43750 6.000000 3 DIS 98.438 .0125 21.0 17.50 17.75 98.6 7.28 125.00
7 100.0000 6.000000 4 DIs 100.000 0.000
8 100 .0000 6.000000 4 DIS 100.000 .0175 21.0 16.50 21.00 78.6 6.86 100.00
9 101.7500 5.000000 5 DIS 101. 750 0.000

10 101.7500 4.000000 5 vIs 101.750 .0292 15.0 10.00 11.05 90.5 8.15 75.00
11 103.9375 4.000000 6 DIS 103.938 0.000
12 103.9375 4.000000 6 DIs 103.938 .0106 15.0 6.50 6.67 97.4 5.30 100.00
13 105.0000 3.000000 7 DIS 105.000 0.000
14 105.0000 12.00000 7 DIS 105.000
15 95.50000 12.00000 2 DIS 95.500 # 0.000
16 95.50000 2.000000 2 DIS 95.500 . 0359 10.0 3.50 4.11 85.2 6.42 100.00
17 99.00000 2.000000 8 DIS 99.000 0.000
18 99.00000 2.000000 8 DIS 99.000 . 0160 10.0 2.00 2.78 72.0 3.67 125.00
19 101.0000 1.000000 9 DIs 101.000 0.000
20 101.0000 1.000000 9 DIs 101.000
21 101. 7500 2.000000 5 DIs 101.750 0.000
22 101. 7500 2.000000 5 DIS 101.750 . 0245 10.0 2.50 3.44 72.8 4.58 125.00
23 104.8125 1.000000 10 DIS 104.813 0.000
24 104.8125 1.000000 10 U/S 104.813 .0158 8.0 1.50 1.52 98.5 4.30 75 ,'00
25 106.0000 1.000000 11 DIs 106.000 0.000
26 106.0000 1.000000 11 DIS 106.000
27 101. 7500 2.000000 5 DIS 101.750 0.000
28 101.7500 2.000000 5 DIs 101.750 .0083 10.0 2.00 2.00 99.8 3.67 150.00
29 103.0000 1.000000 12 DIS 103.000 0.000
30 103.0000 1.000000 12 D/S 103.000

Minimum Objective
Value = 25999.41

The first comparison uses the drainage problem
presented in ASCE Manual No. 37. The results
are compared to those of Yen, et al , (1976) • . The
second comparison is for a problem presented by
Mays, (1976). Both of these studies use the
Illinois Storm Sewer Design (ILSSD) Model, which is
based on a discrete differential dynamic programming
approach. 11

Table 4 summarizes the options used in the
published studies and those analyzed by CSUDP-SEWER.
In order to compare the results for the different
computer packages, a CSUDP-SEWER analysis was made
wi t h the solution constrained to the same optimal
elevations and pipe diameters as the published
studies. These are the first CSUDP-SEWER runs shown
in each section of Table 4. For all comparisons,
Manning's n=0.013 and minimum velocity is 2 ft./sec.
For the ASCE problem. maximum velocity is 10 ft./sec.,
whereas for the Mays problem it is 8 ft./sec. The
final DELX elevation accuracy for CSUDP-SEI~R was
0.0625 ft., which is bel ieved comparable to the
lLSSD results.

ASCE Problem

The ASCE problem has been analyzed with CSUDP
SEWER with the options shown in Table 4. This net
work has 12 manholes and 11 pipe links. The opti
mal costs for all CSUDP-SEWER options and the cost
determined by lLSSD are very similar. The optimal
cost calculated by ILSSD was $69,062, whereas the

cost calculated by CSUDP-SEWER for the same eleva
tions and pipe diameters was $69,377. This 0.5\ in
crease in cost is due to the slightly differing
costing model used. lfuen the elevation and diameter
constraints on CSUDP-SEWER were relaxed, the cost
for a model with no droos was $69,362. However,
when drops were allowed~ costs lowered to $68,822.
This is about a 0.8% decrease. which is still not
very significant. The main reason that there is so
little difference is that many of the manholes are
at minimum cover and hence the optimizing packages
have not been extended to test their potential. The
computer output for the case of drops allowed and
pipe-fUll flow assumptions is shown in Table 5.
Note that the velocity in the pipe draining manhole

. 9 is slightly less than the minimum velocit:y con
straint in this case. Interestingly enough when
part-full assumption were used, the velocity was
acceptable. Execution time on the CSU computer* was
7.6 sec.

Mays' Problem
As with the ASCE-Problem. the optimal pUblished

crown elevation and pipe diameters were analyzed for
the design problem. This network includes 21 man
holes and 20 pipe sections . CSUDP-SEWER was not
able to find a solution for these conditions. The
basic reason for this was the hydraulic model used
in CSUDP-SEWER determined that some reaches required
larger diameter pipes than those found by the ILSSD
package in order to give a feasible solution. In

*CDC Cyber 172 Computing System
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Table 3. Example Problem: Drops Allowed at Manholes and Part-Full Flow.

Optimal Solution For X(I) = 90.0000

I X* U* MNH.
NO.

ELEV.
(FT)

DROP
(IT)

SLOPE DIAM.
(INS)

DIS.
(CFS)

PT.DIS
(CFS)

x CAP. VEL.
(IT/SEC)

LENGTH
(FT)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

90.00000
95.93750
96.00000
96.00000
98.43750
98.43750
100.0000
100.0000
101.7500
102.0000
103.9375
103.9375
105.0000
105.0000
96.00000
96.00000
99.00000
99.00000
101.0000
101.0000
101. 7500
102.0000
104.8125
104.8125
106.0000
106.0000
101. 7500
101. 7500
103.0000
103.0000

12.00000
12.00000
12.00000
7.000000
6.000000
6.000000
6.000000
6.000000
5.000000
4.000000
4.000000
4.000000
3 .000000
12.00000
12.00000
2.000000
2.000000
2.000000
1.000000
1.000000
2.000000
2.000000
LOOOOOO
LOOOOOO
1.000000
1.000000
2.000000
2.000000
1.000000

I Dis
1 u/s
2 Dis
2 u/s
3 Dis
3 u/s
4 Dis
4 u/s
5 DIs
5 u/s
6 Dis
6 u/s
7 Dis
7 vIs
2 Dis
2 u/s
B Dis
8 u/s
9 Dis
9 »ts
5 Dis
5 u/s

10 Dis
10 u/s
11 Dis
11 vIs

5 Dis
5 u/s

12 DIs
12 u/s

90.000 il
95.937
96.000
96 .000
98.438
98.438

100.000
100.000
101. 750
102.000
103.938
103.938
105.000
105.000

96.000
96.000
99.000
99 .000

101.000
101.000
101. 750
102.000
104.813
104.813
106.000
106.000
101. 750
101. 750
103.000
103.000

5.93B <

0.000

0.000

0.000

.250 <

0.000

0.000

0 .000

0.000

0.000

.250 <

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

.0005

.0163

.0125

.0175

.0258

.0106

.0300

.0160

.0225

.0158

.0083

48.0

24.0

21.0

21.0

15.0

15.0

10.0

10.0

10.0

8.0

10.0

26.50 32.18

20.50 28.89

17 .50 17.75

16.50 21.00

10.00 10.40

6.50 6.67

3.50 3.80

2.00 2.78

2.50 3.29

1.50 1.52

2.00 2.00

83.4

71.0

98.6

78.6

96.1

97.4

92.1

72.0

75.9

98.5

99.8

2.11

6.53

7.28

6.86

8.15

5.30

3.67

4.58

4.30

3.67

125.00

150.00

125.00.

100.00

75.00

100.00

100.00

125.00

125.00

75.00

150.00

Minimum Objective
Value = 24389.43

some cases, calculated diameters were only 0.5
inches larger than the constrained values. Unfortu
nately, this still requires the next larger com
mercial pipe size to be selected, which represents
a six inch increase in diameter. The problem was
rerun for the same crown elevations but without
restricting the pipe set. The solution became
feasible, but six pipes were determined to have a
diameter one size larger than Mays' results. These
results show the sensitivity of the solution to the
hydraUlic assumptions. The cost of this layout was
determined to be $298,400, which is 12% greater than
the value of $265,355 quoted by Mays. This is due
to larger diameter pipes specified by CSUDP-SE1~R.

Table 4. Comparison of CSUDP-SEWER with ILSSD Results.

When the problem was rerun without constralnlng
the elevations, the cost dropped to $274,462 (an 8.8%
reduction) for the pipe-full model, with or without
drops (see Table 6). In this case, the pipe sets
were similar to Mays' results with some pipes one
size larger and others one size smaller. \~en the
part-fUll model was used without drops, the cost
only fell to $291,682, which represents a 2.3% de
crease. When drops were allowed, cost decreased to
$277,877 (a 6.9% decrease). The reason the part
full model gives a slightly higher cost is that some
of the larger pipes near the downstream exit are
placed at rather steep slopes and are only running
part full. This means that their velocit ies are far

Problem Analyzed ASCE PROBLEM MAY'S PROBLEM

Computer Package ILSSD CSUDP - SEWER ILSSD GSUDP - SEWER

Constraints * *
1. Drop", Allowed Yes Yes No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Yes

2. Pipe Flow Model Full Full Full Part. Full Part. Full Full Full Part. Full Part.

3. Min. Cover (ft) 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 8 8 8 8 8 8

4. Max. Cover (ft) t 8,5 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 t 14 14 14 14 14

Costs ($) G~062 69377 69362 69362 68822 68822 265355 298400 274463 291682 274463 277878

* Pipe elevations and diameters set to the ILSSD results
t Not specified
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Table 5. ASCE Problem: Drops Allowed and Pipe-Full Flow.

I x* U* MNH. ELEV. DROP SLOPE DIAH. DIS. PT.DIS % CAP. VEL. LENGTH
NO. (FT) (FT) (INS) (CFS) (CFS) (n/SEC) (FT)

1 82.00000 ·10 . 00000 1 DIs 82.000 I .500 <
2 82.50000 10.00000 1 u/s 82.500 .0080 36.0 44.40 59.77 74.3 6.28 125.00
3 83.50000 10.00000 2 Dis 83.500 0.000
4 83.50000 10.00000 2 vIs 83.500 .0031 36.0 35.30 37.35 94.5 4.99 400.00
5 84.75000 10.00000 3 DIs 84.750 0.000
6 84.75000 10.00000 3 vIs 84.750 .0017 36.0 27.70 27.95 99.1 3.92 400.00
7 85.45000 7.000000 4 DIs 85.450 0.000
8 85.45000 6.000000 4 u/s 85.450 .0071 21.0 11.70 13.40 87.3 4.86 400.00
9 88.30000 4.000000 5 DIs 88.300 0.000

10 88.30000 4.000000 5 vIs 88.300 .0077 15.0 5.10 5.70 89.5 4.16 400.00
11 91.40000 3.000000 6 DIs 91.400 0.000
12 91. 40000 3.000000 6 vIs 91. 400 .0088 12.0 2.00 3.34 59.9 2.55 400.00
13 94.90000 3.000000 7 DIs 94.900 0.000
14 94.90000 1.000000 7 u/s 94.900
15 83.50000 3.000000 2 DIs 83.500 0.000
16 83.50000 3.000000 2 u/s 83.500 .0115 12.0 2.00 3.83 52.3 2.55 400.00
17 88.10000 3.000000 8 DIs 88.100 0.000
18 88.10000 1.000000 8 u/s 88.100
19 84.75000 3.000000 3 DIs 84.750 0.000
20 84.75000 3.000000 3 u/s 84.750 .0111 12.0 2.50 3.76 66.4 3.18 400.00
21 89.20000 3.000000 9 Dis 89.200 0.000
22 89.20000 3.000000 9 u/s 89.200 .0048 12.0 1.50 2.46 61.0 1.91 * 400.00
23 91.10000 3.000000 10 Dis 91.100 0.000
24 91.10000 1.000000 10 vIs 91.100
25 85.45000 4.000000 4 DIs 85.450 0.000
26 85.45000 4.000000 4 u/s 85.450 .0084 15.0 5.90 5.92 99.6 4.81 · 400 . 00
27 88.80000 4.000000 11 DIs 88.800 0.000
28 88.80000 4.000000 11 u/s 88.800 .0097 15.0 4.70 6.39 73.6 3.B3 400.00
29 92.70000 3.000000 12 DIs 92.700 0.000
30 92.70000 12 u/s 92.700

Minimum Objective
Value = 69361.75

greater than the maximum allowed velocity of 8.0 ft.1
sec. A velocity of 11.8 ft./sec. was calculated for
one of the pipe sections.. These values were only
selected by the model because there were no feasible
solutions that satisfied the velocity constraints.
The execution time on the computer was 12.4 sec.

These problems have served to illustrate the
applicability of CSUDP-SEWER and docwnent its per
formance. The readers are referred to Robinson and
Labadie (1981) for a discussion of the data require
ments for CSUDP-SEWER.12

ConClusions

A computer model utilizing a generalized dyna
nic programming routine and a package of subroutines
specifically designed for storm Sewer design has
been compared with published results of other model
ing studies. In most cases, the differences in
results are small, with regard to both total cost
and pipe size selection. Larger discrepancies can
be explained in the differences in hydraUlic model
assumptions. The restriction to commercially
available pipe sizes can produce cost discrepancies
because even though the required pipe diameter may
be only slightly higher than next smaller commercial
size, the larger commercial size must be selected.
One could argue that with the inaccuracies and
arbitrariness involved in selecting a design storm
and utilizing steady flow assumptions, there Would
be some justification in using the smaller size pipe.
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The modeling package has been designed for ease
of use by practitioners, and includes most of the
design factors th~t would be encountered in the
field. This computer package should be regarded as
a screening model. If complex hydraUlics are kno.wn
to exist in certain sections of the network, the
optimal design should be further evaluated by an
appropriate unsteady flow model.
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Figure 6. Layout for Mays I Problem.
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EXAMPLE PROBLEM

Program CSUDP-SEWER*

·We will just look at the lateral converging to manhole #2.

2 cfs 1.5 cfs1058 ]25'
103(1)

~QO'

102ct>
... >-

I I 2 cfs I 3.5 cfs J I
stage I I stage I stage J I

20 I I 18 I
,

16 I I

I t I , I 1

t
I

t I t J I I
stage stage stage

19 17 15

x

Assume:

• no drops allowed

}

Y. = 2 ft./sec.
pipe full flow for velocity computations y

m1n = 10 ft./sec.
max

• n = 0.013
r----------..,

• ,minimum cover = 4 ft. I ~ We will ignore these
, ~ for this example

• Imaximum cover = 10 ft.1"- J

*pg. 7 of "Optimal Design of Urban Storrnwater Drainage Systems," D. Robinson and
J. Labadie.
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(diam. in inches)
tO.9l5(u. - 12)}
1

(ave. invert depth)

• pipe cost/ft. = Ci = {13.0 + 0.8(H~ - 10) +

• manhole cost CM. = 250 + (MH.)2

1 ~manhole depth in ft.

[

2.l6nQ. ]0,375
u. = ~ -12

1 I(x. 1 x. )/L. '
1+ 1 1

To simplify - the possible crown elevations are:

[
102']x20 = x19 = 101'
100' [

100 ' ]
x18 = xl 7 = 99'

98'
= [~~:~:]

94.5'

DP Recursion Equation:

F. ex. )
1 1

= min
xi + l

[C. (x.,x. l'u.)
1 1 1+ 1

or

for pipe

CMi (GEi - xi +(u~~ for manhole + Fi + 1 (xi + l)]

t~pproXimation
r---_- - --: --T
I Xi +l - Xi Lf I

I i = manhole I
J -,

2.l6nQ. ] 0.375
1

·12
ex. I-X. )/L.

1+ 1 1

I"""U i = r;-----...".--;-;-

in inches

where

(increase u. to 1st commercial size)
1

Then check velocity constraints:

2 < (Qi ] < 10
(1Tu

i
2

/ 5 76

*pipe full mode 1

Stage 20 [for initialization only]
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Stage 19

CM
19

= 250 + (GE19

~manholC
#9

= 250 + (lOS _ x + 0.8 )2 + 0
19

r------ -- --t
I x 19 F19 (x19) f

I 102 264.4 t ~

I I
I 101 273.0 t
I 100 283.6 I,___________ .J

Stage 18

F
18

(x
18

) = min{[13.0 + 0.8 (HI 8 - 10) + 0.915(u
18

- 12)]'L18 + F19 (x19 ) }
x19 r- - ----- ---,r-----

(conun) I I~~n_i~~J I

x18 x19 ul 8 ul 8
velocity Cl 8 FI 9 (xI 9) I F1S (x1S) uis(x1S)check I

100 102 8.85" 10" 3.67 779.6 264.4 I rT644"' 10"
I

L ___ -'

101 10.0S 12" 2.55 1075. 273.0 I 1248

100 (INFEAS) I
99 102 8.20" 1011 3.67 829.6 264.4

,
[~~~J 1011

I
101 8.85" 10" 3.67 879.6 273.0 I 1152.6

100 10.08" 12" 2.55 1175. 283.6 I 1458.6

98 102 7.75" 811 5.73 634.17 264.4 I r,:---, 8"
I ~2~'2J

101 8.20" 10" 3.67 929.6 273.0 I 202.6

100 8.85" 10" 3.67 979.5 283.6 L 1263.

--~------store this
informat ion

Stage 17

{
no minimization over x l 8 since
no drops allowed: x l 7 = xI 8

1094

898.6

1044

CMI 7

264.4

273.0

283.698

100

99

F17 (x17) = CM17 + FI8 (x18),.,. .

manhole #8

CM
17

= 250 + (103 - x
17

+ l~~g,) 2

~ guessed value
r---- -,
,F17(xI 7) I
I I
r 1308.4 I
, 1367 I
I I
I 1182 IL I
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Stage 16

96.5

95.5

94.5

F
16

(x
16

) = min{[13.0 + 0.8(H
16

- 1O) + O.915(u
16-l2)]oL16

+ F17(x17)}
x17

(comm) velocity C16
F

17
(x17) F16 (x16) ui6(x16)x

17
u16 u16 . check

6.42 724 1308.4 r:- -, 10"100 9 .43 10" L2.Q~:'~J

99 10.04 *10" 6.42 764 1367 2131

98 11.05 1211 4 .46 987 1182 2169

100 8.99 10" 6.42 764 1308.4 2072

99 9.43 10" 6.42 804 1367 2171

98 10.04 *10" 6.42 844 . 1182 [20~~ 10"

100 8.66 10" 6.42 804 1308.4 2112.4

99 8.99 10" 6.42 844 1367 2211

98 9.43 10" 6.42 884 1182
r

2066
,

10"L __ .J

*the program would increase this to 1211
, even though we are only slightly

above 10" (would choose x* = 19 as optimum).
17

TRACEBACK

x* = 95.5 - so xi7 .= 98 = xi816

now go back to stage 18

If xl 8 = 98 - then xi9 = 102

Note: If there are still downstream sections to be sized and vertically
aligned, we would store the optimal information above F16(X16), for
each discrete x16 and continue downstream. Other branches coming
into manhole #2 would be solved the same way, and then their optimal
value functions would be added together.
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APPENDIX D

USER GUIDE 'ID PROORAM CSUDPI SEWER

A suite of programs have been developed in conjunction with a gen

eralized dynanic programdng code called C3JDP which optimize the verti

cal alignment of a storuMater collection systEm. Details of the pro

cedure can be fOWld in the attached paper by Robinson and Labadie

(1981) • '!be program is currently di.mensi.oned to analyze a systEm where

the sun of the n\lt\ber of manholes and the nlltlber of branch lines is less

than 100. Larger systans may be analyzed if the array dimensions in

Program CSIDP are increased. 'lhe program allows up to three pipes (or

upstream manholes) to drain into at¥ manhole. which in turn is drained

by one pipe.

An auxiliary program called DM'llGN transtotlllS the multi-branched

sewer systEm into a pseudo-serial system for solution by CSID~SEWER.

In the p;eudo-serial focnulation. each pipe as well as each manhole is

represented as a · stage. Each junction manhole is represented by one

stage for each incani.l'¥3 pipe. 'lhe operataon of the oystan is illus

trated with a simple example which highlights the various features of

the systan. A brief description of the structure of the key subroutines

serves to illustrate the method of solution aoopted. A precise descrip

tion of the data requf.rementa if given as well as a general discussion

of the implications of the significant options that have been incor

porated.

In CSUD~SEWER. the manhole must be n\Dbered in the foll<7tling way:

1. 'lhe mst downstream manhole is nunbered 1.

2. '!be remaining manholes are ntJllbered with oonsecutive integer

mEbers in the upstream direction along the length of each

branch. 'nle branches may be chosen arbitrarily. but adjacent
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manholes must be n\l'llbered ooneecutavely. except at junctions.

In this case, the nLlllber of the first manhole on the branch

may not be mmbered oonsecutdvely with the manhole n\.l1lber at

the junction. '!be manhole n\J1lbers should continue on consecu

tiVely as we IIlO\7e upstream along that branch. An example

problem is presented in a later section.

3. No nllllbers may be anitted and the number of the last manhole

must equal the nu.nber of, manholes in the systan.

B. WW1'ION pROCfjWRE

Program a;onp solves a serial dynamic prograrrming problem. ~e

subroutines associatea with the SEWER package (i. e.. CEJECS. STATS,

READINS. PINEL. HIJJ1\L. <:PIP and Qtm) require the branching sewer sys

tem to be reformulated into a pseudo-serial problem which can be solved

by CSUDP. SUbroutine DM'IGN has been developed to process the general

ized data (described subSEquently in a section on Data Requirements)

into the specific data file required for a;un~SEWER.

In general. the program proceeds downstream manhole by manhole fran

the highest nllllbered manhole to the lCMest mmbered manhole. As it does

this. it detennines the least cost connection to each manhole in turn,

for several possible downstream pipe crown elevations. '!bese families

of optimal solutions are stored until manhole nllIlber 1 is encountered.

A traceback procedure is then employed which works upstream and finds

the best overall design. . ~e details of the pipe and manhole calcula

tions will be discussed separately. Refer to Figure 1 for the follCMing

discussions.

s.r Pipe calculations

At the upstream end of a pipe (Le., at the end of stage n+l, or

beginning of stage n+2) its crown elevations are set at the discrete
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Stage Stage Stage
n n+\ n+2

Ground
Elev.

GE(rn+O
Ground

XMNCOVElev.
GE{m N (Minimum

Pipe + Cover)c:

crown~-~
)(

c: + ;,;c:)(
)( -- <> ~

> -;:.; - /'
IJJ

CD CD ./ / CD
w ,,/ / -/W /' ~--;;- CD

,/
...

/' --/ /' Co)
CD - / ./

C/)- CiCD / ./...
u /'
f/) /,,/ ---

0 //_---
Manhole

m+1
Manhole

XL~m
I~

Figure 1. Illustration of pipeline calculations showing alternative
pipe slopes and elevations.
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points xn+2' whereas at the <bmstream end (Le.. begirmirg of stage

n+l) elwations are set at the discrete points xn+1 . If the discretiza

tion lwel is DELX, then the discrete xn+1 are defined as

GE(m) - XMXcx::N

GE(m) - XMXON + DELX

GE(m) - XMXcx::N + 2 DELX

GE(m) - XMXCOJ + MDELX i GE(m) - XMN<nT

with Mdefined such that

GE(m) - XMXCOJ + (M+l) DELX > GE(m) - XMNCCN

where

XMXCOJ = maxinuJn ground cover over pipe crown

XMNCO\1 = minimlJIl ground cover (Ner pipe crown

Similar discretizations are defined for all other stages. with differing

ground elwations and maximum and minimum cover. but DELX stays the

same.

In calculations previous to stage n+l (Le.• (Ner stages

n+2,n+3••• '. ,N). the mi.ni.mlE total costs of getting to each discrete

elelTation point xn+2' as well as the minimum pipe diameters requi red to

do this. have been determined aM stored. ~e program then starts at

xn+1 = GE(m)-XMXaN and connects a pipe to all discrete xn+2 values in

turn. It then calculates the least cost path over stage n+l, with con

sideration of all prevaoualy stored costs upstream of stage n+l for

designs that start at elevation xn+2. '!be pipe diameters requi red are

determined fran Manning's equataon. If ttJ.s diameter turns out to be

snaller than any of the upstream pipes prwiously calculated. then the

snallest upstream pipe is used instead. '!be minimum total costs for

stage n+l and all upstream stages. as well as the optimal pipe sizes for

stage n+l. are then stored as a function of elevation xn+1' Control is
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then passed to the next lcwer staqe n for further calculations. '!be

next c:"lamstream stage is a manhole calculation, which is covered in the

following section.

A carxli.date pipe connection over stage n+l (i.e., connecting eleva

tions xn+1 and ~+2.) is considered feasible only if:

1. it has a positive s1.0~

2. • the discharge can be carried by the available set of pipe

sizes

3. flCM Velocity is within certain specified minimum and maxiImJn

lwels

If it does not satisfy the first two constraints. that path is

recorded as infeasible. If it violates the Velocity constratnta, this

alternative is given a high penalty cost which makes it unattractive but

allCMs the analysis to contanue. tis penalty is wentually subtracted

out so that final ex>sts are actual costs.

'lhe coat of supplying. excavating and laying the pipe is deteImined

by a functional subroutine CPIPS. 'Ibis is suwJ.ied so as to suit the

user's particular situation and calculates the cost; per unit foot fran

the following parameters.

OX (depth of downstream crosn (ft or m)

DXl (depth of upstream cram (ft or m»

DIA (pipe diameter (in. or nm»
for current stage n

PIPIHK (pipe thickness (in. or nm»

If other parameters are requi.red, then SUbroutine Cl3JECS would have to

be modified.
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B.2 Manhole Cal culations

The possible crown elevations at the downstream and upstream ends

of the manhole are def ined in the same w~ as with the pipe segments.

If a vertical drop is allowed at a manhole (1. e., when the user

sets IDROP=l) it is possible for all xn elevations to be connected to

any a:jual or higher xn+1 elevations. '!be least cost path to each xn+1

elevation is determined for all feasible paths. If no vertical drops

are allC1tled (1. e., the user sets IDROP=O). then xn may only be connected

to that xn+1 of the same elevation. '!bat is, there is only one feasible

path across the manhole for each xn value in this case. A third option

is for the user to specify a mandatory drop across a manhole through use

of parameter FOCDRP. If IDROP=O. all feasible solutions will have a

drop of FRCDRP; otherwise, the drop will be FRCDRP plus sane multiple of

the current DELX value.

'!be cost of the manhole is calculated by the functional subroutine

CMNH. 'Ibis function is supplied by the user and calculates the manhole

cost fran the following parameters.

OX - (depth of downstream crown (ft or m)

DXl - (depth of upstream cram (ft or m»
DIA - (maximun of

(1) pipe diameters draining into manhole

(ii) minimum allowable diameter for imnediate

downstream reach

(iii> diameter requi red to take dcMnstream flCM

at maximum velocity)

Since we do not knC1tl the diameter of the pipe draining the manhole,

a parameter DRPMNH may be specified. This is basically a second order

correction and would normally have a value approximately equal, to a pipe
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size increment.

DRPf.Rl - (Oller-excavation of manhole to canpensate for not knowing

downstream diameter during stage n calculations)

B.3 Befirli.m the Solution

Once the program has calculated the entire family of least cost

solutions for the entire network. traceback of the final least cost;

solution is made. !!he value of DELX is then halved and if its value is

less than or equal to DELXF. calculations are teoninated. If not, a new

solution BIBee is created for each stage which straddles the last calcu

lated optimal pipe elevation path, !!his space will be 2 DELX units

above and belCM the optimal path (S-IX>ints in all>. Elevations violat

ing COller rEquirements will be neglected. 'lhe solution process is then

repeated until DELX .i DELXF. In this wEr;j, canputer time can be saved by

starting with a relatively coarse level of DFLX and refining it. care

IIUSt be taken that the initial DELX is not too coarse or it may not be

possible for the code to find ·a feasible solution.

c. DATA RBjj(JIRID '1P SPEOFX pBCJ\T,m

!!he data needed to specify the prcblem in the FUR'mAN formatti~

ra;Iuired for the program are given as follows. 'lhe Program mEr;j operate

in either EDjlish or metric units. All measurements are in feet or

neters, except for dimensions related to pipe diameter, thickness or

overexcavations. which are in inches or millimeters.

c. GleDal Data

<t~te: RalJ3es are given as a guide only)

CAR> 1 (IS)

ImIO

[(=0, no echo print of processed data is requi redi l

(=1, echo print of processed data is required)
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(=-1. echo print of both original and processed data is requi red)

CAm 2 (8A(10»

Title (An altila-m.meric title may be specified - up to 80

characters; if not, supply a blank card)

CAm 3 (IS)

Nf.NlS (=the rumber of manholes in the systan; up to 49 allowed

for current dimensioning. which is easily increased)

CAm 4 (2FIO.4)

DELXI (=the initial increments of the elevation space under each

manhole (ft or m»

(suggested range 0.1 to 1.0)

DELXF (=the final increment of the elevation space under each manhole

(ft or m»
CAR) 4A (IS)

!UNITS (=1 English dimensions used)

(=2 metric dimensions used)

CAm> 5 (315)

IDROP (=O, no elevation drops allowed at a manhole)

(=1, elevation drops allowed at a manhole)

IVARN (=o. pipefull. fixed 'n'. Manning's hydraulic model)

(=1. variable depth. variable ' n", Manning's l¥draulic

IOOdel (ASCE Manual No. 37»

IDIAM (=0. only increasing diameters in downstream direction)

(=1, diameters based on }:wdraulic requi renent.s only)

CARD 6 (2F10.4)

VMIN (minimum allowable Velocity (ft/sec or mls»

(suggested level, 2.0 ft)

VMAX (maximum allowable Velocity (ft/sec or m/s)
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(suggested range 8.0 to 10.0 ft)

CARD 7 (F10.4)

0fAN (Manning's coefficient)

CARD 8 (3F10 .4)

PIPlHK (naninal pipe thickness used for oosting calculations only

(in. or nm»

(suggested raD;Je 0.0 to 4.0 In.)

DRPM.'m (over-excavation of the manhole. which is used in costing cal

culations only; allows cbrmstream diameter to be slightly

larger than any previous upstream diameters since there is

sane uncertainty at current Stage I as to what the dianeter of

the exiting pipe will be. '!be program ensures that the nani

nal. dianeter used to calculate mamole oosts will acoomodate

discharge leaving the manhole with a velocity less than VMAX

(in. or nm» (suggested range 0.0 to 6.0 In.)

FK:DRP (mandatory drop across a manhole to acoount for energy losses

etc.. used in l¥draulic and costing calculations (ft or m)

(suggested range 0.0 to 0.5 ft)

CARD 9 (2FIO.4)

XMNCXJIJ (mi.ninun allwable CC/Iler to pipe cro.m (ft or m»

XMXroJ (maximum allOtlable depth of pipe invert (ft or m»

C.2 Indiy;idnaJ Manhole Data (2 cards for each manhole.

'!be ftHJLK(I) values must be in numerical order; starting with 1 and

ending with NmHS)

CARD lOa (4IS.6Fl0.4)

MNHLK(l) (number of current manhole beill;J considered. Le.• the Ith

manhole)

mHJ:,K(2) (number of 1st upstream manhole connected to the Ith manhole)



MXDIA

GE

MIDIA

0-10

lttmLK(3) (rnmoer of znd upstream manhole cormected to the Ith rna.nhole

or blank. (b»

MNKLK(4) (nunber of 3 rd upstream manhole connected to Ith manhole or

blank (b)

Q (the discharge entering the Ith manhole (cfs or m3s);

NOm: leave blank for the first manhole)

XL (the length of the pipe fran the Ith manhole to the next

manhole downstream (ft or ml : NO.l'E: leave this blank for

the first manhole)

(the ground elevation for the Ith manhole (ft or m»

(the minimun diameter pipe allowed to drain the Ith manhole

(in. or nm». ~is card restricts the available pipe set.

If the following value (MKDIA) is not set. the system sets

MXDIA = moIA. If left blank (b). the available pipe

diameters are not restricted)

(the maximun diameter pipe allowed to drain the Ith manhole

(in. or rom)

CARD lOb (4F10.4) <if not requi red, include a blank card)

[Note: the values on card lOb will override the global specifications of

XMXaJIT and XMNaJlTJ •

~ELOO (the minimum allowable downstream crown elevation of the pipe

draining the manhole (ft or m)

MXELDS (the maximum allowable dovlnstream crown elevation of the pipe

draining the manhole (ft or m)

mELUS (the minimum allowable upstream crown elevation of the pipeCs)

entering the manhole (ft or m»
MXELUS (the maximum allowable upstream crown elevation of pipe(s)

entering the manhole (ft or m)
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NOTE: There will be mNHS sets of two cards required (2xNMNHS cards in all)

C.3 Pipe Data

'ltle system autanatically supplies the follO'tling pipe diameter set:

8'.10'.12'.15'.18'.21'.24'.27'.30'.36'.42'.54'. 60', 66', 72'

'!his set may be used. or overridden as follows:

CARD I1a (IS)

NO (=0. default dianeters used)

(=N. the program will read N diameter values fran the next cardts)

(Note: N i 16»

CARD lIb (8FI0.4) (only required if NO > 0)

DIAMS (J) (pipe dianeter set. J=1 •••••N (in. or nun»

D. a::ft1ENTS ON PBOORAM OPrIQNS

D.1 Parameters XMNCX1l and XMXCXJV

~e system is designed such that no pipe crosn will be set above

the elaration of minimum cover , '!bis may be overridden with the indivi

dual manhole data specification (MXEI:J)S and MXELUS).

~e system also sets the minimum elaration for the pipe cram.

Since the pipe invert will be lower than this. then maxinun cover will

sanetimes be violated. ~e system autanatically checks the invert

elevation. If it exceeds the maximun CXNer. then that pipe receives a

cost penalty which makes it an unattractive option but still allows it

to be considered as a feasible solution. ~e maxinun cram elevation

can be overridden by the individual manhole SPecification (mELDS and

MNELUS) but the pipe will still attract a penalty if its iIwert exceeds

maximum cover.

'!he system autanatically sets the elaration of the downstream side

of the first manhole to maximum cover unless it is overridden by a

specific manhole specification (MNEI..Jl3). '!his is done so that the
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optimal elevation for the pipe or pipes draining into the last manhole

can be found. With the last manhole, a drop across the manhole is

always allowed unless the upstream elevation for the manhole is res

tricted to maximum cover.

'!he cost of a manhole is usually anall canpared to the cost of the

upstream pipe. '!hus, the optimal path entering the last manhole will

generally be as high as possible, and then drop across the manhole to

maximum coyer. '!he correct invert depth for the manhole can then 'be

taken as the elevation of the croen of the lowest pipe entering the

manhole minus its diameter. Pipe inverts below maximum core: are

flagged in the output with a ' #' .

D.2 Parameter IDROP

If IDROP is set equal to 1, drops are allowed across any manhole .in

the systan. It is recarmended that the systan be operated in this mode,

since this flexibility will generally give lower cost solutions.

If IDROP is set equal to 0, no drops are allowed at any manholes

except the first one. 'Ibis will mean that at junctions, all upstream

manholes enter at the same crown elevation, whether this is required by

the hydraulics or not. 'Ibis will therefore increase costs.

Manholes with a drop are flagged in the output with a ' <' •

D.3 Paramet§[ IVARN

Often, it is desirable to design a pipe that is not flowing full

because of slope requiranents or because the diameter cannot be reduced

in the downstream direction. In this case, the actual velocities in the

pipe cannot be calculated on the basis of full pipe flow. '!he program

uses the procedure in ASCE Manual No. 37 to estimate velocity for part

full flCM and varying Manning ,n' values.
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'!be user may specify if the full pipe or the part full pipe model

is used. If the part full JOOdel is used and the maximum velocity con-

straints are violated. a larger diameter pipe is tested to see if it

allows the velocity ex>nstraint to be satisfied (L. e.. for a given

discharge an;] slope. Velocity decreases with Increasirq pipe diameter).

1. p~ Fyll case

'!he continuity equation is used.

v = Q/A

V = full bore velocity (ft/sec)

Q = discharge (ft3/sec)

A = cross-sectional area of pipe (ft2)

'lbe actual pragran statement is

V = 183.34 QI/ (OIA x OIA)

QI = discharge (ftS/sec)

OIA = pipe dianeter (dn.)

183.34 = factor included n and conversion fran inches

(4xI22/n)

2. Part-Full egae

'!he capacity of the pipe at a given slope is calculated usiJXj

Manning' s ~uation

QF = U! AR2/3~/2
n

= .LH x zrrl:.. x 02/ 3 x .i:!!:....
n 4 42/ 3 128/3

= 1.49n n8/ 3i /2

4S/3XI28/3 n

= 0.0006153 n
8

/
3se/2

n

QF = pipe capacity (ft3/sec)

n = pipe diameter (ms)
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S = pipe slope

n = Manning's coefficient

'nle fraction of capacity used is then calculated.

QR = QI/QF

QR = fraction of capacity used (~QF)

QI = design flaY (ft3 / sec)

QF = pipe capacity (ft3 / sec)

This value (l\vQF) is then used to enter Figure 24 of ASCE Manual 37 to

deteonine the Ratio of Depth to Diameter %/0 using the discharge curve

for variable n, n.te ratio of pa.rt-full velocity to Velocity at capacity

(pipe-Full) is then found fran the velocity curve for variable n Fv/VF

using Ra/D• '!he part-full velocity is then found by nultiplying the

ratio Fv/VF by the capacity velocity of the pipe VF.

·v = 'Py/W VF

VF = QF/A

V = part-full velocity (ft/sec)

VF = Velocity in pipe flow full (ft/sec)

A = cross-sectional area of pipe (ft2 )

In the CSUDPI SEWER proqrem. this procedure is approximated by digi

tizing the curves discharge and velocity curves in Figure 24 of ASCE

Manual No. 37 and expressirq Pv/VF direcUy as a function of QR. '!his

is accanplished by linear interPOlating between the following values of

QR (0.0.025.0.05.0.1 10.2, •••• 0.9, 1.0). In the program, QR. is

multiplied by 10.0 and then transformed to an integer (IQ) to select the

appropriate values in the array of 'Rv/VF values.

3. Exanple

COnsider the following case.

- Design discharge for a pipe = 2.1 ft3/ sec (Q)
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- capacity discharge for that pipe = 3.0 ft/sec (QF)

- Pipe diameter = 12 in. CD)

'Iben the pipe full velocity

V = 183.34 x 2.1/122

"" 2.61 ft/sec

'Ibe part full velocity is calculated as follCMS

QR = 2.1/3.0 = 0.7

Entering Figure 24 gives

Rdl D = 0.7 .

which in turn gives

Rv/VF = 0.95

'lhe velocity of the pipe flowirr;J to capacity is

'VF = 183.34 x 3/122 "" 3.82 ftlsec

V = 0.95 x 3.82 = 3.63 ft/sec

D.4 Parameters MNVEL and MKVFJj

A situation may arise where the mi.n.inun pipe diameter at the begin

ning of a branch is so large with respect to the flow that its velocity

is less than the allowable mininun velocity. When this happens. a large

penalty is attached to this solution which allows the analysis to ron

tinue. In all other cases where the velocity violates either the

mminum or maximum velocity ex>nstraint a much larger penalty is attached

which will make this particular solution very unattractive but will

still allow the analysis to continue. 'Ibe user should examine the out

put to check to see if aJ¥ ronstraint violations have occurred and .i £

thE¥ are acceptable. If not. the prcblE!l\ may need to be reformulated to

give an acceptable solution. '10 assist the user's understanding of the

output. aJ¥ pipe which has a velocity less than the allowable is flagged

with a '.' and any pipe that has a greater Velocity is flagged with a
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E. P1WRAM ORG.;NIZATION

'!be following instructions are written on the assurrq;n:ion that the

user has access to a remote tenninal and will be preparing and editing

his data files in an interactive mode. If the user wishes. a batch mode

input can be used to establish the required tanporary or permanent

files.

To use CSUDP-SEWER. the user must supply the prwiously described

data file (called PRDATA). which is a description of the problem. and

two functional SUbroutines (CPIP and CMNH) which calculate the unit cost

of the pipe and the cost of the manhole. '!he canplete package is shown

in Figure 2.

Program DhTJlGN accesses the data file PRDATA and t.ransforms it into

the form requi.red by CSIDP. Program CSUDP is a general dynamic program

ming optimizing routine with its own package of subroutines. SUbroutine

READIS reads in the data needed for C&IDP and for the SUbroutines STATS

and (BJEO) and reinitializes certain arrays after each elevation incre

ment DELX. srATS is the1¥draulic subroutine and calls PINEL to calcu

late pipe velocities. SUbroutine (BJECS is the costing subroutine and

calls CPIP to calculate pipe costs and ONH to calculate manhole costs.

SUbroutine 'lmACS detem4nes the optimal path through the systan and

organizes the printout. SUbroutine HYINAL prepares l¥draulic data for

the printout.

F. EXAMPLE POOBLFZo1

COnsider the sewer layout in Figure 3, whose characteristics are

sumnarized in Table 1. AsstIne that the crown elevation of the upstream

end of the pipe draining manhole 2 is to be between 91 and 96 ft and

have a diameter in the range of 48' - 72'.
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SEWER
Package

USER
Supplied

PRDATA
CSUDP DATAGN Problem-

Description

. READINS

STATS PIPVEL

~ CPIP
r--

OBJECS
:-..

CMNH--
- ~ TRBACS - HYDVAL

Figure 2. Program Structure.
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Table 1. Physical Characteristics of sample Problem.
Manhole Discharge Le~th of Pipe Ground Elevation
Numbers Into Manhole Downstream of Manhole at Manhole

<cfs) <ft) (ft)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

2.5
3.0
1.0
2.0
3.5
6.5
1.5
2.0
1.0
1.5
2.0

125.
150.
125.
100.

75.
100.
100.
125.
125.

75.
150.

100.
102.
103.
105.
106.
108.
109.
103.
lOS.
109.
110.
107.

(Downstream
Manhole)

Ground Elevation

Manhole Number

Length of Pi pe

/05.0'

®
~

106.0' 105.0' 103.0' 102.0' 100.0'
100' 125' 150' 125'

)----~4)-----( 3 >-------4.2 }------\. I ::::}

-109.0'
75

1

110.0'

II}------u

109.0'

7J-------l.

Figure 3. Example layout of a stann sewer system.
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Other characteristics of this prd:>lan are:

Minimum velocity - 2.0 ft/ sec

Maxilm.Jn velocity - 10.0 ft/sec

Manning's 'n' - 0.013

Mi.ninuJm cover - 4. 0 ft

Maximum cover - 10.0 ft

For the calculations. the initial incranent of elevation will be

set at 1.0 ft and reduced by 5~ until it reaches 0.0625 ft.

ElE!l7ation drops will be allwed at manholes. the hydraulic model

will assume pipe full Mannings flow. and pipe dianeters will not be

allowed to decrease in the OOwns'tream direction. No drop in crosn

elevation will be requi.red across each manhole (FlCDRP = 0). Both

DRIMm ani PIPmK will be set to zero (for details. see discussion of

cost functions). '!he data setup and user supplied subroutines are given

on the follOW'ing pages. '!he solution output is given in Table 2 of

Appendix C.
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TCC:;O,T25,PR75.
USER.EQ~GwJL.AA~R.
ROUTf,OUTPUT,DC=PR,UN=AO,OEF.
GET.AOATAGIIl.
r,ET,TAPE5aPRQATA.
AOATAu,~,

REPlACE.TAPE7=PROATAP.
r,ET.CPIP.
rTN,I=CPIP,B=HCPIP.OPT=2,R=3.
REPLACE,SC?!?
f;ET.CMNr1.
rTN.I=CMN~,B=BCMN~,OPT=2.R=3.
PEPLACE.IiC"INrl.
RETU~N. HOAT AG"I.
GET.LGO=~tSLlO?

r,ET.ASEwE~,~CPIP.BCMNH,PROATAP.
LOSET.PRESET.NGI~F,~AP=BS/OUTPUT.
LOAD,BS£wE~,ACPIp,dCMN~.
LGO.P~I)ATAP.
DAyFILE.
EX. TT.
DAYFILE.
IEOF

0-20
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FUNCTIUN C~NH(OX.OXl,OIA,ORPMNWI

012-IOIA • OHPMNHI/12
D~I>-O" • 01Z
OADlaOXl • 012
o~X=~M~xI1DXU,DXOl)
CMN~=2S0•• OHX*OMX

~ET\JRN

E"'O

FUNCTION CPIPIOX.OXl,OIA.PIPTHK)
H~A~=IOX'OX1)/2 • lOIA.PIPTHK)[lZ
IF IL>IA.GT.3b tOOOll GO TO 10
IF I"'AAR.GT .10.01 GO TO 20
C~IP=13.0 •• 8.(H8A~-10.OI+.91S·(OIA.12.01
GO TO 30

20 corn INUE
r.PIP=13.0.Il.67•• 04Z*'DIA-12.0»*(HBAR-10.0) •• 91S*(0IA - 12 . 0 )
GO TO 30

10 ClJfH I NtJE
C~IP=lze'O'4.9*iH8AR·ll.0)'2.5·(OIA-7Z.0)

30 CONTINUE
~ETU~N
END
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-1
TyPICI\L PROBLEM

12
1.0 .0625
1 0 0
2.0 10.0
0.013
0.0 0.0 0.0
4.0 lO.u
1 2 o. o. 100.
2 3 8 2.5 125. 102. 48. 12.

9} • 9b.
3 ,.

3. 1S0. 103.
4 5 1. 125. lOS.
S 6 10 12 2. 100. 106.
ft 7 3.5 75. 108.

7 6.5 100. 109.
Fi 9 1.5 100. 103.
9 2. 125. 105.

10 11 1. 125. 109.
11 1.5 75. 11o.
12 2.0 150. 107.

0
IEOR


	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	




